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BUDGET REQUESTS OF THE CUSTOMS SERVICE,
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, AND
THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE'S OFFICE

MONDAY, MARCH 12, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:33 p.m. in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Chafee, Heinz, Bentsen, and Matsu-

aThe press release announcing the hearing and Senator Heinz'
and Senator Bentsen's statements follow:]
[Press release from the U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Subcommittee on International Trade, Feb. 10, 1984]

SUBCOMMFmFEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE SETS HEARING ON BUDGET RrqurSm OF
THE CusrOMS SERVICE, INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, AND THE U.S. TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE'S OFFICE

Senator John C. Danforth (R., Mo.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the Subcommittee
would hold a hearing on Monday, March 12, 1984, on the requests for authorizations
of appropriations for fiscal year 1985 of the U.S. International Trade Commission,
the US. Customs Service, and the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative.

The hearing will commence at 2:30 p.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

This hearing gives us an opportunity to address the insufficient resources avail-
able to the Customs Service for the enforcement of U.S. trade laws and internation-
al trade agreements. For some time now, the situation in America's major ports has
been characterized by a decreasing pool of Customs personnel, particularly import
specialists, and an increasing volume of imports. The predictable result of these di-
verging trends has been a serious compromise of U.S. trade law at a time when
there is increasing pressure of foreign suppliers to gain access to the U.S. market.
Staff reductions have also resulted in large revenue losses. While merchandise im-
ports increased by 22% in 1983, total collections from tariff and trade activities de-
clined by $195 million.

A prominent, if unfortunate, result of these trends is the massive amount of steel
import fraud currently being committed primarily by large overseas trading houses.
An investigation conducted by the House Energy and Commerce Oversight Subcom-
mittee, as well as my own work, has shown that efforts of the Customs Service to
combat commercial fraud are not sufficient. In addition to general austerity cut-
backs, the Customs Service has been shifting its manpower priorities away from
trade law enforcement to such problem areas as narcotics and contraband smug-
gling. Those resources which have been directed toward fraud, primarily through
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the Commercial Fraud Center, commonly called Operation Tripwire, have fallen
short of what is needed to properly enforce trade regulations and prosecute viola-
tors.

In my view, it is imperative that additional resources be allocated specifically for
the purpose of combating fraudulent imports. In addition to increasing the effective-
ness of the Customs Service in enforcing our trade laws, such an increase will yield
revenues far in excess of funds spent. Generally speaking each additional dollar
spent in Customs operations yields an average of $18 in revenue. Moreover, because
of the widespread nature of fraud and the potential for the collection of substantial
penalties from violators, resources devoted to fraud are even more cost beneficial.
Indeed, last year Operation Tripwire returned $150.00 for each one dollar spent (not
including salaries). In FY 83, for example, an increase of $70,000 in enforcement re-
sources yielded $31 million in collected duties and fines from violations. Similarly,
the additional resources devoted to commercial fraud this fiscal year of $105,000 has
thus far yielded $15 million in collected revenues with a promise of further success
through the end of the year.

Unfortunately, there is overwhelming evidence that these increases are insuffi-
cient to deter fraud. Mr. White also revealed in his testimony that Operation Trip-
wire has recently undertaken four new cases involving new types of fraud from new
sources. Obviously, the problem demands a more vigorous response that heretofore
received.

It is my recommendation that increased resources be allocated to combat this
problem which is damaging sectors already reeling from unfair trade practices of
the past. In addition to an increase in funding to the Customs Service, stipulation
should be made as to the levels of import specialists which should be maintained in
America's ports as well as the commodities to which their attention should be di-
rected. This Committee as well as the full Senate have approved amendments I
have proposed to increase Custoins' resources for import fraud detection and en-
forcement. I intend to offer such amendments again this year.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN

Mr. Chairman, this morning we are considering legislation to authorize three
trade agencies for fiscal year 1985, the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC), and the U.S. Customs Service. I am most
concerned about the proposed budget for the U.S. Customs Service, and I want,
therefore, to confine my opening statement to that submission.

If this customs budget is to be believed, then the Service will cut expenditures by
$23 million and eliminate about 7 percent of its workforce, yet still collect revenues
at a faster rate than in the past, give speedier processing and better defend our bor-
ders against illicit importations and exportations. It appears that it helps to read
this budget through rose-colored gla ses.

The realities are that even using the Customs Service estimates, the value of im-
portations will increase by 9 percent in FY 1985, to over $323 billion. Customs itself
predicts that the fines, penalties, and forfeitures caseload will increase by up to 40
percent in that period. Air passenger workload will increase 17 percent from FY
1983 to FY 1985 and Customs will process something over 300 million individuals.

However, their productivity is already declining. In terms of "dollars collected"
per dollar appropriated, the Customs Service return has fallen $2.00 since 1979. In
1979, we were getting $19.05 per every dollar appropriated to the Customs Service.
Last year it was $17.01. Four hundred personnel positions were removed last year in
the appropriations process, Mr. Chairman. This decrease is most disturbing given
the fact that the Customs Service is one of the few Federal agencies which brings in
revenue to the Government. Therefore, it seems that we must act to increase per-
sonnel numbers in order to retain adequate revenue.

Most important, Mr. Chairman, of the 954 positions to be eliminated in this FY
1985 budget proposal, 625 will be on the front line of the Customs process. These are
the inspectors who inspect the people and cargo and the import specialists who in-
spect the paper flow that accompanies. importation. They constitute the two critical
links in the customs process. We now inspect less than one percent of the cargo im-
ported into the United States. Four hundred fifteen fewer inspectors on the line
means we will inspect even less.

This is also the front line of customs enforcement. I am told inspectors make 70
percent of all customs arrests, 70 percent of all hashish seizures. The popular image
of the inspector peaceably reading passports and making chalk marks on baggage is
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just not the case: two of them have been killed in the line of duty in the last five
years, one in Texas.

On the paper side, we now audit less than 50 percent of the import documents
submitted by customs brokers and other importers. These forms are the tax returns
of the customs process, and 210 fewer import specialists mean that many fewer re-
turns are audited.

I understand and agree with the basic premise that the Service should use com-
puters to improve the quality of the selectivity it uses. But you can take these
things to extremes. The job of Customs is increasing faster than these productivity
improvements can keep up. I have seen estimates that improvements in productivi-
ty can absorb a 3 percent workload increase, not the 9 to 17 percent workload in-
crease we expect.

Moreover, the computers themselves, particularly the automated commercial
system which is the heart of the tariff and trade system being developed by the Cus-
toms Service, has only just come on line. I do not think this is the time to be cutting
people. If anything we should be adding personnel. We added IRS auditors last year
to improve the Internal Revenue take at the suggestion of the administration. I
wonder why the administration thinks the situation is any different in the Customs
Service.

In addition, the Service proposes cuts in the enforcement side of its operations. As
I have said, the inspector force is the front line of the enforcement effort, ts well as
the duty collection effort. But in addition to losing those 415 inspectors, the Service
proposes to cut its laboratories, its marine patrol officers and vessels, and its region-
al patrol staff. It proposes to reduce the size of Operations Exodus, which is sup-
posed to control elicit exports of high technology equipment to our Communist ad-
versaries by almost half. So we are not robbing Peter to pay Paul; We are robbing
both of them. Both the enforcement and the commercial activities of the Service
will be reduced under this budget.

The real impact of this budget will be felt in towns and cities along our border
with Mexico. These areas have historically been among the worst-off in the country,
but their problems have been escalated to a national tragedy in recent years by the
economic troubles in Mexico.

The flow of trade across the border, the lifeblood of this region, has dwindled. The
proposed cutbacks in customs personnel at border crossing points would reduce the
fow even further, forcing those citizens of Mexico who can still afford to buy in the
U.S. to submit to lengthy delays. Because of the lack of customs personnel, there
will be fewer lanes at border crossing points, like Laredo which handles more pas-
sengers each day than JFK Airport in New York, open to process persons wishing to
visit the United States.

I fail to understand how an administration which professes to be concerned about
the economic tragedy along the border with Mexico can add to the woes of that area
by proposing additional cuts in customs.

Moreover, the commercial public will be ill served by these personnel cuts.
Moving import specialists out of the local ports and into regional and district offices
may appear to be efficient, but what does the businessman do who wants to know
how to classify products he is about to import? A long distance telephone call will
not always suffice, and he should not be forced to bet millions of dollar of import
fees on the guesses of a customs broker. Moving the import specialists out of his
local area means increased costs, lost time, and uncertainty.

So, Mr. Chairman, I am very concerned by this budget. And let me say two otherthings:First, we were not able to get an authorization bill enacted last year. I believe
that since this problem of reductions in force seems to be coming up every year, we
ought to consider this budget closely and when we have agreed on an authorization
bill, work together to try to get it enacted so that we can get some control over this
agency.

Second, you and I sent a letter to the Commissioner a few weeks ago asking for
port-by-port and district-by-district implications of these personnel cuts. I ask unani-
mous consent that a copy of that letter be placed in the record of this hearing. I do
not have an answer to that letter yet but I hope one will be forthcoming during this
hearing. I can tell you that in the border areas of Texas, which are suffering an
economic depression, the Customs Service is one of the most important programs of
the Federal Government.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I am most concerned about this proposed budget. The
Customs Service budget is not helpful, it is not realistic and I will do everything in
my power to change it.

Senator DANFORTH. Bob, it is good to have you back.
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STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR ROBERT E. LIGHTHIZER, DEPUTY

U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before the subcommittee

to present our resource needs for fiscal year 1985. With me is John
Giacomini, who is the Director of our Office of Management, and
Doug Newkirk, our Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for GATT
Affairs.

I would like to present to the committee a brief summary of our
resource needs and submit a longer, more detailed statement for
the record. Then, we can address any specific questions you or the
members of the subcommittee may have on the budget or on the
harmonized code.

As you know, we have pending two supplemental budget requests
for fiscal year 1984. The first is a $128,000 supplemental to cover
the legislated pay raise and medicare costs. And the second is a
$511,000 supplemental to finance the initial stages of the harmo-
nized code negotiations.

Our fiscal 1985 request is $14,179,000. This is a $2,680,000 in-
crease over the 1984 base. Nearly 60 percent of this increase is to
finance our efforts to negotiate the harmonized code. These costs
include the transfer of personnel to Geneva, renting office space
and equipment, printing, and computer programming. The other 40
percent of the increase is to meet operational needs and to pay un-
controllable costs such as rent, utilities, and general price level ad-
justments. Indeed, about half of this extra amount is due to the
rent increase alone.

As you can see, the harmonized code will require a substantial
utilization of our resources in 1985. In light of this fact, I would
like to discuss what is involved. In the 1974 Trade Act, we were
required to participate in the development of internationally
agreed tariff nomenclature-the harmonized code system. USTR
will lead these negotiations, which we expect to formally begin in
Geneva in 1985.

Negotiating the code is an enormously complex undertaking in-
volving interagency coordination, soliciting private sector advice,
intensive international negotiations, and of course, thorough con-
sultations with the Congress. We have broken our work into four
phases. Line-by-line review of the ITC's proposed conversion of the
U.S. tariff schedules, data preparation to support negotiations and
review of foreign country conversions, international negotiations,
and congressional approval. Our timetable calls for the completion
of the first phase by the end of this year, and we hope to complete
negotiations in 1985. This new tariff schedule is to take effect on
January 1, 1987.

Mr. Chairman, we have a considerable amount of work ahead of
us, and we hope the committee can act affirmatively on our budget
reit. If you or other members of the committee have any ques-
tions, I would be glad to address them or have Mr. Giacomini or
Mr. Newkirk supply answers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[Ambassador Lighthizer's prepared statement follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT E. LIGHTHIZER, DEPUTY U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before you to present our resource needs
for fiscal year 1985 and to respond to your question. With me is the Director of our
Office of Management, John Giacomini, our assistant United States Trade Repre-
sentative for GATT affairs, Doug Newkirk, and our assistant United States Trade
Representative for Congressional Affairs, Bill Maroni.

since last year, we have had several organizational changes which I believe most
of you are aware of: We now have two deputies in Washington, Ambassador Michael
B. Smith who is responsible for bilateral and multilateral activities; I am responsi-
ble for sectoral activities. Ambassador Peter Murphy now heads our Geneva Office
while Richard lImus is our new chief textile negotiator.

The President's budget and the resource request which we submitted to you con-
tain several items which I would like to explain briefly.

Our current fiscal year 1984 appropriation does not include two supplemental re-
quests. Dne is for a pay supplemental of $128,000 to cover the recent raise legislated
by Congress and medicare costs. The other supplemental request of $511,000 would
provide funds essential for the initial stages of preparing for U.S. adoption of the
harmonized code system or HCS. I believe most of you are acquainted with the goals
of the HCS-a new international tariff nomenclature which will facilitate interna-
tional trade transactions. Widesi -ead adoption of the HCS will reduce the cost of
reporting for U.S. producers, promote uniformity and certainty in customs classifica-
tion, and increase the accuracy of trade statistical reporting systems.

It is an enormous, complex undertaking, and involves interagency coordination as
well as intensive negotiations and planning with other nations. The four phases of
the administration's work program are: line-by-line review of the ITC's proposed
conversion of U S. tariff schedules, data preparation to support negotiations and
review of foreign country conversions, negotiations in Geneva and largely through
the GATT, and congressional approval followed by implementation.

We have been dealing with this issue since 1970. The 1974 Trade Act required our
full participation in the development of the nomenclature since the H(% will be
treated as an international trade agreement. The USTR will lead the negotiations,
which we expect to formally begin in Geneva in 1985, and handle the details in-
volved in arriving at an agreement under the auspices of the GATT.

Our timetable calls for completion of the U.S. conversion and review of foreign
conversions by the end of this year. We hope to complete the Geneva negotiations
during 1985 so that we can use all of 1986 to prepare ourselves for an implementa-
tion date of January 1, 1987.

To date, we are meeting our schedule. We have held public hearings on the tariff
conversion process in several cities and have established data base contacts in the
GATT so that the review of foreign country conversions will be coordinated with the
overall effort of our line-by-line review, mentioned above, which began in January.
Other agencies which are cooperating in the HCS project are the International
Trade Commission, the Department of State, Commerce including the Bureau of the
Census, Agriculture, Treasury including the U.S. Customs Service, and Labor. All
are committing resources to the program. Currently we have individuals on detail to
USTR. We would be pleased to provide you with our HCS timetable.

For fiscal year 1985, the actual increase over the 1984 base is $2,680,000. Of the
total request, $1,534,000 is for the harmonized code, for expenses at the peak of
scheduled activities. Several significant items will be the transfer of personnel to
Geneva, rental of office space and equipment, printing and reproduction of HCS ma-
tericIs, and computer equipment programming tasks to provide a strong informa-
tion base for international negotiations. The remainder of the request is designed to
maintain an operating level similar to fiscal year 1984, and to accommodate general
price level adjustments plus uncontrollable increases for essential expenses such as
communications, rent, and printing.

Beginning in fiscal year 1983, we were allowed to operate iider one ceiling of 133
permanent positions or a full time equivalent employment or "FTE" of 133 work-
years. This gave us the flexibility to use our "FTE" in a manner which best suited
our needs and to create greater stability among essential staff by converting select-
ed positions to permanent status. For fiscal year 1984, we have 137 FTE's, and for
fiscal year 1985 we are requesting one additional "FTE" for a total of 138. This will
provide for a position to cover the development of the HCS computer program.

I would like to update you on funds which you provided us for fiscal year 1984,
earmarked for word processing equipment and for followup projects on a special
study we did in 1982 to provide guidance on how we can develop the best U.S. trade
negotiators. For the word processing equipment, we are in the final evaluation
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stages of vendors' proposals. The funding will be used for microcomputers and relat-
ed training and maintenance, and for equipment needed to network into existing
computer facilities. The funds provided Ior career development will be utilized to
formulate in-depth assessments of the job-related needs of a selected group of mid-
level professionals and to identify appropriate courses and seminars to enhance
their background and knowledge for trade negotiations.

To supplement our permanent staff and to hold down personnel costs, we are con-
tinuing our successful, volunteer university intern program. Last fiscal year we had
more than 280 applicants; we accepted 45 from seventeen different universities. We
conduct this program on an informal basis to hold down costs, and the need for ad-
ditional staff to run a formal program. This effort saved us salaries and related
costs of more than $120,000. Other savings were effected by acquiring details on a
nonreimbursable basis, by participating in an interagency "program pool" for spe-
cialized computer program needs, and by closely monitoring travel.

We are using every means possible to increase productivity and managerial effec-
tiveness with the resources we have been given. We are continuing to exercise tight
control over expenditures especially for overtime, travel, and procurement, with our
senior staff playing a direct role in this daily process. We have also complied fully
with the requirements of the Federal Manager's Financial Integrity Act of 1982 by
submitting positive reports both to the President and to the Congress on internal
accounting and administrative controls.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that our request is a very reasonable one and reflects
budget constraints even with continually rising workloads. Any reduction of our re-
source request will seriously affect our capability to do the job assigned to us. With
the requested resources we will be able to implement our schedule for the harmo-
nized code system and to pursue the commitment of the administration and the
Congress to economic growth and a strong economy.

I would be pleased to respond to your questions.
Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. I do have a couple of questions.
The first one on the harmonized code-this is, as Federal matters

go, relatively small as a cost item, but it is fair to say, isn't it, that
it is going to be somewhat complicated and controversial?

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We think it will be
very complicated, but hopefully not too controversial.

Senator DANFORTH. As I understand it, it is not intended to make
any substantive changes-it is simply a redefinition.

Ambassador LIGHTHJZER. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. I guess my question is-is this trip neces-

sary? Do you view this as an important matter that we should be
proceeding with? Are we so far along now that we have to be doing
it?

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. It is our view and, of course, the view of
the Congress over the last 10 years that putting the entire world
on the same system will facilitate trade, and economic advantages
will flow to the U.S. economy from the resultant increase in trade.
So, we still have that view. We think it will be helpful.

Senator DANFORTH. We had hearings a week or so ago on the
proposed new Department of Trade, and one of the comments that
was made by some of the witnesses at that time was that USTR
now has 130 or so people, and I see you only want an increase of
one additional person, up to a total of 138. At least one point of
view was that it should be even smaller than that, that USTR
should not be a place where people have great expertise or narrow
knowledge on a limited subject, but it should be a place for general-
ists, for true brokers of different interest groups, and that some-
thing is lost when the USTR's personnel becomes more and more
specialized. Is that point well taken or not? In your judgment,
should you have more people, less people, or is 138 just right?
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Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. First, Mr. Chairman, I agree with the
sentiment expressed-that USTR should not be in a position of de-
veloping or maintaining great amounts of expertise that merely du-
plicate what other agencies do. Now, I am sure you won't be sur-
prised by my feeling that 138 is about the right number. There is
some minimum amount of expertise that you need. There are times
when you have to pick up the phone and call someone in your own
shop who is at least following reasonably closely some current
matter. And, when you have the responsibility for a wide variety of
issues-like we do-it requires a certain amount of staff just to co-
ordinate the work of the other agencies. So, our view is that 138 is
about the right number.

We have spent time, I should tell you, at the senior staff level
talking about this point. There have been some very bright com-
mentators who have suggested that we could get by with fewer
people. My own sense, after a year, is that that would be very diffi-
cult. But, this is something that is under constant review. The gen-
eral idea that we shouldn't duplicate a lot of expertise at the Com-
merce, State, or Agriculture Departments is certainly something
that we subscribe to.

Senator DANFORTH. Now, if Senator Long were here, he would
robably ask you about your selection and training of people and
ow you get really first-rate negotiators, how you attract them,

how you train them, and how you keep them. Do you think that
USTR is doing what it should in making sure that we have a crack
team of very able, well-trained people who know how to go about
the business of negotiations?

I know one thing that has impressed me when I have gone to
Geneva and talked to both arms negotiators and trade negotiators
is that oftentimes the people with whom we are negotiating have
been there for years, and they are chosen and retained for a long
period of time because of their knowledge and their ability. Are we
doing what we should in that connection?

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Mr. Chairman, I know that this is
something that Senator Long and a number of other members of
the committee have expressed interest in and concern about over
the last several years. Now, we are making an effort to try to im-
prove the training of our negotiators. To some extent, the differ-
ence in age and experience between the U.S. negotiators and those
of other countries is a product of the general system. I can speak
with some experience on that, having negotiated the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Long-Term Grain Agreement with a Russian negotiator who'd been
negotiating for his government since some time soon after I was
born, as near as I could tell. He was very able. But, it would be
very unlikely for an American to be in the same position when he
is65 years old. I think some of it is just the difference in our
system, but this is something that we have focused on.

Senator Long asked us and the committee asked us to do a feasi-
bility study of what kind of a curriculum we could put together to
improve our status in this area-which we did in 1982. We are now
in the process of utilizing part of our appropriation in 1984 to de-
velop an appropriate curriculum for our negotiators to follow to en-
hance their background and knowledge. This is a very important
part of training people and having the best possible negotiators on
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behalf of the United States that we can have. Hopefully, by the be-
ginning of 1985 we will have that kind of program as a require-
ment or our negotiators. It probably won't change the fundamen-
tal age differential, but it will be a major step forward and some-
thing that we feel very strongly about.

Senator DANFORTH. I don't think that age is necessarily the crite-
rion for anything, but I am heartened to know two things. One is
that USTR does not view itself as being a burgeoning bureaucracy
and that you are going to try to keep it small and keep it just as
generalized as possible.

Second, I am pleased that you are going to try to make it really a
crack corps of people who are able to work out deals, negotiate ar-
rangements with other countries. That, to me, is the beauty of the
USTR, and I am gratified to know that you are on this track.

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions except

this one. I would just like to get this on the record from Mr.
Lighthizer. If the Congress were to agree to the President's propos-
al to create a Department of International Trade and Investment,
would that result in a budget saving where the activities of the
U.S. Trade Representative is concerned?

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. I just don't know the answer to that
question, Senator.

Senator HEINZ. Would you anticipate any lessening of your re-
sponsibilities in such a combined Department?

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. My understanding of the plan the
President has submitted incorporate the Office of U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative into the new department. And I guess my own sense is
that our functions are not now superfluous. Presumably, there
would be some overlap that could be eliminated, but it would be
very difficult for me to quantify it. I think that the President's pro-
posal contemplates keeping this office active, so I would have to
assume that this savings would be small, but I really don't know
the answer to the question, Senator.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTBEN. Mr. Chairman, I share the concerns about the

revolving door that appears to be in ope ration over at the USTR.Time and time again, I see some very bright and very able people
on the staff of the USTR, and then along comes the private sector
and hires them away. When we had Malcolm Baldridge before us
here recently, I went into that in some depth, trying to find out
what he is talking about doing if a new Department of Trade was
established, and there was no clarity as to what program was to be
put in place for training and retention. Those of us who have at-
tended a number of those negotiations-whether it be Geneva or
otherwise-have seen time and time again just what Bob Light-
hizer is talking about-someone on the other side of the table who
knew where all the bodies were buried.

When our representative brought up a case, they then brought
up something that was decided several years earlier, and why it
turned out the way it did. And it was very difficult for our negolia-
tor to contradict that or know the facts not having been there at
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the time. So, I, too, would like to emphasize that if there is a way
that we can structure this to try to retain as much as we can-
some of these very bright and able people that come into that
role-I certainly want to support it in every way I can.

Ambassador LIGHTHJZER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Ambassa-

dor, and it is good to be able to call you that, Bob.
Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I remember that you served as a member

of the staff of this committee, and since I usually don't have the
opportunity, I want to thank you for your kind expressions of con-
cern when I was taken ill recently.

I have taken a great interest, along with the Governor of Hawaii
and others, in the exchange of high technology between Japan and
the United States. Japan has expressed interest through the
Consul General in Honolulu. I wish you would pursue this because
I think it has come to a point where the Japanese realize that they
have got to give and not only take. And one of the areas in which
they feel that they can give is in high technology, such as in deep
seabed mining using robots, and in the area of ocean science, as in
ocean thermal energy conversion.

I think we can greatly benefit from the trade in technological
ideas, and much as we would hate to admit it, I think we have
lagged in this area, and we can learn from others as well. The
State of Hawaii has already established a center for high technolo-
gy-the Pacific International Center for High Technology Research
in May of this year-we are planning on a symposium to which all
of the Pacific nations will be invited.

Japan is waiting for expressions of some interest at the national
level. While they have expressed keen interest to State officials in
contributing to the program in Hawaii, they, the Japanese, feel
that they ought to be dealing on a nation-to-nation level and not a
nation-to-State level. So, I would appreciate it if you would look
into this and maybe some expression of interest from your office
might help in expediting the development of this center.

Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. We will certainly do that. We agree
completely that there are enormous benefits that would flow to our
economy from technology exchanges with the Japanese particular-
ly, but with others also. And we will certainly follow up on that
and work with your staff to express at the Federal levelour sup-
port for and an interest in this program.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much.
Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Me. Ambassador.
Ambassador LIGHTHIZER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Next, we have Commissioner von Raab.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER OF
CUSTOMS

Mr. VON RAAB. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this op-
portunity to appear before you and members of your committee. I
will take this opportunity to introduce the gentlemen who are with
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me. On my immediate right is Mr. Alfred De Angelus, Deputy
Commissioner. To his right is Mr. George Corcoran, Jr., our Assist-
ant Commissioner for Enforcement. To his right is Mr. Eugene
Mach, our Assistant Commissioner for Inspection and Control. To
my left is Mr. William Russell, our Comptroller. And to his left is
Mr. Robert Schaffer, our Assistant Commissioner for Commercial
Operations.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to
present the fiscal year 1985 authorization request of the U.S. Cus-
toms Service. We are requesting $602,405,000 and 12,369 direct av-
erage positions. This total includes $585,335,000 for our regular ap-
propriation and $17,070,000 for operation and maintenance of cus-
toms air program.

I have a longer statement that I would, with your permission,
submit for the record and present a shorter statement.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes, sir.
Mr. VON RAAB. In line with President Reagan's efforts to lower

the cost of our Government, our fiscal year 1985 authorization re-
quest is $23,499,000 less than our requested level for fiscal year
1984. In our fiscal year 1985 request we have included $16,994,000
for program enhancements and other initiatives. These are primar-
ily for ongoing automation programs and for protecting the com-
munications of our law enforcement officers. Also included is
$35,134,000 for increases necessary to maintain current operating
levels and program reductions and nonrecurring expenses of
$75,627,000. As we stated on previous occasions, Customs continues
to adhere to President Reagan's program for strengthened law en-
forcement and better management of Government resources. Ac-
cordingly, Customs objectives are to implement the following: In-
crease staff productivity by developing and implementing automat-
ed systems wherever possible, in all merchandise, revenue collec-
tion, and enforcement processing; reduce administrative inefficien-
cies by consolidating functions and organizations, eliminating du-
plicative activities and unneeded paperwork and forms, and simpli-
fying internal and external processing procedures; and improve
overall enforcement efforts against all illegal activities for which
Customs is responsible.

In fiscal year 1985, Customs is continuing on a hi h priority basis
to press forward on long-awaited and much need reform of com-
mercial practices. In essence, how we implement the tariff laws
and how we process the vast quantities of imported merchandise.
In meeting our goals in commercial processing, we are pushing for-
ward determinedly with centralization, automation, andstreamlin-
ingof all applicable operations.

The initiatives in this budget emphasize the development and im-
plementation of the customs automated commercial system, which
is the key program in this effort. Phase I of system development
was completed in December 1983, and it was already operational
nationwide on February 1, 1984. This system, when fully imple-
mented, will revolutionize the way people do business with Cus-
toms. It will speed up processing and reduce operational costs for
both Customs and the international trade community.

Simplification of forms, paperwork, and procedures will reinforce
automation and help to speed up the cargo clearance process. We
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have underway a major project to consolidate our data processing
functions into a single computer environment. We believe it will
eventually permit us to dramatically improve customs import proc-
essing and implement new methods of collecting duties.

With regard to drug enforcement, fiscal 1983 was a banner year.
The President's drug strategy is working, and the amounts of
heroin and cocaine seized last year set new records. Heroin seizures
reached 594 pounds, up 105 percent over the previous year. These
results largely reflect intensified inspections at airports, especially
in cargo, as well as the development of improved inspectional tech-
niques. Similar results have been achieved with regard to cocaine
smuggling. I am proud to commend customs enforcement groups
for the outstanding results produced during the past 3 years. In
1982, we seized 11,150 pounds of cocaine, an increase of more than
200 percent above the previous year, and in fiscal year 1983, sei-
zures reached 19,602 pounds, more than 400 percent above 1981
and 76 percent over the previous record year of 1982.

In terms of disruption of organized smuggling groups, we have
taken off the streets $5.3 billion of cocaine sales and prevented
these criminals from pocketing the profits. Mr. Chairman, I must
underscore that this success would not have been so great without
the strong encouragement we have received from President Reagan
and the personal involvement of the Vice President. Customs ef-
forts against drug smugglers have been only a part of our law en-
forcement program. President Reagan has also called on us to shut
the open door through which the Soviet Union is stealing Ameri-
can technology. The Customs Service has responded, on a priority
basis, with the highly successful program we call Operation
Exodus. This past year has seen us further perfect our investigat-
ing methods and bring more violators of U.S. export laws to justice.

Recently, we concluded a rather spectacular investigation, which
received worldwide media coverage, of an illegal technology trans-
fer with the return from Germany and Sweden of two large ship-
ments of highly advanced computers that would have given Soviet
weapons a technological boost the West just cannot afford. Al-
though we are reducing our budget and our work force, Customs
remains committed to a strong enforcement posture to improved
cost effectiveness, and to better serve the American public through
a more modern Customs Service.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my introductory statement. I
would be happy to answer your questions and those of other mem-
bers of your subcommittee.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[Mr. von Raab's prepared statement follows:]
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U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM VON RAAB

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS

FOR PRESENTATION BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee, we appreciate this

opportunity to appear before you today to present the U.S.

Customs Service FY 1985 authorization request of $602s405#000 and

12,369 direct average positions. Included in this total are

$585,315,000 for OSalaries and Expenses' and $17,070,000 for

operations and maintenance* for the air program.

Customs overall FY 1985 authorization request represents a

net decrease of $23,499,000 from the funds requested in PY 1984.

Included in the FY 1985 consolidated authorization request is

$16,994,000 for program enhancements and other initiatives#

primarily for ongoing automation programs as well as for

protecting the communications of our law enforcement officers,

$35,134,000, for increases necessary to maintain current

operating levels, and management efficiencies and non-recurring

expenses of $75,627,000.

The efficiencies to be achieved in FY 1985, represent

improvements in commercial and enforcement activities as well as

updated approaches for achieving Customs mission. These

programs, when fully developed and implemented, will improve
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productivity, streamline program operations, and enhance

organizational and functional efficiency, and abolish duplicative

activities. Many of the efficiencies result from our efforts to

convert labor intensive functions to more automated processing.

In total, these actions will permit the reduction of 923 direct

positions and 954 average positions. -

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Customs Service, once the main source of federal monies,

still continues today to collect significant revenues as well as

to assume the responsibility for interdicting drugs and other

. contraband attempting to illegally enter the country. Although

the primary objective of the Tariff Act is the protection of

American industry, revenue collections from its enforcement

produced $9.9 billion in FY 1983r representing a return of more

than $17 for every appropriated dollar spent by Customs in

carrying out its responsibilities.

As usual, Customs also had a busy year processing a heavy

volume of traffic and trade generated by a growing international

economy. The dedicated Customs workforce cleared some 283

million persons, 5.3 million merchandise entries, up 13%, and

more than $246 billion in cargo entering the country. In

addition, about 90 million vehicles, vessels, and aircraft were

processed. Projections for FY 1985 indicate renewed growth and a

continuing heavy workload in the future.

35-541 0 84 -- 2
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As I stated on previous occasions, Customs will adhere to

President Reagan's precepts of strengthened law enforcement and

better management of government resources. Accordingly, Customs

objectives are to implement the following

* Improve the overall enforcement efforts

to combat those illegal activities that

fall within Customs jurisdiction by the

introduction of updated techniques

* Increase staff productivity by developing and

implementing automated systems' wherever

possible, in all merchandise, revenue

collection, and enforcement processing and

* Reduce administrative inefficiencies by

consolidating functions and organizations#

eliminating duplicative activities and

unneeded paperwork and forms, and simplifying

internal and external processing procedures.

Customs efforts directed toward strengthening law enforcement

programs produced significant results in FY 1983. Admittedly,

smuggling continues as a significant national problem* We are

still confronted with an illegal industry of billions of dollars

and continual smuggling along all of our borders.

But I do have good news to report. Through the combined

efforts of Customs and the Coast Guard marihuana and hashish

seizures have been declining, probably reflecting some diminished

usage and reduced smuggling. In contrast, Customs heroin and
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cocaine interceptions have set new records. Heroin seizures in

FY 1983 reached 594 pounds, up 105% from the previous year. The

results largely reflect intensified inspections at airports,

especially cargo, and the use of improved inspectional

techniques.

With regard to the cocaine situation, I am proud to commend

Customs enforcement groups for the outstanding results produced *

during the past three years. In F¥ 1982, we seized 11,150 pounds

of cocaine, an increase of more than 2001 above the previous

year. Now, in FY 1983, the seizures has reached 19,602 pounds,

more than 400% above FY 1981 and 760 over FY 1982. In terms of

disruption of organized smuggling groups, we have taken off the

streets $5.3 billion of cocaine sales and prevented these

criminals from pocketing the profits.

Whenever we present this statistical record of our

accomplishments, the usual retort is that it probably reflects

increased cocaine smuggling. Admittedly, this is a factor. But

also during this period Customs cocaine seizures have in fact

jumped far more rapidly by a vide margin than the amount of

cocaine estimated to be coming across our borders has increased.

This is a significant improvement over earlier periods and one

that should put a noticeable dent in the Otake of the muggler._

These results, of course, largely reflect Secretary Regan's

goal for Customs of raising law enforcement to our highest

priority. The nation faces two major and dangerous problems at

its borders. The first is massive drug smuggling, which has been
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with us for at least a generation and is now one of our major

industies. This past year Customs successfully continued its

enforcement efforts in the South Florida area where the major

share of illegal narcotics activity is centered. Here also, huge

sums of drug-related currency enter and leave the country daily

to finance this deadly international traffic. At the same time,

we were involved in the implementation of the Vice President

directed NNBIS program along all our borders. Customs is the

lead agency in several important areas along the border. Also,

Customs has joined Mexican Customs in a unified anti-smuggling

effort along the Southwest border.

The second problem involves critical technology illegally

leaving the country. In line with President Reagan's call to

block the illegal transfer of critical and high-technology

equipment to Eastern-bloc countries, Customs has continued

Operation EXODUS, a highly effective detection and investigative

effort at major ports throughout the country. To achieve this

goal, Customs has developed new approaches for surveillances;

improved cargo inspections directed at uncovering these illegal

equipment shipments, and improved intelligence efforts related to

shipments and potential violators. These actions will improve

results in FY 1984 and also produce substantial savings in this

program in FT 1985.

The enforcement effort is now well on its way to achieving

its objectives# and it will be strengthened as needed. While
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enforcement is a top priority, today's Customs Service goals also

include facilitation, and the reduction of the costs to the

public and to the Government, of the processing of international

trade. Facilitation of passenger and cargo processing is a high

priority. We do not believe that every passenger, vehicle, piece

of baggage, or cargo shipment must be searched. Since the vast

majority of Customs transactions involve law abiding persons and*

firms, Customs officers will be directing their primary attention

to "high-risk" passengers and cargo. It is clear to me that

effective enforcement and efficient facilitation can go

hand-in-hand, without contradiction or without diminishing our

law enforcement.

Customs is now turning its attention on a high priority basis

to the long-awaited and much needed reform of comrcial

practices in essence, how we implement the tariff laws and how

we process the vast quantity of imported merchandise. In meeting

our goals in commercial processing, we are pushing forward

determinedly with Ocentralization,' *automation' and

"streamlining" of all applicable operatiohs. Centralization is a

key to the new system. It is, in fact, almost upon us now, since

only 20 locations process 70 percent of all formal entries.

Although entries will continue to be filed at the ports as

before, we intend to introduce a more selective review process.

A noticeably faster turnaround is anticipated at most locations.
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Furthermore, centralization has several additional advantages.

Automation is most cost-effective where large volume processing

is concerned. Also, appraisement viii be more uniform, records

duplication will be minimized and, of course, administrative

overhead will be reduced.

Simplification of forms, paperwork, and procedures will

reinforce automation and help to speed up the cargo clearance U

process. We have underway a major project to consolidate our

data processing functions into a single computer environment. We

feel that this will eventually permit us to dramatically improve

Customs import processing and to implement new methods of

collecting duties.

At the heart of the automation effort, is the Automated

Commercial System (ACS), for which programing was begun in July

1983. By the first of December, Customs was running a parallel

operation in Now Orleans. Today, in New Orleans, wellaVe on-line

a comprehensive data base with all the functions required for

processing electronically transmitted or manually prepared

entries. Therefore, the system can efficiently process any and

all entries prepared by all of the Brokers. All revenue

collected by Custom -Is processed through ACS, as is the

preparation of a daily broker statement. Supplementary systems

for processing Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures (FPSF) and

Bonded Warehouse Inventory (BVICS) are also completed. The

latter is already operational nationally and the former is being

pilot tested in two locations. In susmary, ACS, comprises ten
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separate stand alone modules specifically directed to each of the

major activities under the commercial system. Today, many of

these systems are under development. When fully developed and

implemented the system will provide improved management informa-

- tion, more efficient resource use, and increased responsiveness

to the business community.

PY 1985 Plans

The program accomplishments and activities described will

continue to have a high priority in FY 1984. Also, we anticipate

equally good results in both the enforcement and commercial

areas. In FY 1985, Customs is planning major enhancements in ACS

and its telecommunication system as well as providing its

enforcement units with secure radio privacy. To accomplish these

objectives, we are requesting a program increase of $16,994,000

million in our FY 1985 budget.

Automated Commercial Systems

The $8.8 million requested will allow Customs to continue to

expedite development and implementation of the full-scale system

needed to raise productivity and continue efficient service as

the workload grows. -When completed, ACS will support full selec-

tivity, determining which imports should be intensively examined

and those entries with potential classification changes and

increased revenue. This enhancement will pay for itself in cost

savings for Customs and the broker community. We are requesting
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$6.2 million for regional EDP equipment for linking field

operations and the national computer. The remaining $2.6 million

is needed for equipment to raise the capacity of the system,

additional terminals, and automated interface capabilities.

Integrated Data Telecommunications Network

Currently, Customs has two independent telecommunications

systems: one which supports the Treasury Enforcement

Communications System (TECS) by providing essential information

to support enforcement activities, and the other supports the

Commercial and Administrative Systems associated with revenue

processing. Since these networks were designed and developed

separately, at different times with different missions in mind.

they are largely incompatible. In addition, both use technology

that is now obsolete. While the updating of both systems will

incorporate the latest technology, Customs will also consolidate

both networks thereby reducing redundancy costs and improving

operations. The $2.5 million requested will be used for the

purchase of necessary modern telecommunications equipment such as

mini-computers, packet switching equipment, telecommunication

circuits and earth station'antennas.

Radio Voice Privacy

Customs nationwide Radio VHF system is used extensively by

enforcement personnel during convoys, surveillances, and for com-

municating with each other during enforcement missions. The
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system m is an absolute necessity for Customs personnel operating

in remote or dangerous areas# as it often represents their only

means of calling for assistance. However, we have strong

indications that unauthorized monitoring of Customs radio

communications is occurring, placing officers' lives and the

success of operations in jeopardy. The $5f694,000 million

requested will be used to implement an initial radio voice

privacy system and for the purchase of mobile and portable

radios, base stations, repeaters and encoders.

Proposed Efficiencies in FY 1985

In order to meet the cost of these new initiatives, Customs

is proposing several measures to provide savings in FY 1985 in

its BXODUS, Air Interdiction, and passenger processing programs.

These savings were derived from management efficiencies developed

as part of the enforcement effort.

As part of our introduction of new approaches and implementa-

tion of more efficient operations in FY 1985, we are proposing to

take advantage of DOD capabilities in improving the operations

and management of the Air Program. By FY 1985, the Customs air

fleet will include a growing proportion of military aircraft.

While these aircraft provide improved capabilities in detection,

interception and tracking, they also require more specialized

logistics than the regular civilian types previously used by

Customs. In order to maintain a high utilization rate and state
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of readiness, Customs will require the highly technical skills

already available to DOD. Undoubtedly, DOD logistics has the

capability of maintaining these aircraft and providing the unique

equipment needed for rapid repairs and maintenance.

Therefore, the Treasury Department is negotiating with DOD to

accept the operational and maintenance responsibility for the

military aircraft used in the Customs air fleet. We believe DOD

support for these functions will provide the required logistics

needed for the most efficient and effective use of the aircraft.

As a result, we anticipate increased utilization, greater

operational readiness and improved detection and interceptions.

If these results can be achieved, it will insure more effective

interdiction along the entire southern border as well as

providing efficiencies of $11,000,000. At this time, we cannot

provide specific information on the increased DOD logistics

support since negotiations are continuing, but your Subcommittee

will be kept fully informed.

Additional efficiencies and savings will accrue from the

EXODUS program, our proposed statutory amendment of the Airways

and Airport Development Act, and selective management actions to

upgrade administrative support. As indicated earlier, we have

implemented several new approaches to the difficult enforcement

of critical technology illegally exported to the Soviet Union and

its allies. We anticipate that these innovations will be fully

operational in FY 1985 and should permit us to reduce EXODUS
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costs by $5.0 million. Another $7.0 million can be saved by

returning the full costs of airport passenger processing on

Sundays and Holidays to those receiving the benefits; namely, the

domestic and foreign carriers. Since 1977, when the statute was

amended by the Congress, inspectors have cost the Government

about $40 million, and are now running at more than $7.0 million

per year. Finally, we will be implementing across-the-board

management initiatives related to personnel and administrative

staffing, procurement, printing, and publications and audio

visuals totalling $5.4 million and 145 average positions.

We have gone into considerable detail on the projected.

improvements in Customs commercial operations and our FY 1985

proposals because of their enforcement importance, your interest,

and the long-term needs of the international business comunity.

This budget continues our efforts to reduce the overall cost of

government business. Customs management plans are to replace

inefficient operations by sound management practices and

systems. Excessive overhead, as well as duplicative and marginal

operations, have been specifically targeted for elimination,

partially to met the reduced resource levels reflected in this

budget. We are continuing to study other proposals to achieve

resource savings and improve operational performance and other

means to increase entry processing efficiency.
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REPORT ON CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT AND OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS

INSPECTION AND CONTROL

Customs Inspection and Control program processes persons and

cargo, and clears carriers, for both revenue and enforcement

purposes. Customs efforts to improve and expedite processing of

persons and goods will continue in PY 1985. Our objective,

considering resource constraints, is to achieve a balance:

economical processing while still maintaining full service.

To meet the challenge of a growing workload, we are, in the

normal course of our inspections, automating and implementing

increased selectivity in the handling of imported merchandise and

in passenger processing.- In cargo processing, every step, from

manifesting to duty collection, will be subjected to improved

time-saving and less resource-intensive procedures. With regard

to enforcement, selectivity continues as the significant means of

increasing efficiency. Our special teams of inspectors, equipped

with detector dogs and the best possible intelligence we can

supply, are concentrating on high risk cargo. These teams have

already established significant cost-benefit ratios with note-

worthy narcotics seizures from cargo and baggage. We intend to

expand their use, expertise, and improve the equipment available

to them.

Passenger Processing

As in revious years, Customs processed about 290 million

persons entering the United States, of which almost 30 million

were air passengers. Although air passengers constitute only
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about 10 percent of the total number of persons entering the

country, they require a higher than proportionate share of

Customs resources because of the limited facilities and the heavy

crowding during processing. The problem is particularly acute

because flight arrivals at airports are concentrated within

certain time periods and the expansion of facilities to meet the

growing workload has lagged.

To meet these greater demands arid insure that its workload is

efficiently facilitated, while full enforcement is maintained,

Customs has developed new processing approaches. We are

tailoring our processing systems to the physical configuration

and threat level of each airport. Whatever form of processing is

most effective in a particular airport, thiat is the system we

will install. We anticipate implementation of a Red/Green

processing system at many of our major airports. Our basic

operating assumption is that the vast majority of passengers are

honest and will select the appropriate inspection needed.

The enforcement aspects of passenger processing are being

reinforced by training inspectors in new observational tech-

niques, development of walk-through narcotic detection devices,

passport *readers," and other similar innovations. Moreover*

these new techniques will be very useful in carrying out our

special responsibility of handling security and visitor

processing for the Summer Olympic Games this year at Los

Angeles.
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OlYmpics

Customs is prepared to facilitate and protect the many

foreign visitors expected to attend and participate in the Sumer

Olympic Games in Los Angeles. It assuredly will be a great event

and Customs intends to do its part in seeing to it that no

untoward activities disrupt the Games. Customs will be

implementing an integrated operation for passenger and cargo

processing, including security and law enforcement, inspectors,

patrol officers, and special agents. All foreign visitors and

participants, as well as their equipment, will be processed by

Customs through various ports of entry. It is projected that the

majority of visitors and equipment will arrive at Los Angeles

International Airport, although other major ports of entry will

surely be impacted.

Customs will insure that the additional workload does not

result in facilitation or security problems at Los Angeles, or

any other port. The security threat to the arriving visitors,

participants and inspection personnel is heightened because of

international terrorism. It is estimated that Los Angeles will

experience an additional 15-20 percent workload during the nor-

mally heavy smmer tourist season. In addition, we expect

J.F.K., San Francisco, Chicago, Miami, Honolulu and Houston

airports to experience increased passenger traffic.

Cargo Processing

Selectivity procedures are most adaptable to cargo

processing. In order to speed the flow of merchandise, we are
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-expanding existing cargo selectivity and introducing automation

to cargo processing systems. Several systems which have been

specifically designed to facilitate the flow of cargo while

maintaining an effective enforcement are discussed below.

In cargo processing, the most significant innovation has been

the expanded and enhanced Automated Cargo Clearance and

Enforcement Processing Technique (ACCEPT) system. Rigourous

system testing showed that regulatory and enforcement efforts

could be improved and cargo expedited by intensively examining

only selected shipments identified by automated intelligence as

high risk. Customs ACCBPT is now in operation at major ports#

and the entire processing and inspection is guided by a

central-site computer. At the same time, a manual version of the

system, previously developed for use at sull to medium-sized

ports, will be installed at additional locations. The

enforcement aspects of ACCEPT were also strengthened by

integrating it with the Customs Automated Cargo Transaction

Intelligence System (CACTIS), which provides background data on

each shipment.

In the future, ACCEPT is to be incorporated into the

Automated Commercial System, which will control processing of

cargo from its arrival at the docks or airports until release to

the importer. Until that system is fully operational, expansion

of ACCEPT as a stand alone system will continue at major ports.

In addition, a number of other initiatives are being pursued

until the entire cargo system is fully streamlined.
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Contraband Enforcement Teams

Contraband Enforcement Teams (CET) are reinforcing the

traditional inspectional operations. These Teams gather and

disseminate intelligence, perform input document review, and

analyze and search suspect cargo. Whenever violations are

detected, merchandise, drugs, contraband, and items in violation

of currency reporting and export laws are seized. CET

capabilities will be bolstered by combining their search efforts

for drugs in cargo with those of the Canine Teams. In PY 1983p

the CET teams# as part of Operation Eagles, worked closely with

Mexican Customs along the Southwest border to control the growing

smuggling problem.

TARIFF AND TRADE PROGRAM

Tariff and Trade is responsible for appraisement,

classification, duty assessment and collection on entries of

imported merchandise, as mandated in the Tariff Act of 1930. Re-

lated and equally important functions include verification of

import statistics, administering national tradc policy by

monitoring quotas, steel import restrictions, various trade

agreementsl as well as enforcing merchandise admissibility for

over 40 other Federal agencies and 400 related laws.

We are improving the complete range of tariff and trade

operations and are continuing an indepth review of the current

merchandise processing system. Our goal is to reduce the burden

on the importer, especially his costs of doing business with

Customs, while insuring that Customs maintains required services
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even with increased merchandise imports. I am pleased to report

that development projects begun last year will be operational

early in F¥ 1984. A brief description of these innovations is

included in the following sections to provide you with some

insight into the challenge faced by Customs. -

Automation and Centralized Appraisement

Centralizing merchandise appraisement in fewer locations is

an innovation which will increase productivity while maintaining

service with reduced staff. Furthermore, centralization will

enhance planned automation, which can be cost-effective only when

large volumes must be processed, and assist in implementing by-

pass and post-audit systems. These approaches are the core

innovations for this system.

Whatever the final configuration of duty assessment

locations, centralization does not mean an end to Customs

presence, nor any curtailment of our service to the public.

Ports which are centralized will not be closed# inspectors and

other Customs support staff will remain in every port, only

import specialists are relocated. Furthermore, entry papers are

still to be filed at the port of arrival but under

centralization, these papers are simply processed at another

location. The presence, or absence of an import specialist at

any particular port does not affect the initial Customs review of

these documents. Similarly, centralization will not delay

merchandise being released to importers or entered into or

35-541 0 84 -- 3
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withdrawn from either Foreign Trade Zones or Customs bonded

warehouses. I can assure you that these and all other Customs

activities at the port will proceed without disruption to the

importers, brokers# or other members of the trade community.

Additional Improvements

A supplementary development to centralized appraisement is

the preparation of a fully integrated and automated data base to

meet Customs and trade community requirements for entry

processing, entry examination, cargo release# duty collection#

and liquidation. Many of our current manual and automation entry

processing functions have evolved as independent activities with-

in the Customs Service and are not integrated into a single

system. The planned automated system interfaces the broker

community, and Customs processing procedures.

Automated interface with the broker computers is a key

feature of the system. Currently, about 60 percent of the entry

summaries presented to Customs are prepared on broker computers.

and that number is expected to grow to 80 percent by 1986.

Custom views this as a unique opportunity for both the trade and

Customs to work together. Electronic interchange of entry data

has been successfully tested. By P 1985t several Customs ports

will be processing by the Automated Broker Interface (ABI).

Continued expansion of ABI will facilitate the Implementation of

Customs streamlined processing and support the development of a

*paperless entry."
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Selectivity criteria, which also are a key feature for both

cargo examination and import specialist review, will be

maintained in a unified data base. The system will be fully

operational in FY 1984 and will be capable of identifying the

types of review required by the import specialist. As is common

in this type of processing, random sampling will maintain system

integrity.

Finally, in these times of limited resources, each agency

involved with collecting revenue must implement the most

efficient mans for enhancing debt collections, cash management,

and cash flow. This goal is precisely the goal Customs is

striving to achieve. Customs is exploring and has implemented

systems for speeding up debt collections and cash flow. In fact,

new cash flow procedures will assure that duty payments will be

in the bank within a day after collection. Several new proposals

for improving debt collection are under consideration. In

addition, commercial fraud teams are operating in all Customs

Districts to insure that evasion of duties is held to a minimum.

These innovations, and perhaps others, will pay increasing

benefits in the future and will be the mans for eliminating

unnecessary paperwork, simplifying processing methods, and, best

of all, making the importation of goods and payments of duties a

more businesslike operation.
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TACTICAL INTERDICTION

Customs Tactical Interdiction Program was organized to detect

and apprehend smugglers operating outside the regular port limits

or entry points, generally those areas where asignificant

percentage of today's drug smuggling occurs. Customs maintains a

highly mobile land, sea, and air tactical enforcement force

tailored to challenging these smuggling activities. Customs

tactical units are employing effective operational approaches,

and available equipment and technology to control and to reduce

smuggler options for choosing the method, time, and location for

crossing our borders.

Our principal tactical interdiction forces are stationed at

land, sea, and air ports of entry, and supported by airplanes,

helicopters, and boats. Primary emphasis# in the past several

years, has been the Southeast Border, where massive amounts of

drugs enter the country, and associated large flows of currency

enter and leave daily to finance this international drug

trafficking. Customs in cooperation with the Coast Guard and

the Drug Enforcement Administration, has implemented a series of

joint interdiction operations at these critical smuggling border

areas.

Current-Tactical Interdiction Approaches

Customs Tactical Interdiction Program conducts traditional

enforcement operations such as surveillances, patrols, intelli-

gence-gathering, monitoring sensors, examinations of passengers

and crew members, special integrated enforcement efforts, and
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vessel and aircraft searches. To combat smuggling by vessels#

the Customs Marine Interdiction Program operates 110 boats,

ranging in size from 14 to 57 feet and stationed at 49 high-risk

locations. A new marine module# patterned after the successful

Patrol Air Program concept and utilizing a conmand and control

center was successfully tested and has become the operational

approach for the program. A major part of this enhanced marine

module will be a Servicewide plan for upgrading the logistics and

utilization of the fleet. Replacements in the fleet will occur

in stages as resources are available. Exchange/sale provisions

and the traditional seizure/forfeiture routes will be used,

whenever possible.

A prime concern of the U. S. Customs Service and the Treasury

Department has been the effectiveness of our Air Interdiction

Program as a deterrent against the smuggling of narcotics and

contraband by private aircraft# a threat that has dramatically

increased over the past several years. In P 1983, the value of

narcotics and dangerous drugs seized in the Customs Air Program

amounted to $745 million--an increase of 88 percent over FY

1981. Seizures during FY 1983 are valued at over $1.2

billion--an increase of over 60 percent compared to the previous

year.

In an effort to most effectively respond to this serious

problem# Customs air operations has adopted a strategy of con-

centrating air personnel and equipment in high-threat areas and

using them in conformance with the new detection, interception*
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and tracking methods. Furthermore, because of your continued

interest in Customs achieving the most effective air interdiction

program, I have had a consultant review our current plans and

approaches, and provide-us with recommendations for developing

the most up-to-date air program.

Customs has invested much of its air enforcement resources to

combat the smuggling of narcotics and dangerous drugs into

Florida. These efforts were intensified in support of Operation

Florida. Most gratifyingly, the present enforcement posture in

Florida has apparently slowed the flow of contraband. However,

as expected, continued intensive operations in Florida and the

assistance of Department of Defense equipment, now available

because of the relaxed POSSE COMITATUS restrictions, are- causing

smugglers to shift operations to the Gulf and southwest Borders.

In order to meet this threat, we have requested the loan of

aircraft from DOD for a complete air module for operational use

at other critical air smuggling locations. Recently, because of

the easing of POSSE COMITATUS restrictions and with the assis-

tance of Congressional Committees, the Defense Department has

agreed to the loan of a number of aircraft and other air inter-

diction equipment. This option, should it materialize, will pro-

vide us with an alternative national air interdiction capabili-

ty. Currently the first of 8 P-3A's from DOD is being renovated

for Customs specific requirements. The projected completion is

June 1984. When operational, this aircraft will significantly

boost Customs detection capabilities along the border.
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Also, in FY 1985, Customs is planning, as I indicated

earlier, to request DOD assistance in accomplishing the

operations and maintenance support required for high-level

utilization and efficient operations. Having the expert 'know-

how* regarding these military aircraft, DOD can more effectively

maintain the planes and materially assist Customs in upgrading

its interdiction efforts. We believe that this assistance will

significantly increase the overall protection of the southern

border against air smuggling and even increase the number of

seizures.

INVESTIGATIONS

The Customs Service investigates violations of Customs and

related laws. Included under this broad mandate are currency,

neutrality, fraud, organized crime, white collar crime smuggling,

cargo theft, and wildlife violations. In accomplishing these

investigative tasks, during the past year, several major

enforcement objectives were emphasized.

Presidential Drug Task Force Initiative

Responding to the growing crime problem, a Presidential Drug

Task Force initiative was established and is now implemented

throughout the country. Customs participates with other Federal

law enforcement agencies in these task forces. As of now,

Custom primarily conducts financial investigations. The

financial investigations focus on smuggling groups responsible

for the laundering of large sums of money. We believe this
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program is a major step in assuring the success of the

President's goal of disrupting organized crime throughout the

country.

Our investigative attack on criminal organizations under the

provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act and through their financial

transactions has paid excellent dividends in terms of its impact

on the largest snuggling groups operating in this country. Using

multi-agency investigative and prosecutorial teams* operating

under the leadership of the local U.S. Attorney, it is currently

active in Miami, Los Angeles# Houston and New York - cities with

large-scale currency movements and in the forefront of top-level

drug trafficking and money laundering.

Our Treasury Financial Law Enforcement Center (TFLBC) is

supporting the nationwide Operation El Dorado# and Operation

Greenback our South Florida version which also includes IRS# DEA#

and the Office of the U.S. Attorney. The Center is analyzing

financial characteristics of criminal markets and assisting in

developing useable strategies for exploiting criminal financial

business practices. Needless to say, the Center also is the

source of intelligence, both domestic and foreign, developed and

adapted for the investigative field units. On a national basis,

Operation El Dorado resulted in the indictment of 197

individuals, and the seizure of over $30 million in currency.
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Operation Exodus

Operation Exodus, established during FY 1982v is attempting

to stop the illegal export of equipment, computer parts,

classified defense items, and lasers. In addition, and equally

serious, is the illegal of transfer of technical data on

research, development, and manufacturing. Our job is not only to

detect these shipments, but also to punish the individual

violators. Ultimately, if we are to be successful, we also must

discourage the activities of the manufacturers, overseas

intermediaries, and foreign operatives. I am pleased to report

that we are receiving the wholehearted support of American

industry in this effort.

In FY 1985, we can reduce this program by $5 million because

of the significant improvements in techniques available and the

approaches implemented. Customs will respond to the

sophisticated tactics of the violators by improved training and

intelligence which will permit operations to be directed to

specific products, manufacturers, and geographic locations. New

sophisticated equipment will become the means for conducting

long-range investigations# serving as the basis for strong

criminal cases and raising the prosecution and conviction rate

against top-level violators.

Fraud emphasis

Over the past year, Customs has emphasized its civil and

criminal fraud efforts against unauthorized steel, textile,

electronics and other imports. After the highly publicized
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successful Volkswagen and Mitsui cases, which resulted in

$37,500,000 collected for the Government, the Fraud Program has

continued to produce additional revenues that would have been

otherwise lost to the Government. Looking to P 1985, we hope to

build on past successes, targeting major civil and criminal

violations -- with an end-product of high-level arrests and a

return of multi-million dollar revenues lost to the Government.

CONCLUSION

In closing, we wish to reiterate that our basic mission is

the collection of revenue and enforcement of Customs and related

laws. Our mission is important and operates in a dynamic

environment, important elements of which include the traveling

public, the trade community, American business and the general

public. Customs, in fulfilling its responsibilities, must

increasingly employ sophisticated operational and enforcement

techniques and a wide variety of skills and disciplines.

Consistent with Administration policy directed at organized

crime and strengthening the economy, the Customs role in

FT 1983 involved new law enforcement initiatives and improvements

in its ongoing programs. Our goal for FT 1984, is to refine law

enforcement operations and improve capabilities so that whenever

new opportunities arise, ye can take effective action. In

essence, we are supporting successful programs and cutting back

on unproductive efforts.
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In F¥ 1984, Customs will reform its comercial merchandise

processing as veil as expand its longterm administrative

improvements. Where ever possible, selective approaches

supported by automation and reduced procedural requirements will

be implemented. In each case, we are attempting to speed up the

processing times. As described earlier, we will be working

closely with the importing community to insure that the planned

operating system meets their needs as well as our own.

Similarly, we will be introducing more efficient administrative

support throughout Customs, particularly for operational

programs. There is an ongoing review of all administrative

functions in order to eliminate excessive overhead and

duplicative activities.

The strategies represented are appropriate for Custom in

today's environment and for meeting its future needs. Increased

drug smuggling and major trafficking must be permanently

disrupted. Our efforts against comercial fraud will not only

protect American industry but also the revenues. With regard to

the national effort to protect our critical technology lead#

illegal exports to Soviet bloc countries must be stopped so they

are no longer a threat. In addition, we believe the system

already implemented and planned will improve passenger and cargo

processing.

Today, I have outlined a blueprint of future directions and

of improvements recently implemented. In FT 1985, we should

begin to see the results of these efforts as many of the
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innovations become fully operational. As always, Custoams will be

working with the Congress on ways for Customs to do a better

job. At times# Customs viii be presenting new approaches and

proposals for consolidating functions or new methods for

achieving increased economies and improved productivity. These

are our key objectives in determining which new approaches will

be adopted for all of our processing programs.

Although Customs is reducing its overall workforce, I still

intend to make real progress in achieving President Reagan's

priorities of a strong enforcement posture, improved

cost-effectiveness, and better service. We intend to move

forward on all fronts while providing the American public with a

fully modern Customs Service.

This concludes my introductory statement. We are available

to discuss the details of the request and answer your questions

and those of the Subcommittee Members.

Senator DANFORTH. It is always unusual when agencies of the
Government ask for less. I guess the question is whether, in this
case, less is better. You estimate that fewer import specialists and
inspectors will be needed in the future because of increased auto-
mation of import processing centralization, and so on. Is that just
an assertion on your part, or is that based on some definite infor-
mation, or some Study?

Mr. VON RAAB. If you are asking if there is a specific document
that, through analysis, has come up specifically with the productiv-
ity statements and the numbers here, we don't have such a docu-
ment. However, it is based upon our experience over the past 2
years that reductions like this are possible without a reduction in
our enforcement capability.

Senator DAN"ORTH. Isn t there a kind of an irreducible amount
that has to be done manually or by sight by customs inspectors?

Mr. vON RAAB. Yes. I am sure that at some point you would
reach the irreducible amount, but I think that we are certainly far
from that.

Senator DANFORTH. You think you are far from that?
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. I don't know-you are there on the scene,

and I am not. I am just told, for example, that at St. Louis Lambert
Airport, there are five customs inspector slots, and three are
vacant now, and the airport officials are concerned that the result
of this is extensive delays in processing passengers and cargo.

Mr. voN RAAB. Have extensive delays occurred or are you con-
cerned that they may take place?
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Senator DANFORTH. What we are told by the airport director that
is the case, and I don't make too much out of it, but I think that
the Customs Service is very important. It is, of course, a revenue
producer for our country. It is also absolutely essential in making
sure that drugs and contraband material not get into the country.
It is the enforcer of our trade laws, and I am wondering if the
quest for efficiency and for reduced budgets and reduced numbers
of personnel isn't maybe going to backfire.

Mr. VON RAAB. It is my responsibility, as a manager, to ensure
that they don't backfire.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you feel great pressure from the adminis-
tration to cut back on personnel and to reduce the budget? Is OMB
riding you pretty hard on this?

Mr. VON RAAB. I wouldn't say there was pressure. I think the
Customs Service feels that it should bear its own responsibility for
reducing the costs of Government, and this is our contribution to
that effort. But in terms of direct pressure or Tnissives from OMB
or someplace like that, no, there is not anything like that.

Senator DANFORTH. Is this effort to reduce the number of person-
neI just through attrition, or through reductions?

M Ur. vo RAAB. The 1985 reductions would be accomplished
through a RIF.

Senator DANFORTH. Through a RIF. Is this having an effect, or
have you seen any effect on the part of people who now work for
the Customs Service?

Mr. VON RAAB. You mean in terms of--
Senator DANFORTH. Is there a morale problem or--
Mr. VON RAAB. It is always hard for me to calculate this from

Washington-although I try to get out in the field as much as I
can-but I believe that the 1985 budget has not had any noticeable
impact on the morale or the attitude of the Customs Serice.

Senator DANFORTH. OK. I have here a letter from GAO which I
am going to put in the record-of March 8. One of the statements
is that in September 1983 customs regions had 1,000 import special-
iots, about 181 fewer than in September 1981. Most of the decrease
in the number of import specialists can be attributed to Customs
not filling vacant positions, which increased-the vacant posi-
tions-from 4 to 107. Custom's budget officials said that vacant po-
sitions have not been filled because of anticipated reductions of
2,000 customs positions, which included 291 import specialists.

Mr. VON RAAB. As a statement, that would not be accurate. The
reason that we have not been idling vacancies over the past few
months is related to and a function of our 1984 budget, and it is
unrelated to the 1985 budget. In the continuing resolution, the Cus-
toms Service took a reduction of about 400 funded positions, and in
order to effect that reduction the Customs Service has put a freeze
on all hiring except for in one or two areas. So, the failure to fill
vacancies is a result of the 1984 budget crunch.

Senator DANFOATH. But the numbers are right?
Mr. VoN RAAB. I am sure the numbers are correct. I haven't

looked at them, but they don't sound-
Senator DANFORTH. It just seems to me to be quite a remarkable

reduction. Let me ask you this. Of the number of people who are
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still in the Customs Service, has there been a shift in the kind of
emphasis of their work?

Some people and some amount of work is necessary in order to
just process entries into the country. Some is necessary for drug en-
forcement, and so on. Has there been a shift in emphasis or has
everything been treated on about the same level or same emphasis
as was true, say, 8 or 4 or 5 years ago?Mr. VON RAAB. It is hard for me to judge what the case was 3 or
5 years ago, but I have attempted to shift the emphasis in the Cus-
toms Service as far as import specialists are concerned. The effort
has been to remove them from what I call the clerical or routine
tasks of processing entries, which I believe are more properly done
either by machines-as in the case of our automated commercial
syste n-or by lower graded employees. We can then take the
higher graded and more qualified employees and put them on our
enforcement problems, which involve large importation violations
of some of our tariff or trade laws. The same approach has been
used in our inspectional program. Our inspectorshave been told to
take the pressure off of the law-abiding citizen, who may be cost
the Government $3 or $4, and put the pressure on serious crimi-
nals trying to cross our borders with major amounts of narcotics or
perhaps with a commercial importation involving a serious loss of
revenue. So, yes, we have tried to get all customs employees in the
field to take their emphasis off the petty or routine aspects of their
work, which should probably be relegated to computers and place
their emphasis on more serious violations of law or tariff or trade
procedures. So, that has been a change. I believe it has been a
marked change in the Customs Service.

Senator DAFORTH. Do you think that the Customs Service is
doing as good a job or a better job or not so good a job as it was a
few-say 3 years ago, 5 years ago-in collecting duties, enforcing
our trade laws, policing drugs, and so on?

Mr. voN RA~f. That is difficult for me to answer because it is the
period of my responsibility for the Customs Service. But if you will
discount the sub activity involved, I think the Customs Service is
doing a superb job, from narcotics interdiction and export technolo-
gy interdiction to serious commercial fraud activities. And -at the
same time, interestingly enough, we believe-and as indicated by
at least the letters and postcards that I have received, and the con-
versations that I have had with members of the international trad-
ing community-that there has been a noticeable improvement in
so-called facilitation of trade, whether it is a passenger moving
through an airport or merchandise moving through a commercial
cargo terminal. So, I would give the Customs Service very high
marks in all of the areas in which it is operating.

Senator DAN owT. Senator Heinz?
Senator HmNz. Mr. Chairman, first I have an opening statement

that I would like included in the record at the appropriate point.
My general view is that Customs Service representation at major
ports has been characterized by a decreasing pool of customs per-
sonnel, particularly import specialists, and an increasing volume of
imports. And I am afraid that the result has been a serious com-
promise of U.S. law at a time when there is increasing pressure on
foreign suppliers to gain access to the U.S. market. There have
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been staff reductions which the committee is well aware of, and it
is my view that that has resulted in large revenue losses to our
Government at a time when the Senate Finance Committee is
trying to find revenue raisers. Merchandise imports increased by
22 percent last year. Total customs collections from tariff and trade
activities declined-declined-by $195 million. So, I have some con-
cern about whether or not the Customs Service is indeed doing the
superb job that was testified to a moment ago, based on what you
might call a macroeconomic analysis. In support of that contention,
I would like to submit for the hearing record, Mr. Chairman, a
letter to myself and another letter to you-both from Congressman
Dingell-accompanying his testimony to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee on the problems of import fraud detection, and I would ask
unanimous consent that they be made part of our record. I think
they speak rather eloquently to the effects on commercial fraud de-
tection and preservation from the general austerity cutbacks that
Commissioner von Raab has testified to.

[The GAO letter and Congressman Dingell's letter and statement
follow:]
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(.(O~u1 UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON. D-.C. MW

March 8, 1984

B-214537

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on

International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Dear Hr. Chairman

Subjects U.S. Customs Service's Import Classification
Operations: Staffing and Workload Changes
(GAO/GGD-84-59)

We are studying, at your request, certain aspects of the
U.S. Customs Service's process used to ensure the accurate clas-
sification of imported products. As arranged with your office,
we are initially providing you information on the number of
entries of imported goods and the staffing used to process the
entry documentation for fiscal years 1979 through 1983. Our
evaluation of the results of Customs' entry review process will
be the subject of a separate report to be issued to you prior to
the fiscal year 1986 subcommittee hearings. The full scope of
our work is explained in enclosure I.

Over the last few years, there has been an increase in the
number of formal entries--import transactions exceeding $250 in
value--of imported merchandise and a decline in the backlog of
entries waiting Customs' review. This has occurred despite a
decrease in the number of Customs' personnel used to process
entries. Whether the quality of Customs' entry review process
has kept pace with the increased workload is, as noted above,
the subject of our ongoing review.

IMPORT CLASSIFICATION OPERATIONS

Customs import specialists determine whether importers or
their brokers have pro erly classified and valued imported
products, correctly calculated duties owed, and provided all
data and documents required to admit merchandise into the

(264040)
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country. Classification of imported qoods determines the tariff
rate for duty assessment purposes and is the basis for enforcing
quota and other merchandise restrictions. The classification
process also provides the means to accumulate statistics on
imported products, such as dollar value, quantity, and country
of origin.

Verifying the proper product classification from the Tariff
Schedules of the United States for imported products is an
essential but difficult step for Customs. Each imported product
must be placed in one of the categories listed in the Tariff
Schedules. The schedules prescribe the rates of duty for about
6,000 products by specific namely types kind; physical character-
istics, such as material composition, size, and weight; use; or
combination of the above.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES IS INCREASING

The formal entry workload increased about 21 percent from
fiscal year 1979 to fiscal year 1983, from 4.4 million entries
to 5.3 million respectively, The largest increase occurred
during fiscal year 1983 when entries increased from about 4.7
million to approximately 5.3 million. Customs officials esti-
mate that the number of entries will increase to about 6.2 mil-
lion by fiscal year 1986. The backlog of unprocessed entries
waiting import specialists' review decreased about 40 percent,
from about 96,000 entries at the end of fiscal year 1979 to
approximately 58,000 at the end of fiscal year 1983.

An official in Customs' Duty Assessment Division, Office of
Commercial Operations attributed the decline in the backlog of
entries to several reasons. Section 209 of the Customs Proce-
dural Reform and Simplification Act of 1978 added a new section
504 to the Tariff Act of 1930 which established a specific time
period for Customs to liquidate an entry of merchandise, i.e.,
complete a final computation of the duties due. If liquidation
has not occurred within 1 year from the date of entry or other
specified date, the merchandise is deemed liquidated at the rate
of duty, value, quantity, and amount of duties asserted at the
time of entry by the importer. Durinq November 1978, Customs
directed its Regional Commissioners to place a priority on
reducing the backlog of entries.

Customs also implemented -a manual selective entry process-
ing system in June 1981 to lessen the import specialists' work-
load. This system provides a means of qroupinq entries into
either high or low risk categories. The hiqh-risk entries in-
clude those with a potential for changes to tariff classifica-
tions, valuations, or duty estimates. Instead of import
specialists looking at all entries, they review the high-risk
entries and clerical personnel process the low-risk entries.

35-541 0 84 -- 4
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STAFFING OF IMPORT CLASSIFICATION
OPBRA IONS NAB DBCREASBD

In September 1983, Customs' regions had 1,000 import spe-
cialists--about 131 fewer than in September 1981. Most of the
decrease in the number of import specialists can be attributed
to Customs not filling vacant positions, which increased from 4
to 107. Customs budget officials said the vacant positions have
not been filled because of anticipated reductions of 2,000
Customs positions, which included 291 import specialists.

In addition to a decrease in import specialists, the number
of customs aides in the regions who assist the import special-
ists in entry processing has also decreased. In September 1983, --
there were 738 customs aides--about 62 less than in September
1981. There was little change in the number of other entry pro-
cessing positions, such as the clerical staff, during the same
period.

Prior to 1981, Customs maintained aggregate staffing data
only and could not provide us information on the number of
import specialists, customs aides, and other positions in its
regions. Therefore, we could not determine staffing changes in
its import classification operations durinq 1979 and 1980.

At your request, we did not obtain official agency com-
ments. We hope the above information responds to your con-
cerns. As arranged with your office, unrestricted distribution
of this report will be made 5 days after the date of the report
or at the time of public release of the report's contents by
your office.

Sincerely yours,

William J. Anderson
Director

Bnclosure
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ENCLOSURE ENCLOSURE

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE. AND METHODOLOGY

The objectives of our review were to provide information on
the (1) number of entries of imported goods, including the back-
log of entries; and (2) the Customs' staffing used to process
the entries from fiscal years 1979 through 1983. Staffinq
included import specialists, customs aides# and other support
personnel involved in the classification of imported qoodo.

To accomplish our objectives, we interviewed Customs' head-
quarters officials from the Budqet, Duty Assessment, and Person-
nel Divisions. We reviewed the workload and staffing informa-
tion provided by Customs officials. Specific information on the
number of import specialists was obtained from budqet records.
The number of customs aides and other types of employees
involved in entry processinq in the regions was obtained from
payroll records for the last pay period in fiscal year 1981
throuqh 1983. We could not determine the staffing changes in
the regions made in 1979 and 1980 for import specialists and
other oersonnel involved in import classifications because
Customs maintained only aqgreqate staffing data. We-did not
independently verify any of the workload and staffinq data. We
discussed the report with Customs officials who agreed with the
material oresented.

Our review was made in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards.
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March 9, 1984

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Pinance
Room 219 Dirkuen Senate Office Building
Washingtonp D.C. 20510

Dear Johns

I understand that the Subcommittee on International Trade viii
hold authorization hearings next-week on the budget request of the
U.S. Customs Service. I would like to submit the attached testimony
for inclusion in the record and for distribution to the other Members
of the Subcommittee. My testimony calls for strengthening the Customs
Service, especially in the area of commercial fraud detection.

The proposed testimony is based on an investigation by the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations over the last year into
unfair foreign trade practices. During this investigation# the
Subcommittee has learned a good deal about the operations of the
Customs Service, and this experience is reflected in my testimony.

I an enclosing a copy of our printed hearing record. You already
have a copy of the Subcomittees8 recent report on the theft of
American intellectual property and the health safety and economic
consequences of this growing problem. Also enclosed are additional
copies of the report, which I would ask be distributed to the Members
of the Subcommittee.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. If you or your
staff have any questions regarding my testimony or the Subcommittee's
inquiry; please call Stephen Sims or David Nelson of the Subcommittee
staff at 225-5365. -

Cerely,

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations

Enclosures
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STATEMENT OF THE
HONORABLE JOHN D. DINGELL

CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

before the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
U.S. SENATE

March 1.2, 1984

As you may be aware, the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce has been
conducting a year-long investigation into the impact of unfair and
illegal foreign trade practices on interstate commerce. While our
investigation is not complete, ye have thus far held seven days of
public hearings which have produced over fifteen hundred pages of
sworn testimony.

During the course of this investigation, the Subcommittee staff
has interviewed hundreds of individuals, including many Customs line
personnel. Import specialists, inspectors and special agents from the
ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco/Oakland,
Seattle/Blaine, Chicago, Detroit and Baltimore have testified before
the Subcommittee to date. Additional interviews have been conducted
in the ports of Nevark, New York, Miami, Pittsburgh and even overseas.

In October, a staff delegation traveled to Taiwan, Macau and Bong
Kong to gather facts relevant to the Subcommittee's inquiry into the
extent of commercial counterfeiting of U.S. trademarks, copyrights,
patents and tradedress. During that visit, interviews were conducted
with U.S. Customs personnel assigned to the consulate in Hong Kong.

The Subcommittee staff has worked closely and cordially with
Customs officials assigned to the Commercial Fraud Center at Customs
headquarters, commonly referred to as 'Operation Tripwire.0

In addition to information gathered from Customs officials in
Washington and the ports mentioned above, we have had extensive
discussions and some public testimony from government officials from
the Departments of Justice, Treasury, Commerce and State, the Federal
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Bureau of Investigation, several Assistant U.S. Attorneys, the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative and the international Trade
Commission.

The private sector, including representatives of U.S. and foreign
concerns in the Far East, has been consulted heavily during this
investigation. These individuals have a detailed# working knowledge
of the capabilities of Customs in various ports and overseas.

The staff has also held discussions with officials of the
National Treasury Employees U ion (NTBU), the bargaining agent for
most employees of the U.S. Cuutoms Service. These interviews have
involved NTKU officials here in Washington and at several ports around
the country.

Virtually all these sources agree on one essential facts jauuran
ALaLAig 12sA" pL Mka CuAIM aa EryI AA inn MI" Ad aiaS IQ
cnnkzDI. enunaamL al Lzud. This situation exists despite the fact that
the Customs Service employs a number of individuals who can only be
described as among the most dedicated and informed civil servants in
the U.S. Government.

Despite this serious problem, which costs the American economy
many billions of dollars in revenues and hundreds of thousands of
jobs, the President's budget again proposes a large cut in the funding
of the Customs Service.

inhsea L A L lla M thaLLSA4 loyal gj ftinain8. I" LLUA4
QIzakoMa ica ahnidA ha ingjauas4 bg at lA&U xMauia ith k&L
cross diad LUAaJ IQ r.gaLc, fraud This increase would

be on top of the TY 64 base rather than the proposed cuts. Before
proceeding with an itemized list of how this additional money could be
spent, let me share some examples of the dimension of the commercial
counterfeiting problem.

A recent report by the International Trade Commission (ITC)
estimates that in 1982, U.S. companies suffered nearly $5.5 billion in
lost sales because oC counterfeit foreign products. The ITC estimated
that this cost about 131,000 jobs in the United States. The survey
covered only trademark infringements in five industry groups. It did
not include copyright or patent violations, nor did it cover
tradedress, passing off and gray market sales. Thus, as noted by the
ITC. Other questionnaire data must be viewed as representing a minimum
for each industry.*
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In A-January 26 speech before the International
Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition, William Von Raab, Commissioner of
Customs, stated that total lost sales to U.S. firms from all forms of
counterfeiting may total $20 billion.

Testimony before the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee
last summer revealed that the problem of foreign counterfeiting
extends beyond lost capital and jobs. The health and safety of the
American public, who rely on the quality control implicit in American
brand name products, Is threatened. The counterfeiting of automotive
parts has reached epidemic levels. Included are many substandard
parts which can turn cars into death traps.

Both pharmaceutical and over-the-counter drugs are counterfeited.
These preparations are dangerous in two ways. Lack of quality control
results in impure drugs. Even where such medicines are not ni &&
dangerous, the consumer is often deceived into believing he is being
prop rly treated and thus may permit the illness to become far more
serious.

Aircraft parts, heart pumps, missile components and even
transistors in the space shuttle have been found to be counterfeit,
although it is not clear whether or not these defective copies came
from offshore sources.

Even products such as counterfeit computers almost uniformly do
not meet FCC standards and thus pose fire and electrical shock
hazards. They also interfere with radio and other broadcast signals.
This can be particularly hazardous if the counterfeits are used on
airplanes.

While there is no evidence of a problem in the United States as
yet, counterfeit agricultural chemicals are being sold abroad. One
batch of a bogus Chevron product virtually destroyed Kenya's coffee
crop in 1979. Kany herbicides, pesticides and fungicides are
hazardous even when produced under strict quality control conditions.
In the hands of counterfeiters, there is an obvious danger of toxic
chemical contamination of imported food or other products.

These selected examples highlight the problem of commercial
counterfeiting from offshore pirates. A report which discusses in far
greater detail the violations of American intellectual property rights
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by foreign manufacturers has been released by the Oversight
Subcommittee. The report, which was approved without objection by the
Subcommittee, specifically calls for strengthening the ability of the
Customs Service to combat commercial fraud.

Investigations by the staff of the Oversight Subcommittee have
revealed serious problems in the Customs Service directly related to
the lack of adequate resources. The role of the import specialist is
being systematically downgraded. These commodity specialists acquire
specific invaluable knowledge of the relationships between foreign
suppliers and U.S. importers. By carefully reviewing entry documents,
the import specialists initiate a number of fraud investigations.
Broker error on entry documents regularly approaches thirty percent
and the majority of these "mistakes" favor the importer.

By reviewing these documents and correcting the errors, import
specialists also collect a good deal of revenue owed the United
States. The magnitude of the problems caused by continued staff
reductions can be gleaned from the following Customs and Commerce
Department data. Zata5lAA i5 A A 1inL ! mAL,
katA1 calleia"±fA LAtLLI &L d ratdea activLite daclineaA by
L1i n hJAL year, imports of manufactured goods increased by almost
$20 billion last year. When faced with the problem of unfair trade
practices which result in a substantial loss of revenue to the
government, the agency has apparently chosen to reduce entry document
scrutiny rather than increase personnel.

certain ports, notably Chicago, have adopted a system of rotating
the import specialists' commodity assignments, thus reducing whatever
expertise may remain.

In most ports, at least until the advent last year of Operation
Tripwire, agents often disregarded fraud leads supplied by import
specialists. Drugs, currency and 'Operation Bxodus" cases were given
top priority. Commercial fraud cases were given low or no priority at
all. Agents routinely told the Subcommittee staff that commercial
fraud was 'not career enhancing." Such cases take a lot of time and
are often met with skepticism by Assistant U.S. Attorneys because they
are often very difficult to prosecute.

In one port with a very large textile and apparel fraud problem,
the number of import specialists has been reduced to three. In
addition, one was given the assignment of monitoring apparel imports
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from most of the world after only one week's training. In another
port which handles a large volume of steel, an import specialist with
only a few months of experience and virtually no expertise in steel
was given that commodity line.

Despite quotas by type on specialty steel# only one port in the
U.S. currently has the capacity to quickly test the metallurgical
properties of imported steel. Moreover, the Subcommittee staff knows
of no port that has the facilities to routinely weigh imported steel,
much of which is subject to tonnage quotas.

The Customs Service has attempted to justify the decline in
import specialists by moving toward a post-audit system of checking
entry documents. Part of this system is the "Bypass" program, under
which the entry documents are not reviewed at all. There is great
pressure on district directors to increase the number of entries on
'Bypass." "BypassO guidelines are built into the performance
evaluation requirements for import specialists in some ports. Even
where they are not, the "Bypass" goals often exceed seventy percent~of
all entries of non-restricted merchandise. To me, this would appear to
be a license to steal.

Last spring, an experiment with one hundred percent Bypass was
carried out in the Chicago district. For thirty days, all entries of
non-restricted merchandise were accepted as submitted. The import
specialists then had thirty days to review these entries. Under the
pressure of a doubled workload, the error rate uncovered was
twenty-one percent. Even more important, Customs brokers and large
importers had been officially notified of the test, thus skewing the
results toward fewer errors. Moreover, thirty-five percent of all
entries were already on bypass, and these were excluded from the test.
The Government collected $1,500,000 in duties that would have been
lost under one hundred percent bypass.

The moral equivalent of a bypass for ihapectors on the docks and
in the airports is called "Accept." Based on instructions from
Headquarters, which are transmitted on a frequently non-functioning
computer system, field inspectors let most cargo pass through Customs
without physical inspection.

The OAccept" program attempts to rationalize the ever-declining
number of inspectors and the ever-increasing volume of imports. But
there is a point at which the risk of detection is so low and the
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chance for profit so high that an "Accept" type system loses control#
no matter how well designed. The Customs Service may well be at or
beyond that point. One inspector from the Los Angeles airport
testified that if computer firms other than Apple registered their
copyrights with Customse the forty-five inspectors at LM would be s0
overwhelmed that they wopld not be able to check anything other than
computer shipments.

In a Philadelphia case, local narcotics officers stumbled across
a warehouse containing several hundred counterfeit Apple computers
from Taiwan. The computers and components were apparently being
smuggled into the U.S. in containers loaded with heavy machinery.
Over a thousand additional counterfeit Apple computers were seized
this past December in California after the company hired private
investigators to conduct undercover sting operations against
importers. Counterfeit labels and logos have been found concealed in
the middle of a container of shirts without brand names. Customs
officials concede that the overwhelming majority of containers are
never opened and the few that are opened are not thoroughly checked.

In December 1982p the Customs Service proudly announced that it
had eliminated Customs inspectors assigned to bonded warehouses. The
Customs Service permits certain goods to be entered under bond.
Duties are deferred until the goods are released into U.S. commerce.
Merchandise which is intended for a third country can be transshipped
through the U.S. under bond and stored in bonded warehouses pending
reexport. Bond applications are even accepted for storage on the
premises of the importer pending entry into U.S. Commerce.
Elimination of bonded warehouse officers essentially places warehouse
owners on the honor system. Customs does not have sufficient auditing
capacity to inspect these warehouses with any significant frequency.
Last spring# loes than six months after the bonded warehouse officers
were removed, an audit was conducted of two hundred bonded warehouses.
$444v4Q0 worth of violations were discovered, including $61,000 in
lost revenue.

That serious problems existed with bonded warehouses should be no
surprise. Lax enforcement in previous years had led to several
scandals involving goods-disappearing from bonded warehouses.

Customs officials experience even more problems with foreign
trade zone warehouses. These are intended to house merchandise for
reexport. It is Customs policy not to inspect the goods as they enter
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or leave the zones. In one part of the country, counterfeit Jean@
were being sold in the foreign trade zone. Shirts reportedly
scheduled for transshipment to South America were on their vay to New
Jersey when discovered. Perfume was magically transformed into baby
shampoo and sand in another warehouse. Stories abound of containers
full of goods entering foreign trade sones and exiting empty or filled
with other goods.

Falsification of paperwork appears to be a simple matter. In a
recent case involving the Atlanta Foreign Trade Sone, $4.9 million in
duty due the U.S. Treasury was apparently lost to fraud involving
misdescription of foreign orange juice concentrate as orange drink.

AXi ma factor audits york for the Internal Revenue Service, but
they cannot be relied upon as the principal means of uncovering
customs fraud. After goods enter the commerce of the United States#
it is virtually impossible to determine if they were accurately
described in Customs entry documents. In the Mitsui steel case, the
largest civil penalty ever collected by Customs, the entty documents
were perfect -- and false. The Customs Service was able to act only
because inside informants produced highly incriminating telexes, which
permitted Customs to obtain search warrants and catch Mitsui by
surprise.

In addition to the ill-fated attempt by the Customs Service to
emulate the IRS in its entry review process, another addlepated
analogy with IRS procedures is the concept of *Customs Avoidance."
This tern, which apparently parallels the distinction drawn by the IRS
between tax evasion and tax avoidance, refers to conscU~bs efforts by
importers to alter the nature of their goods so as to place, or
attempt to place, the goods in a different tariff category.

As the Subcommittee learned at Its March 6 hearing on textile and
apparel fraud, any importer wishLng to *avoid* Import quotas can
physically alter or simply misclassify merchandise with the knowledge
that, if discovered, the worst that will happen is that they will be
required to obtain the correct visa. We have seen Imports of fuchsia
colored pants with feminine styling entered as men's wear, shorts with
flimsly linings that are intended to be removed before sold as
swLmwear, non-functional tops added to jeans in an effort to enter
then as bib overalls, shirts and blouses sewn together and entered as
dresses, and other obvious attempts to mLsclassify goods so as to
evade international quota agreements and, in many cases, reduce duty.
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Virtually none of these schemes, if discovered, place the importer in
criminal or even civil jeopardy. The affect of "Customs Avoidance' is
to call into question the usefulness of the quota agreements
themselves for several key items.

Operation Tripwire may meet the same fate as Operation Steeltrap
unless Congress specifically mandates an extensive commercial fraud
effort. Steeltrap was instigated when Customs discovered during its
Nitsui investigation, that Customs fraud violations involving steel
imports were massive and nationwide. After only two criminal cases
were settled, Steeltrap was folded, not for insufficient leads, but
because political priorities changed. Two-thirds of all special
agents were assigned to the Operation South Florida anti-narcotics
task force over a nine-month period. There wero simply not enough
people left to investigate commercial fraud.

Already scarce Customs resources will be further depleted this
year because Customs agents will be required to assist the Secret
Service in protecting Presidential candidates. In addition, the flood
of athletes and visitors to the Los Angeles Olympic Games this summer
will tax Customs operations on the West Coast.

The Oversight Subcommittee is aware of at least two instances
where the Customs Service has refused or attempted to refuse to
perform its statutory requirements due to budget constraints.
Approximately two years ago, Customs informed the FCC that unless they
received an additional $250#000, they would no longer require the
filing of forms which certified that certain imported electronics
goods net FCC emission standards. When Customs could not produce a
cost accounting, the FCC denied the funds request and Customs stopped
enforcing the requirement. As a result, domestic firms spend
substantial sums to meet these standards, but foreign firms get a free
ride. At least in the case of foreign pirates, dangerous computers
are entering the U.S. which the Customs Service ignores.

In February, a senior Customs official wrote the,ITC requesting
that it deny an exclusion order on certain personal computers which
violate U.S. patents on the *public Interest" grounds that Customs
lacked the resources to enforce the order. Five days later that same
official appeared before your sister Subcommittee in the House on a
panel that requested a 954 position cut in the Customs budget. The
testimony of this panel was that vigorous enforcement efforts would
continue, even with such a cut.
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Specifically, the Subcommittee on International Trade should
consider earmarking funds for the following activities:

Fifty additional Customs agents should be assigned abroad.
Three people in the Hong Kong office have responsibility for
all Customs investigations in Southeast Asia# the hotbed of
counterfeiting. During the first two months of Operation
Tripwire in New York# 142 requests were made to investigate
apparent transshipment of textiles and apparel designed to
evade the bilateral agreements the U.S. has under the
Nultifiber Agreement. The Customs Service was able to
dispatch one agent from headquarters for three months to
check on these and other requests from all other ports.
Taiwan, the counterfeiting capital of the world* has no
Customs presence. The estimated cost of these additional
agents Is $7,500,000.

Regional fraud coordinators with initial responsibilities in
the areas of steel, electronics, textiles and apparel should
be assigned to each office. Any shift in areas of emphasis
to be reported to Cbngress annually. Estimated cost of
these additional agents is $2,800,000.

Twenty positions should be added at the Commercial Fraud
Center Headquarters so that additional resource persons can
be quickly assigned to the regions and districts as large
cases develop, thus eliminating the need to strip some
districts of their fraud detection capability when manpower
is needed to work complex investigations and examine large
volumes of documents. Estimated cost is $1,000,000.

Fifty agents and a like number of inspectors and regulatory
auditors and one hundred import specialists devoted entirely
to commercial fraud work should be distributed as needed in
district offices across the United States. The Congress
should specifically require that the positions vacated by
these employees must be filled. Further, all agents
assigned to these units should have no less than two years
of experience in fraud and all employees so assigned should
receive a temporary grade increase. If their performance is
satisfactory for two years, the increase should become
permanent. Estimated costs of this program is $16,000,000.
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Additionally 61000*000 should be met aside annually for
training and communication purposes to develop these
individuals into crack teams capable of doing extensive
proactive work.

Additional monies viii also be required to pay informants
and moniety. Support functions and travel cost may not be
sufficient in the previous estimates. Therefore, an
additional 41,000,000 should be set aside for contingencies.

This total increase of $29,300,000 dedicated to commercial fraud
does not represent a huge increase in personnel over that which was
planned by the U.S. Customs Service itself. In a letter to me dated
September 19, 1983, Commissioner Von Raab explained that commercial
fraud efforts included a Headquarters contingent of five agents, four
import specialists, one inspector, one program analyst, one computer
specialist, and two clericals. The forty district fraud teas
consisted of forty-six agents, twenty-four import specialists, eight
inspectors and two auditors. He further stated that the number was
expected to-double in 1984.

Based on Commissioner Von Raab's figures, a total of 102 special
agents, fifty-six import specialists, eighteen inspectors, eight other
specialists and four clerical support personnel would be required for
Operation Tripwire in 1984. My suggestions for V¥ 85 would add only
forty-eight agents, forty-two Import specialists, twenty-four
inspectors, regulatory auditors and other specialists to the program.1

However, these positions are currently funded by rotating people
out of their present positions and are viewed by the individuals as
temporary assignments. By institutionalizing the job assignments,
expertise and enthusiasm can be developed, auvzni LM diaMS aa

IThe dollar amounts included in my estimates are considerably higher
than the Customs Service figures of $42,200 per inspector, $53,100 per
import specialist, and $57,900 per special agent which include only
salaries and benefits. My estimates of $150,000 per special agent
overseas, $100,000 per special agent in the United States, $70,000 to
$80,000 per-import specialist, inspector and regulatory auditor are
based on rules of thumb employed by Customs officials to include
facilities, vehicles and other equipment, clerical support and travel
costs.
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I have serious doubts that even the level of funding suggested
above would be sufficient. The General Accounting Office, which is
currently studying the cost-effectiveness of the reduction of import
specialists, should be requested to perform a complete review of the
program after one year of operation at this funding level.

Moreover, I am certain that the program will pay for itself many
times over. Calvin white, director of Operation Tripwire, testified
that during calendar 1983, the commercial fraud effort of the Customs
Service resulted in the collection of about $31 million in finest
penalties and forfeitures on an expenditure of about $2.8 million
exclusive of salary costs. Thus, the Customs Service recovered over
$11 for every dollar spent on commercial fraud activities, clearly a
prudent use of the taxpayers' money.

More importantly, the interdiction of illegally priced goods,
restricted merchandise and contraband may well convince our foreign
competitors and their American co-conspirators that U.S. trade laws
and other statutes and regulations cannot be violated without
substantial risk.

There are several other areas which I would hope this
Subcommittee might consider. In terms of budget items, our
investigation suggests the following improvements need to be made in
the operations of the Customs Servicer

-' The corps of import specialists should be increased to
1,400. This would be exclusive of those assigned to
commercial fraud teams.

The inspector corps should be increased to assure that all
packages and containers of restricted merchandise and a much
larger sample of other shipments are examined.

Provisions should be made for equipment to analyse all
questionable goods. Scales should be installed for heavy
tonnage quota items. Also, lab facilities and other
analytical equipment used to test for such factors as fiber
content or chemical composition, should be upgraded.
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Bonded warehouse officers and the Customs lock system should
be restored. Provisions should be made to inspect goods
imported into the U.S. for reexport, both at the time of
entry and departure. Foreign trade zones should come under
special scrutiny.

I have attached a financial analysis of the FY 85 President's
Budget. This analysis was prepared by Paul B. Suplizio, a consultant
to the National Treasury Employees Union, using only the data
submitted by Customs. His calculations show that $390279,000 must be
added to the Administration's request just to equal the personnel
levels incorporated in the FY 84 Appropriation. This appropriation
was some 650 positions short of what the Trade Subcommittee actually
authorized last year.

It should be emphasized that the $29.3 million which I believe is
a minimum for the commercial fraud program should be over and above
the $39.3 million necessary to maintain the U.S. Customs Service at PY
84 levels. Additionally, I believe that a very good case can be made
for the addition of $12.6 million for the five hundred bonded
warehouse inspectors (with two hundred positions paid for by
reimbursement from warehouse proprietors).

The Union's calculations show that for an additional $53.5
million, *Bypass* can be reduced from Its current level of fifty
percent of all entries to a more appropriate twenty percent the
number of physical inspections of containers increased to 105,000
(still well under four percent)l and the number of Investigations
completed increased from 7,500 to 12,000 with the backlog cut from
3,700 to 3,000. These are worthwhile goals which I believe should
receive your Subcommittee's serious attention.

There are a number of problems with Customs regulations and
procedures. Some are the subject of the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigation's report on Intellectual property theft. Others have
been or will be examined in further hearings we intend to hold this
year. I look forward to working with Chairman Danforth and the other
Members of the International Trade Subcommittee to assure that this
country has a modern, efficient and effective Customs Service.



U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE FY 1984 APPROPRIATIONS. FY 1985 BUDGET REQUEST. AND AMOUNTS REQUIRED TO

Inspection and Control

Tariff and Trade

Tactical Interdiction

Investigations.

Sub-Total

Operation & tfint..
Air ILrdicLion PIrog.

Total

U'i

0

0

U,

31,000 --

625,904 13,323

17,070 --

602,405 12,369

-13t930 --

-23.499 -954 +39.279 4-954

.. .RESE=(+)=OR'- ADD-ONREQUIRED.
DECREASE (-) FOR RESTORATION-FY 84 APPROPRIATION1  FY 85 BUDGET REQUEST FOR jY 1985 TO FY 84 LEVEL

Avg Avg Avg Avg_Amount(O00) Psns Amount(000) Pans As Mr0) Puns

279,249 6,561 265.886 5.949 -13,363 -612 +21,608 +612

157,074 3,541 164,151 3.231 + 7,077 -310 +10,905 +310

76,823 1.831 78,682 1,799 - 1,859 -32 + 1.766 +32

-81,758..- 1.390 76,616 1,390 - 5,142 -- + 5,000 --

594.904 13.323 585,335 12,369 -, 9,.6 -954 +39,279 +954

1. Includes $9,961,000 FY 1984 pay supplemental

RESTORE FY 85 CUTS

RECO.2IENDED
BASELINE FOR
FY 35 APPROPRIATIONS

Avg
Amount( 0O) Psns

287.494 6,561

175,056 3.541

80,448 1.831

81,616 1,390

624.614 13.323

17,070 --

641,684 13.323I

I-'

t



CUSTOMS BONDED WAREHOUSE PROGRAM -- RESOURCE REQUIREEWtS FOR RE-ESTABLISHMENT IN FY 1985,

When Customs terminated its physical presence at bonded warehouses in FY 1984, it had'314

Inspector positions committed to the program. Of these, 114 were paid from appropriated funds and

200 from reimbursement by warehouse proprietors.

To re-establish the program, a minimum of 300 positionsshould be. deployed.

Appropriations required would be:

1c
-- To Fund 100 Inspectors $4.2 million

-- To Fund 300 Inspectors $12.6 million

I. Remaining 200 positions would be funded by reimbursement by warehouse proprietors
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CUSTOMS INSPECTOR. IMPORT SPECIALIST. AND SPECIAL AGENT -REQUIREMENTS FOR ENHANCED COMMERCIAL FRAUDENFORCEMENT AT THREE LEVELS OF EFFORT. FY 1985

ENFORCEMENT. LEVEL . INSPECTORS IMPORT SPECIALISTS SPECIAL AGENTS TOTAL
Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost

1 75 $3.2 95 $5.3 146 $8.5 316 $17.0

II 211 $8.9 270 $14.3 195 $11.3 676 $34.5

ii 483 $20.4 358 $19.0 244 $14.1 .1085 $53.5

RECOMMENDATION FOR_$28.0 MILLION TOTAL COST:

Inspectors 400 $16.9

Import Specialists 100 $ 5.3

Special Agents 100 $ 5.8

Total 600 $28.0

Note: Number'refers to average positionst cost is in millions I



CUSTOMS IMPORT SPECIALISTS -- COMPUTATION OF NUMBER REQUIRED FOR PROCESSING OF MERCHANDISE ENTRIES AT

THREE DIFFERENT ENFORCEMENT (BY-PASS) LEVELS, FY 1985

NUMBER OFENTRIES TO BE
PROCESSED BY
IMPORT
SPECIALISTS
(000)

3.892

4,492

4,791

ENTRIESPER
IMPORT
SPECIALIST'

3,423

3,423

3,423

NUMBEROF
IMPORT
SPECIALISTS
REQUIRED

1,137

1.312

1.400

ADD-ON
TO
FY 1984 2

-'LEVEL COST(MILLIONS)

+95 ." $ 5.3

+270

+358

.$14.3

$19.0

1. Average level of productivity in FY 1985 assumed by the Administration's budget request. If

productivity falls short of this figure. required number 
of Import Specialists will be larger

2. Number of Import Specialist positions in FY 1984 is 1,042

ENFORCEMENT
LEVEL

BY-PASS(M)

I

II

NUMBEROF
ENTRIES
FY 85
(000)

.5,989

-5,989

5,989

35%

252.

202
ILI

I.



CUSTOMS INSPECTORS -- COMPUTATION OF NUMBER REWIRED FOR INSPECTION OF CONTAINERIZED SiPMENTS AT
-YIIRE-DIFFRENTE________________ 19A--,

ENPORCKHENr
LEVEL

II

TNSPFCTION
RATE (Z)

3.2Z

3.3Z

iii "3.52

FY 80 I.EVEI. 2.9z

NUMBER OF
ARRIVING
CONTAINERS

3,000.0008

3.000.000'

3,000,000a

2,800,000

NUMBER
OF
INSPECTIONS

961.000

99,000

105.000

81,234

. AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
INSPECTIONS
PER INSPECTOR

22.0

22.0

22.0

19.5

NUMBER ADD-ON
OF TO
INSPECTORS FY 84R E (_1- RED LEvEL 2

4,364 . + 75

4,500 +211

4.772

4.165b

+483

1. Averne of 19.5 inspections per Inspector In FY 1980 increased by 2.51
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Senator HEINZ. And I have some questions, but I want to state
for the record and ask Mr. von Raab to comment on it whether or
not it is his understanding that-at roughly these kinds of levels of
funding for the Customs Service-each dollar additional in customs
operations has been yielding about $18 average in revenues. Is that
not a reasonably accurate statement of the return?

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator HEINZ. Now, that is for customs activities overall. Now,

you have an operation called Operation Tripwire, which is aimed
specifically at commercial fraud types of problems. Is that not cor-
rect?

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. I am advised that last year Operation Tripwire

returned $150 for each $1 spent not including salaries. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. VON RAAB. I am not aware of that number. Is that correct? It
is possible, but I can only say that if it is wrong, we will get back to
you with a correction to it.

Senator HEINZ. I am told that in 1983, for example, an increase
of $70,000 in enforcement resources yielded $31 million in collected
duties and fines for nations. Does that sound correct?

Mr. VoN RAAB. Yes; that is correct.
Senator HEINZ. That is correct. Similarly, I am told that the ad-

ditional resources devoted to commercial fraud this-fiscal year in
the amount of $105,000 has thus far yielded $15 million in collected
revenues with a promise of further success throughout the end of
the year. Is that correct?

Mr.VON RAAB. Yes; that is correct.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, there seems to be substantial evi-

dence that those kinds of returns on investment make a prima
facie case. It is clear that the customs budget could not possibly be
sufficient to catch as much fraud as there is and perhaps even sig-
nificantly deter the large amount of fraud that is taking place. I
have a number of more specific questions that I would like to ask,
and maybe what I will do in deference to our colleagues is wait
until they have asked their questions, and then pursue my more
specific questions, if that might be appropriate.

Senator DANFORTH. That is fine, Senator Heinz.
Mr. VON RAAB. Mr. Chairman, may I just respond briefly to Sen-

ator Heinz' comments? I think it might be of some interest. There
may have been a 22-percent increase in total merchandise imports
in 1983. There definitely was a $196 million decrease in duties
during the same period. That is correct.-While formal entries in-
creased by 12 percent, the value of imports declined 1.5 percent
from fiscal year 1982 to fiscal year 1983. The 2-percent decline-the
$196 million-we believe was due to lower duties collected on con-
sumption entries, more specifically we believe that negotiated re-
straints in the U.S. import of steel tubes, pipes, and fittings ac-
counted for about a $2.9 billion decline in the import value of these
goods between fiscal years 1982 and 1983.

-Senator HEINz. Did you say $2.9 million?
Mr. VON RAAB. Billion. $2.9 billion. Estimated duties collected on

these goods declined by $221 million. Therefore, we believe that, for
the most part, that close to $200 million decline in customs collec-
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tions was attributable to lower tube and pipe imports. I just
thought that might help to explain why customs revenues have
gone down irrespective of the budget levels that the Customs Serv-
ice has maintained during these 2 years.

Senator HEINZ. But you do not dia gee with any of the other
facts and figures, the accuracy of which you generally testified to
regarding enforcement a moment ago?

Mr. VON RAAB. Operation Tripwire is an effort on our part to
combat serious commercial fraud. It reflects the same approach to
customs work that I described previously to the chairman. We have
tried to take import specialists out of some of the routine matters,
which I refer to as "riding the in-basket" and team them with our
agents and other experienced customs personnel to work on serious
drains on duties or significant violations of tariff and trade laws.

I would like to thik that the approach we are taking in Oper-
ation Tripwire can be continued and improved by giving customs
officers-whether they be import specialists or agents-slightly dif-
ferent responsibilities from those they have had in the past and by
placing them in programs with a higher payoff. I believe that is
what you have seen with Operation Tripwire, and I don't believe
that you necessarily have to increase your budget to do it. It can be
done merely by taking personnel in less productive parts of cus-
toms activities and putting them into more important or more pro-
ductive areas. Thank you very much.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, rather than take the committee's
time, let me just ask one last question, which is this. Mr. von Raab,
you testified to the fact that OMB had not been beating you about
the head to reduce your budget. Now, of course, when you preplre
your budget, you don't submit it directly to OMB--you submit it, I
would imagine, first to Under Secretary McNamar, who is your im-
mediate supervisor, and he submits it as part of an overall budget
proposal to Secretary Regan. Secretary Rean submits that to
0MB. Did you submit a budget to Mr. Mc amar or his equiva-
lent-a member of his staff-that was larger than what you aresayin you need?

Mr. ON RAAB. Yes, we did.
QuwrloNs SuBmrrrE BY SENATOR HEINZ TO COMMisSIONER VON IRA AND His

RESPONSE THEREm
Question. What percentage of shipments of imported steel are actually looked at

by dockside inspectors? That is, what percentage of shipments generally, as well as
what percentage of each shipment?

Answer. Examination rates of all merchandise, as well as steel, vary from port to
port, depending on volume, resources, fraudulent activity, importer profiles, etc.
Specific percentages, therefore, vary from month-to-month and according to the type
of shipme nts.

With regard specifically to steel and steel products, Customs has established mini-
mum examination requirements which include verification and correspondence of
invoice, shipment quantity, and appropriate markings, and accuracy of physical and
material characteristics. To confirm this examination, a significant sample is ana-
lyzed by Customs laboratories to verify product classification.

Question. Are these percntages an increase or decrease over previous years?
Answer. Although the number of examinations are generally at the same level,

the quality has been improved by the introduction of a more systematic selectivity
approach for all cargo processing. This approach will permit Customs to better im-
plement commercial fraud initiatives against the increased risk in the steel product
line. In addition, we are conducting more intensive physical examinations.
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Question. What effect have cutbacks in inspection and control personnel had on
these percentages?

Answer. To ensure equal or improved enforcement and facilitation in the face of
personnel cutbacks, we have introduced selectivity principles into cargo processing
which concentrate our efforts on selected high-risk shipments identified by automat-
ed intelligence criteria. We are also employing valuable data regarding foreign sup-
pliers and domestic importers: Further, resources are being redirected and/or reallo-
cated as computer technology and selectivity are applied to more of our daily activi-
ties Savings in manpower, which will accrue, will offset anticipated workload in-
creases and reduce the requirement for additional positions.

Question. How many import specialists are assigned to steel in major pofts of
entry such as Los Angeles and Houston?

Answer. The number of import specialists assigned to steel lines in the 10 major
steel importing ports are:
Los Angeles-- Philadelphia-3
Houston-6 San Francisco-2
Detroit-4 Bridgeport-2
New Orleans-2 Buffalo-6
Chicago-3 Cleveland-2

Question. Has the number of specialists for this particular commodity increased
commensurate with the larger volume of imports?

Answer. The number of import specialists assigned to steel has not increased sub-
stantially. However, in those cases where the workload has increased the percent-
age of time spent on steel has increased. It should oe noted that thle additional
workload caused by a larger volume of imports is offset in most cases by the much
curtailed Trigger Price Mechanism (TPM). The time the import specialist has to
spend in TPM is considerably les than previously.

Question. How have increased responsibilities impacted the effectiveness of these
specialists? How, for example, have the new agreements on quotas and the in-
creased number of countervailing and antidumping duties which add to workload
impacted their effectiveness?

Answer. There has been no deterioration in the effectiveness of the import spe-
cialists. The monitoring of the European Commodity agreement is proceeding
smoothly and the Commerce Department has not experienced any major problems
with iL The time spent processing steel entries covered by either the agreement or
dumping/countervailing duties is minimal. The additional workload represented by
these entries and by the larger volume of imports is mostly offset by the decrease in

--- time spent processing TPM entries.
Question. Are the resources currently being devoted to Operation Tripwire suffi-

cient to prosecute violations which have been discovered?
Answer. Yes, all significant violations of Customs laws are being investigated and

prosecuted. Approximately 120 Special.gents are dedicated to working fraud cases
developed under Operation Tripwire. In addition, three steel task forces are under-
way to specifically investigate and prosecute several ma~or steel import violators.
Customs is also currently conducting separate civil investigations-of the above men-
tioned criminal cases to avoid unnecessary delay in adjudicating the matters.

The Justice Department has assigned attorneys from the General Litigation and
Legal Advice Section, Criminal Division, to assist United States Attorneys in-the
prosecution of steel importation cases. With the added resources, the steel investiga-
tive and prosecutorial efforts are progressing in a timely manner.

Question. Are there sufficient personnel and expense funds available to the fraud
program?

Answer. Operation Tripwire is adequately staffed to support the current signifl-
cant investigations. For FY 84, Customs has also allotted special operation funds
specifically for fraud investigations. Also, there are sufficiet funds for salaries and
normal operating expenses of the Customs officers jointly working on all other
fraud investigations not covered by the special operations funds.

Question. What percentage of shipments of steel is sampled and tested for chemi-
cal content?

Answer. Steel-enters the country in a variety of shapes and forms, such as bars,
wire, pipe, etc. We have analyzed the importation data for several key steel prod-
ucts for FY 1983, and have determined that the overall (weighted average) sampling
rate for steel products is 0.21 percent, which is quite good in view of the severe diffi-culties inherent in sampling a product of-this type. The data also show that as a
result of laboratory analyis these steel products have a (weighted average) "change
rate" of 15.95 percent; this means that about one out of every six samples were
found by the laboratory to be incorrectly described as to stated alloy composition,
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claim for having undergone a heat-treatment, or other Tariff-related characteristic.
More detailed information is available on the attached table.

The following table, which covers FY 1983, contains the transaction data for steel
imports by product line and range of Tariff item numbers, the number of transac-
tions containing each item number, the number and percent of those transactions
which were sampled for laboratory analysis, and a (weighted average) change rate,
which is the rate at which the invoice description of these products was found to be
in error.

Prrmns t* R tem P Aem

Nuber of Nowbe SIIIVI

8 rs ..................................................................................................... 606.79- 06. 25,934 8 0.03 22.22
Wire rods ............. .................................... . ... . .. 607.14-607.59 14,318 46 0.32 18.82
Plates and Ow s ................................................................................. 60 7.62-608.14 62,345 33 0.05 5.88
Std ..................... ............................................................................. 6N .19-608.67 6,555 5 0.08 31.25
W re ..................................................................................................... 609.20- 09 76 23,280 160 0.69 11.48
Angles ................................................................................................ 60 .80-609.98 21,418 13 0.05 31.03
Pipes and tubes ......................... 6...... 10.30-610.52 41,790 161 0.39 18.07

Total ...................................................................................... 201,640 426
'Bot 00e swiap ften rote aMW the oW9a (t M 95 cepaewe on"Vh&s hsd~g saer

1982 end ,1983 thr w790 u*Itseos of W 126 155 ent am o 2 M

Question. Will there be any cutbacks in lab personnel in the budget, and if so,
how will these cutbacks affect the above percentages?

Answer. We will be able to save five positions from the Customs laboratory
system without in any way affecting our abilities to adequately monitor steel im-
ports and enforce the laws. Our sampling rate for steel products is running about
0.2 percent overall. This is similar to the rates for other, more readily-sampled-com-
modities and is quite high indeed for a commodity that presents us with such
unique sampling challenges.

Question. Are there plans to close facilities in the near future?
Answer. In accordance with the recommendation in Senate Report 98-186 for the

1984 Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations Bill, we
sent letters last week to the Chairmen of both the Senate and House Committees on
Appropriations to advise them of our intent to consolidate the San Francisco and
the Los Angeles Field Laboratories into the latter facility. The transfer of the San
Francisco Laboratory's staff, equipment, and function will probably occur before No-
vember 1, 1984 but will not be effective prior to September 1, 1984. We also pre-
pared notification to NTEU, the Director of the Laboratory in San Francisco, and
other appropriate officials.

Question. What facilities have equipment for testing the content of steel?
Answer. Each of our field laboratories has the basic equipment necessary to deter-

mine the alloy composition of steel and its fundamental metallographic characteris-
tics. (This equipment consists of atomic absorption spectrometers or emission spc-
trometers for the comoition and metallographic microscopes for the metallography.)
Currently, the New Orleans, Chicago, and Los Angeles Laboratories are somewhat
more specialized in the area of steel analysi&han the others. We have also upgraded
the capabilities of several laboratories in recent years by the acquisition of automated
X-ray fluorescence spectrometers to augment our capabilities to determine a steel's
composition, and we are researching the potential Customs applications of a modifica-
tion of an atomic absorption spectrometer through the ICP (Inductively Coupled
Plasma) technique. In addition, the scanning electron microscope (SEM), which is
currently located in the San Francisco facility and which is used in certain cases to
determine the cladding on steel, will be moved to Los Angeles under the transfer-of-
function described above.

Question. Why has the Customs Service not taken industry up on its offer to pro- --
vide spectrometers for use in combatting fraud?

Answer. There are several reasons why we did not accept the industry's generous
offer. Primary among them was the fact that the industry could mot provide defini-
tive answers to several very important questions, including the type of equipment
being offered, its age and condition, and its location. In addition, we were advised
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that the equipment would be coming from steel mills thaLwere closing, and we
therefore concluded (and the industry could neither confirm nor deny) that the
equipment was of the "ruggedized" variety designed to monitor one or two elements
under "in-plant" conditions, and therefore would not have either the sensitivity or
the range needed for Customs fraud enforcement purposes. Also, we were reluctant
to acquire second-hand equipment of questionable age and condition because of the
very high costs for service and maintenance. Finally, our laboratory instrumenta-
tion is modernand effective, and thus our most urgent need at this time is not for
laboratory equipment per se, but for a mobile analysis capability comprising instru-
ments able to screen steels "on the docks," plus appropriately-equipped vehicles for
their transport and trained staff to operate the equipment and interpret the results.
We have one such unit operating out of New Orleans Field Laboratory.

Senator HmNz. Thank you.
Senator DANF RTH. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BMT.BN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement

that I would like to enter into the record in its entirety. Commis-
sioner, I looked at this budget of yours. You are talking about
eliminating 954 positions and 625 of them frontline positions. You
talk about cutting expenditures $23 million, reducing the work
force by 7 percent, collecting revenues at a faster pace, speeding up
processing, and better defending our borders against the intrusion
of illicit importations. Now-,-I need rosier glasses than these to be-
lieve that one. And then, when you say to the chairman that you
don't have any study that has been made-any management study
to back up the increases in productivity and cuts and appropria-
tions that you are talking about-I don't find this Customs Service
budget either helpful or proper or productive or realistic, and I am
going to do everything I can to try to change it.

I just think it is wrong. Now, you have got a revenue-producing
service, and we are trying to cut this deficit. And when Senator
Heinz asked you about the decrease in productivity it brought this
to mind; back in 1979 the productivity per-dollar exended was
about $19 to $1. In 193, it is about $17 to $1. It wasn t just ste
pipe. I can take a look at the numbers going back to 1979 and 198U,
and we weren't reducing the importation of steel pipe in 1980, that
I recall, were we? And yet there is the falloff in the amount of
money that is collected?

I have seen some studies that-say that you can bring about a 3
percent increase productivity through use of machines, but you are
looking at a 9 to 17 percent increase in the workload. And those
things just don't gel.

Now, when we are talking about rising more money, the admin-
istration turns around and hires more IRS auditors. And hopefully
they are going to be able to find some of the tax evaders and bring
in more revenue. Now, when you have got a service that earns
money, and even at $17 to $1 it seems to me a good payoff.

Another place that you are going to have an adverse intact is
alon that Mexic- border. You have a real economic crisis in
Mexico, and it has spilled over on our side along the Texas border,
the Arizona border, California, and New Mexico. Then you are
talking about cutting back on the number of people involved here.
That means those individuals who can still come over to the U.S.
side and trade ar going to find further delays, in. my opinion, if
you cutback again on the people filling those positions. Again, I
think that that is a serious mistake. Now, the chairman and I both
wrote you oni February 23-1 have copy of it here-asking you
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point by point, district by district, the details on the proposed orga-
nizational realignments and consolidations.

Have you answered those questions in that letter at this time?
Mr. vON RAAB. I am sorry. We are developing that list but do not

feel free to release it until we have had it approved by the Treas-
ury Department, and since that hasn't happened yet it could
change.

Senator BENTSEN. Unless you had made that kind of a study al-
ready, you wouldn't have known where to make your suggestions
for the budget. So, that information must be available and you
must have had it at the time that you drew up the budget. Is that
not correct? You didn't put this budget together in a vacuum?

Mr. VON RAAB. We do have a little bureaucratic problem here,
since such sensitive information must be approved by the Treasury
Department. You asked whether the Customs Service has a good
idea of the areas to be affected. My answer is that we do. But until
we have received the blessings, so to speak, of the Treasury Depart-
ment, we don't feel that it is proper to release it, especially since it
could be changed. And therefore, the information you received may
be inaccurate.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me see if I can make a pretty good esti-
mates as to where those changes are being proposed.

Iause.]
Senator BENTSEN. Well, I don't find it at the moment, Commis-

sioner. Let me see. I am told that this thing that you have proposed
would allow 415 inspection positions to disappear in fiscal year
1985, 51 of them in Texas-51 of them in Texas. And the Texas
ports of entry would lose the following inspectors-Houston, 2
cargo, 2 passenger; Dallas, 1 cargo, 1 passenger; Houston seaport, 2;
Brownsville, 10; Del Rio, 5; Laredo, 15; Eagle Pass, 3; Dallas, 8; El
Paso, 10. You take Laredo, for example, it has more people coming
through Laredo than JFK does in New York. It is a very major
port. Wouldyou comment on that?

Mr. VON RAAB. My only comment on that is that the Customs
Service has undertaken to do a number of analyses of the best way
to accomplish these reductions. There are a number of documents
that are circulating at the Customs Service, but the final decision
as to where and how these reductions will be made are the result
of a process which I would formally propose to the Treasury De-
partment. But the Treasury Department must approve my recom-
mendations, and that has not taken place. And so, what you are
referring to are preliminary proposals being circulated at the Cus-
toms Service. They are not approved.

Senator BENTSEN. This budget proposal legislation has to be en-
acted, doesn't it?

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator BENrSEN. Consolidation with the U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service? Isn't that part of your budget savings? At
what status is that piece of legislation? Has it been introduced?
Has it passed any of the bodies? Or either of them?

Mr. VON RAAB. Mr. De Angelus is part of the OMB, Justice, and
Treasury team working on the consolidation issue, so I will ask
him to respond to that question.-"

Senator BENTSEN. All right.
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Mr. Dz ANOLUS. Senator, the INS consolidation is not a part of
our 1985 submission.

Senator BEzmrN. It is not a part of the budget?
Mr. Da ANGELUS. It is not a part of the budget at this time. The

legislation is being drawn up to accomplish the consolidation. How-
ever, these budget figures for 1985 do not include the INS proposal.

Senator BE SRrN. Not inclusive? How about on your airport leg-
islation for saving of some $7 million, as I understand it. '^at is
the status of that?

Mr. DR ANGELUS. That proposal is basically being passed back
_and forth between our Chief Counsel's office and the General Coun-

sel's office in Treasury. It will eventually be submitted to OMB,
then it will be submitted to the Hill.

Senator BRNTSRN. Are you saying, then, that you have not taken
credit for the $7 million in the budget that is proposed?

Mr. Ds ANGELUS. No, the $7 million is in the budget as a saving.
Senator BNrrSEN. As a saving? And yet you have not proposed

the legislation, and it is still being batted back and forth in the ad-
ministration?

Mr. DR ANGELUS. That is correct.
Senator BEWSrEN. Mr. Chairman, it looks to me like there are a

lot of holes in this budget and that the proposals of the increases in
productivity are pretty nebulous, and I see no management study
that has been accomplished that is going to prove that can be done
under this budget. And to wander into these kinds of major
changes with computer additions can be extremely expensive. I
have seen too often in the private sector mistakes made where it
hadn't been thought out and they didn't have a serious manage-
ment study to bring it about for the implementation. I must say
that I feel this budget is a mistake, and I am frankly going to
oppose it in its present form. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

QuESTIoNS Or THE HONORAsLt LLOYD M. BzNTSEN FOR COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS
VON RAAB, AND HIs ResPONsus THiERTO

Question. I understand that funding for license plate readers was included in the
Fiscal Year (FY) 1985 budget, but was then deleted. Why was this funding deleted?
Are there currently any plans to run a test program for these scanners on the
Texas border?

Answer. Funding for this project was not included in the FY 1985 budget request
because the system had not been fully tested. In order to test the operation of the
system, a one lane prototype automatic license plate reader is scheduled for May
184, at the San Ystdro, California, port of entry. If the results from the one lane
prototype system are positive, Customs is proposing a multiple lane prototype
system at San Ysidro during FY-85. There are no plans, at present, to run a test
program for these scanners on the Texas border.

Question. Does the Customs Service plan to eliminate the current requirement of
corporate surety on Customs bonds? I have noted the October 14 1988, advance
notice of proposed rulemaking to eliminate sureties on Customs bonds. What is your
latest count of the comments in support and opposition to the notice? What is your
timetable for the publishing of any regulatory action to remove Customs bonds
surety?

Answer. The Customs Service is exploring the need to require security on Cus-
toms bonds. A public hearing has been scheduled for April 10, 1984, to that end.
Until all presentations are analyzed, the Customs Serice will not be in a position to
formulate definite plans to change the existing Customs bond requirements. There
were 18 comments in favor of aspects of the concept and 62 comments oppose. In
view of the Continuing Resolution of November 14, 1983, section 140, P.L. 98-151
and section 515 of H.R. 4139, 98th Congress, no timetable for regulatory action has
been established.
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Question. How long has Customs required corporate surety on Customs bonds?
Why do you now feel that this surety bond requirement should be eliminated? Do
you not feel that any regulatory change in this area should be adequately reviewed
by Congress?

Answer. There is no requirement that any Customs bond be secured with a corpo-
rate surety. Customs bonds may be secured by personal sureties, the deposit of
money or obligations of the United States, and corporate sureties. Also the Customs
Service permitted the use of letter of credit as security. In many instances, the
transaction does not involve any threat to the revenue or have any potential to
evade United States laws. In those circumstances, there Is no benefit to the Govern-
ment in requiring a secured bond. To interpose Congress in the day-to-day activities
of-the executive branch would not appear to be beneficial to Congress.

Question. For the most recent reporting period, what was the total-amount of
duties, additional duties, taxes, and penalties guaranteed by corporate sureties?

Answer. Customs does not have this information, although procedures for collect-
ing it are being developed. Consequently, our answer to the question is somewhat
conjectural.

Sureties are required to underwrite most Customs bonds, although bonds are not
required for informal entries and certain other kinds of transactions. Based on anec-
dotal information, it appears that for entries on which surety bonds are required,
bonds may cover less than half the amount of duties and taxes owed. This results
from bond amounts having been established several years ago and not adjusted to
take into account increases in the volume and value of merchandise covered. Im-
porters and brokers are understandably opposed to increases in bond amounts, par-
ticularly where they have maintained a good payment record with Customs, because
of the cost of surety premiums.

Although as a legal matter sureties may be liable to guarantee somewhat less
than half of duties and taxes owed, as a practical matter their liability is generally
limited to guaranteeing payment of "additional" duties which are found to be
owned on liquidation of entries. These amount to about 3 percent of all duties as-
sessed and, in a majority of cases, the importer pays the additional duties.

Question. Please describe, in order of priority to Customs, the replacement sys-
tems for corporate surety that the Service anticipates.

Answer. As stated previously, the Customs Service has not determined whether
the present stem should be continued or a substitute devised.

Question. Please list the -herits of each replacement system to the current surety
requirement.

Answer. The options put forward in the Advance Notice were designed to stimu-
late public comment rather than being definite regulatory proposals.

S-nator DANFORTH. Senator Matsunaga?
-Senator MATBUNAGA. Mr. Commissioner, as I understand it, you

are proposing a reduction of 581 positions in your insp tion and
control functions. In this connection, I have sever questions.
Since this clearly affects the Customs Services' ability to intercept
illegal drugs, does not this proposal of yours run contrary to the
administration's war on the illegal drug trade?

Mr. VON RAAB. We believe that the way in which these reduc-
tions may be taken would not adversely affect inspectional effort
though it may reduce the number of inspectors.

Senator MATSUNAGA. I am sorry. I didn't catch the last part of
your comment.

Mr. VoN RAA. We do not believe that this reduction would ad-
versely affect our inspectional effort though it may reduce the
number of inspectors.

Senator MATSUNAGA. One of the greatest complaints I hear from
the Customs Service is that the passengers especially returning
passengers into the United States who use Hlonolulu as their port
of entry wait in line as long as 2 hours. Now, with a reduction in
the number of customs inspe-tors, how do you expect to reduce this
complaint as well as to inspect more of the luggage, which may
contain illegal drugs?
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That is the biggest complaint. Every time I get an inquiry rela-
tive to complaints by returning passengers the Customs Service
says they can't help it. Now you plan to reduce the number of in-
spectors. The Service can't do more work with less inspectors. For
one thing, the workload is increasing as you reduce the number of
inspectors.

Mr. VON RAAB. I am sorry that the information or the perception
that you have received of our efforts in Honolulu is as you describe

.-it.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Is that not so?
Mr. VON RAAB. I would have been more comfortable if you had

said that was the case 2 years ago, but I believe that matters have
really changed in Honolulu. Honolulu was once regarded as the
worst airport in the United States from a customs perspective. I
have personally spent a lot of time working on the problem and-

-although it may be that my mail is limited, but I don't think that
is the case-the information I receive on Honolulu indicates that
facilitation has greatly improved. The way we have done this is not
to increase the number-of inspectors but to change the way the in-
spectors do their job. We are taking the pressure off of the law-abiding passenger, passing these individuals more rapidly with
only -a cursory check, and putting all of our efforts on suspected
smugglers. This, in many cases, manifests itself as the so-called
red-green system or its variant. I think that you will f"nd that Hon-
olulu has made numerous modifications and, happily, the results
are not only improved facilitation, but also improved enforcement.
So, I think Honolulu is an example of how changed procedures can
improve enforcement and facilitation without increasing inspector
staffing.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, I am still getting complaints -of
course. Instead of a 2-hour wait, you have a one hour and 45
minute wait. That is an improvement, of course, but then we still
have the complaints in that regard, and when I take it up with the
director there, they say it is a case of lack of personnel. Now, you
are proposing this further reduction in your inspection and control
functions. Do you have a breakdown as to how many of these will
be made at the various ports, including Honolulu?

Mr. VON RAAB. That is the same question that Senator Bentsen
was asking.

Senator MATSUNAGA. You don't have it?
Mr. VON RAAB. We have an internal breakdown, but it has not

been approved by the Treasury Department. I was saying that
until it is approved, it can change. Therefore, at this time it is
purely an informal predecisional document. I gather Senator Bent-
sen had a copy of it, but it has no significance because it hasn't
been approved by me or by the Treasury Department, but it is a
working staff document on where these reductions might be taken.

Senator MATBUNAGA. When will you have it?
Mr. VON RAAB. I would like to have that as soon as possible.
Senator MATSUNAGA. We would, too, because it is in your 1985

buMr. N" eight. I think we will have it within two weeks.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Then you will provide the committee with
that breakdown? .
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Mr. voN RAB. If you so request, yes.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I would so request.
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. Fine. And I would also offer to you-and I

will ask my, staff to prepare a report-on Honolulu because I was
under the impression that things were better than the way you de-
scribe them. I hope I am ri ht and you are wrong, but whatever
the case, I will give you a full report on Honolulu.

Senator MATBUNAGA. I would certainly appreciate that.
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Now, in the case of cargo processing, as you

probably know-and with your approval and recommendation, as I
recall, I introduced a bill to increase the amount from $250 to
$1,000 of informal entry. Now, that has passed the Finance Com-
mittee, as you probably know. Did you take into consideration the
passage of that legilation in figuring your 1985 budget?

-Mr. VON-RAAB. No. We certainly support any increase in the in-
formal entry level, but the 1985 budget does not assume any
changes in that level.

Senator MATSUNAOA. I see. I would think that that ought to help
in the area of personnel.

Mr. VON RA". Not only would it help in the area of personnel,
but it would help just in the area of international trade facilitation
because $250 is just an unreasonable and archaic number.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes, it was way back in the 1950's that it
was set. Inflation has definitely gone way beyond that. Now, you
said that of the proposed reduction in force, there will be 85 RIF's?

Mr. VON RAAB. No, 928 RIF's.
Senator MATSUNAGA. RIF's? Actual RIF's?
Mr. VON RAAB. Right.
Senator MATSUNAGA. What was that 85 you mentioned?
Mr. VON RAAB. Oh, that could have been man-years, rather than

923 positions.
Senator MATSUNAGA. 923 positions would be RIF'd?
Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Boy, that is a lot, and of this number, 581

will be in inspection and control functions?
Mr. VON RAAB. Generally speaking, that is correct.
Senator MATSUNAOA. As has been pointed out here by my col-

leagues, as I understand it, we are trying to raise some revenue,
and for every dollar spent in the area of revenue collection in the
Customs Service, past history shows that we gain $15. Is that-

Mr. VON RAAB. Actually, the numbers are better than that. If
you only include the commercial officers of the Customs Service,
that is those who are more directly related to collection of revenue
as opposed to those involved in the protection of the country from
contraband, you really come up with around $70.

Senator MATSUNAGA. $70 for every dollar spent?
-- Mr. VON RAAB. Yes; in the commercial area. That is correct.

Senator MATSUNAGA. That would be a great investment through
the Customs Service. Then, why are you proposing 928 RIF's?

Mr. VON RAs. Although over the past years the number of offi-
cers in commercial operations has been reduced, the ratio has con-
tinued to improve, -so I am not quite certain that there is no con-_
nection. In other words, you can't maintain that the reductions
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proposed in the budget are at the point where that ratio would be
adversely affected. There is only so much revenue out there to be
collected, I guess, is what I am sayi.ng.

Senatr MATSUNAGA. If I were in your boots, I would be making
every effort to convince the administration that RIF's would be
contrary to our effort in trying to reduce our national deficit. I
can't understand your proposing losing $'7O for every dollar not
spent. And in your cargo processing, you now have the Accept
system. Is Honolulu one of the ports where you have the Accept
system installed?

Mr. VON RAAB. I asked Mr. Mach to come in on -that. He is re-
sponsible for our inspectional program.

Senator MATSUNAGA. If you don't have it, could you include that
in the report?

Mr. VON RAAB. I think we do have it.
Mr. MACH. It is not in Honolulu as yet, but it is planned to be in

Honolulu. We are now in 32 ports.
Senator MATSUNAGA. How soon do you expect to have it in-

stalled?
Mr. MACH. Before the end of this fiscal year.
Senator MAT8UNAGA. Before the end of this fiscal year?
Mr. MACH. Yes. I should explain myself. There are two versions

of the Accept system. One requires ADP, or automated features
and the other is manual. What we are planning for Honolulu is the
automated version, which would give you automated selection crite-
ria for use in releasing merchandise. It will be installed at Honolu-
lu, as well as other west coast ports, by the end of this fiscal year.

Senator MATSUNAOA. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Commissioner,

are any of these reductions going to come in Rhode Island? (Laugh-

lr. VON RAAB. If I may, I would like to ask a born and bred
Rhode Islander, Mr. De Angelus, to field that question.

Senator CHAin. I was hoping you would.
Mr. Ds ANGELUS. Senator, we certainly feel that each area of the

country would take a proportionate part of the reduction. However,
we are just as confident that there will be no adverse effect in the
port of Providence in the State of Rhode Island, and there would
not be in other areas as well.

Senator CHAz. Thank you for that nonresponsive answer.
[Laughter.]

Let's pursue that a little more. I certainly hope they won't take
additional proportionate cuts. What are you'telling me-that there
are proportionate cuts and Rhode Island takes some cuts-as you
know, you made some cuts there a few years ago when you and I
had long conversations, and those were cuts that were meant to
promote the efficiency, and there was some consolidation but actu-
ally it was reduced from a port to a what? Or that was the sugges-
tion-it wasn't done at the time.

Mr. Ds ANGELUS. While Providence remains only a nominal dis.
trict, it has all the authority of a district. We did remove the staff
functions of assistant district director for inspection and assistant
district director for classification and value. And I think, Senator,

35-541 0 84 -- 6
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that you will agree that, as we promised you, there were no ad-
verse effects to cargo processing or duty collection in the port of
Providence. However, if reductions are required, we do believe that
there is at least one excess inspector in the port of Providence, and
I am equally confident that as in the past, there will be no de-
crease in service by this reduction.

We are making fundamental changes in the way we process mer-
chandise and the way we go about our enforcement effort. I believe
that the numbers will reflect that productivity actually increases
while our numbers are decreasing, in an absolute sense.

Senator CHAFES. I am not going to argue with you on that. I am
not going to sit here and complain about the deficits every day and
then object to some efforts to do something about the deficits. We
are prepared to do our share as long as it is not disproportionate.
What have you got your eye on-one person up there? There are
only 13 there, aren't there? That is a one-thirteenth percent.

Mr. Dz ANOLUS. We do believe that there is possibly one excess
inspector position remaining, Senator. If it were vacated, it would
not be filled.

Senator CHAFz. One excess inspector?
Mr. Dz ANOLUS. Correct. .
Senator CHAlES. And what about other people?
Mr. Di ANoLUS. As you recall, we did take the administrative

cuts already. We removed the two assistant district directors and
one or two secretaries, so the administrative cuts have been effect-
ed in the district, while maintaining its disriet status.

Senator CHAFER. We will follow this with interest, Mr. De Ange-
lus.

Mr. Di ANOELUS. Thank you.
Senator CHAF S. Now, Mr. Commissioner, let me ask you a ques-

tion about the changes in the Treasury Department rules as re-
gards Customs dealing with the barring of imports into the United

states by those importers who decline to sell through their subsidi-
aries in the United States but want to sell directly to the big mer-
chandising outlet. Are you familiar with this problem?

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. The shorthand term we apply to this issue is
the gray market issue. Is that correct?

Mr. SCHAFFE. Yes.
Mr. VoN RAA. It is in Mr. Schaffer's bailiwick. If I am permit-

ted, I-would like to have him respond to that question.
Senator CHAimz. All right.
Mr. SCHAMR. Your concern is probably with the resale of those

items and whether or not they are being distributed?
Senator CHAi. Yes. As I understand the situation now, they-a

foreign manufacturer--sells in the United States through one of
his distributors. Seiko sells watches through a Seiko distributor, or
Seiko sells watches through a mass retail outlet such as K-Mart or
Sears, or whatever it might be. Now, as I understand it, what they
are trying to do is to change the rules so that, due to complaints by
the Seiko distributors here, they would prohibit Seiko from ship.
ping in to the nondistributor outlets in the United States. Have I
got that right?
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Mr. SCHAFF R. Essentially. What Seiko is attempting to do is to
safeguard their trademark and have us enforce that trademark
throughout the entire chain.

Senator CHAmm. Yes. Now, that is sort of fair trade business,
isn't it, which we disbanded in the United States 10 years ago?

Mr. SCHAFFER. Our interest is in assuring that the law is ade-
quately enforced.

Senator CHAFER. What law?
Mr. SCHAFFER. The trademark violations that may be taking

place. So, we are now reviewing the legal responsibilities. The
matter is before the Treasury Department at this moment.

Senator CHAFE. I know that. That is why I -am asking the ques-
tion. To me it is an anti-consumer effort. Why shouldn't the prod-
ucts be sold through the chains here?

Mr. SCHAFFER. Senator, that is exactly the reason the matter has
taken so long before a final decision is announced. There are con-
sumer interests. There are also trademark responsibilities that we
are charged with enforcing. We have reviewed the law. We have
made a recommendation to the- Treasury Department, and the
matter is being taken under advisement.

Senator CHAFER. But as I understand it, the suggestion in the
protection of the trademark is a radical departure from what has
existed under the procedures for many, many years. Am I correct?

Mr. ScFE. That is correct.
Senator CHAFzz. Who is suggesting changing it?
Mr. ScHAmE. We have reviewed the law and we believe there is

a possibflity that the law should be enforced differently today.
Senator CHAmF. You just don't review the law from the blue-
Mr. SCHAFFER. We have been requested by the trademark owners

themselves to review that responsibility andwe have done so.
Mr. vON RAAn. Senator, there is one other point. There are four

lawsuits pending against the Customs Service with respect to this
issue, and it is our opinion that the resolution of the issue will
largely be a function of the resolution of those lawsuits.

Senator CHAFzz. Say that one again could you please?
Mr. VON RUAB. Yes. There are four lawsuits against the U.S. Cus-

toms Service on this issue. In other words, petitoners who disagree
with the way the Customs Service has, over the years-

Senator CHAFE. Over many years.
Mr. VON RAAB. Over many years-that is correct.
Senator CHAFER. How many years? 100 years?
Mr. VON RAAB. Thirty.
Senator CHAFk. Thirty. Why quarrel about that?
Mr. VON RA". So, to some degree, the initiative has been lost, as

it is with many issues, to the judicial system. Their determination
will probably have-if not the entire effect--certainly a very im-
portant impact on the final resolution of this issue.

Senator CHAFE. I can understand that. But I don't understand
what you are asking Treasury-for.

Mr. SCHAFFER. That process had begun some time ago, but four
cases have arisen and that is why the case is delayed.

Senator CHAE. My view is that, if. the courts are going to
decide it, let them decide it, but meanwhile go along the way you
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think is right, which it seems to me is the customary practice you
have had for 30 years.

Mr. VON RAAB. Basically, that is what is happening now, but
there was-and I guess technically still i-a piece of paper in the
Treasury Department on this issue, but I guess you could say it is
moot, pending the result of these lawsuits.

Senator. CHAFER. It will become moot when the court decides it.
It is not moot until then.

Mr. VON RAAB. As a technical matter, it is.
Senator CHAFER. What do you mean? Do they have an injunction

against you?
Mr. VON RAAB. No, but no one is acting on it and will not act on

it until the court has decided, and when the court has decided--
Senator CHAFER. You mean that nobody is acting on the petition

of the trademark owners?
Mr. VON RAAB. No. It is not quite a petition. It was a notice of

proposed rulemaking that was forwarded-basically a request for
comment on this issue.

Senator CHAFER. So, what.you are doing now is just continuing
the practice that has been going on for 30 years?

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator CHAFES. And you are permitting Seiko to sell? You are

not interfering with Seiko selling to K-Mart or whoever it is?
- Mr. VON RAAB. That is right.
Senator CHAFER. So, so far, the consumer is the winner.
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator CHAFES. Well, I will say that for a fact. It is a fact. You

know, I went through in our State years and years of fair trade
business-and so-called fair trade, which was obviously designed to
block sales to retail outlets where the price wasn't observed. So,
you are telling me that as of now, you have not interfered with
these sales to the discount retailers?

Mr. VON RAAB. And will not. That is correct.
Senator CHAFES. And if the court decides a certain way, well,

then that is a different ball game.
Mr. VON RAAB. That is right.
Senator CHAFEz. Fine. Thank you very much.
Mr. voN RAAB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Commissioner, you have been questioned

as to whether or not the budget you have asked for is -adequate.
Now, just to set the record straight, and correct me if I am wrong
on this, your 1984 appropriation is $625.9 million.

Mr. VON RAAB. That is right.
Senator DANFORTH. And you have 13,370 employees.
Mr. VON RAAB. That was our 1984 authorized level.
Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
Mr. VON RAAB. Is that the continuing resolution level as well?
Mr. Russsu. Yes.
Mr. VON RAAB. That is also the level at which we are under the

continuing resolution.
Senator DANFORTH. And when you-the Customs Service-transz

mitted your request to the Treasury Department, you requested an
increase from $625.9 million to $739.1.million.

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
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Senator DANFORTH. And you requested an increase from 13,370
people to 14,098 people?

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. And after the Treasury Department and

OMB got through with it, instead of an increase, it became a reduc-
tion to $602 million and 12,369 people.

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Now, this is a pretty rough question, but I

think it is friendly questioning in that-the people on this commit-
tee view the Customs Service as being essential and view it as
being a good organization, and we want to try to work with you to
try to make it better. I have had dealings with your agency, and I
think it has been very, very helpful. It has been very helpful for us,
for example, in trying to work out a problem with respect to the
Kansas City Airport, and nobody can quarrel with any effort on
the part of Government to be leaner and more efficient and mod-
ernize your procedures to try to go, where possible, from having
people do menial bookkeeping routines to concentrating on -more
important things, and to computerizing your records. But I think it
is fair to say that the reaction of the committee is one of wanting
to make sure that you do have the personnel and you do have the
budget in order to do an adequate job, not that we want to in any
way slow you down in your effort to achieve efficiency because we
don't. But we do want to make sure that you do have the means to
do the job.

Mr. VON RAAB. Thank you very much.
Senate or DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner, and thank

you all for being here with us.
Next, we have Alfred E. Eckes, Chairman, U.S. International

Trade Commission.
Commissioner, it is good to see you.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED E. ECKES, CHAIRMAN, U.S.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Mr. ECKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me at the front
table on my right is Commissioner Paula Stern; and on her right
Commissioner Veronica Haggart. And on my left is Rick Arnold.
who is our budget official.

You have my prepared statement. In the interests of brevity, I
will offer only a briet summary of 't for the record. Mr. Chairman,-
the International Trade Commission is under siege. Unfair trade
practices like dumping and subsidies and increased competition
from imports have spurred U.S. industries in unprecedented num-
bers to petition their Government for relief. Congress has charged
the Commission with the key role of administering this Nation's
trade laws, but the flood of petitions threatens to overwhelm the
agency and jeopardize or ability to investigate complaints and
render determinations. The budget we are proposing for fmcal year
1985 was fashioned last autumn to provide for a predicted upward
trend in our workload. It calls for a 10-percent increase in staff.
However, in recent weeks, we have found our budget predictions to
be on the low side.
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Our caseload already expanding significantly in the first quarter
of 1985 ballooned in January and February,- as major industries
such as steel, copper, footwear, and tuna filed cases under section
201-the so-called escape clause. It is now obvious that the 10-per-
cent staff increase will be needed immediately if we are to cope
with our workload. Consequently, since submission of this fiscal
year 1985 budget justification, we have. prepared and submitted a
supplemental request for fiscal year 1984 which would fund the 10-
percent increase in staff and associated costs on a partial-year
basis.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Commission has had a long rep-
utation for fiscal responsibility and, as you also know, our over-
sight committees often consider the agency an instrument of Con-
gress because we do a great deal of factfinding and technical work
or this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee,

among others. In my judgment, if we are to meet our quasi-judicial
responsibilities and provide the technical assistance that you and
the administration desire, we must have more resources and have
them right away. It is not easy for someone like myself-who con-
siders himself the fiscal conservative-to ask for additional funds,
but with the trade deficit soaring and requests for relief climbing, I
must request the resources that are necessary for the Commission
to complete its responsibilities.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my summary. I would be delighted
to respond to whatever questions you have.

[Mr. Eckes' prepared statement follows:]
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STATEN1 , O' hUE E. CoIm
LUT= STATES TR hAIE SI0
-M THE 9BC1)KM([I O IMMTIONAL- TRAl,

CQMI ItM OR FW.E, U.S. S1TBE, *2 12, 194.

Wk. Ch&Lrmo and mebecs of the Subcommittee, I - pleased to have this

opportunity to discuss with you the Internationul Trade Comisuion s f isca

yea 198S budget colqst. I = aoco p nied today by my COlissLon oolL.agrij

and several staff mers are also pment.

Wk. Chairmn, the Ml i under sLege. Unfair trade pcactices--suh as

doping aid subsidies--and increased ooqtition from Impats hav spurred

U.S. indutries In ulproedentd im.6rs to petition their goVrwumnt for

relief. As Conress ham charged the Comission vth a key rol in

lmplemting its trade la.m this flood of petition has put a treiNxdm

strain on our resources.

The budget we am propoLng for EY 19S ws fashioned to provide foe a

predicted. upwrd trend In out workload, and it calls for a 10 percent Inareae

In staff. Percent weks, hover, have shorm out prediations to be too

conservative. Out caseload, already e dapeing significantly in the fLst

quarter of FY 1964, ballooned In Jamamry and February, as mjor Industries

such as steel, coper, footwear, and two fLLed caes under sectj 201.

It Is obvious now that the 10 percent staff in=ee vill be needed

Imeditely if we are to oape with our workload. Therefore. sinoe submision

of our FY 196S budget justification, we have taken two actionst first, we

a e ta ast for FY 1984 Wdch would fund the 10 perent

6' - ______
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staff Lnrease (nd associated costs) on a parUal-year basis; second, w

mnded the FY 1965 budget request, adding $2S8,000 to allow for the fact that

the additional staff will be on board at the beginning of the fiscal year.

Vith this amwdeent, the Cbmission FY 198S budget request totals

$28,410,000. If w asam that the commissjon will receive the VY 1964

supplemental for staff increases ($600,000) as well as a supplemental for

ooat-of-living pay increases ($464,000) the 1T 1965 request is $6,372,000 more

that the total funds to be provided in FY 1984.

The Cormis.'on has long bad a reputation for fiscal responsbLILty. Ve

would not aom to you with a request of this magnitude f w did not believe

the increased funding was vitally necessary. Ve face two eotraordinsary

challenges in this and the c mLng fiscal yewn: v mist handle owr escalating

workload without diminishing the quality of our research or the thoroughness

of oFLnvestigation; and ve must find a now hoe for the Corission and

relocat, with a minims of disruption to out operations. The second challenge

accounts for SS percent of the increase w are requesting. I will dLscus

this problem further in a moment.

First, let m expnmd on ou need for additional staff. The CormissLon

has been operating with the s authorized staff level of 438 since 1960.

During the years snce 1960, our investigative caseload ba mhroomed,

increasing 62t betmen VT 1961 and rY 1963. The figures for VT 1984 re even

more ingressive. By the end of the first quarter of this fiscal year, ou

caseload (completed and pending cases) bad climbed to nearly 90 percent of the

caseload for all of 1961. New filings during the first quarter of IT 1984 were

130 percent more than the total during the same quarter of VT 191.
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Until Dcemer 1983, the growth in caseload involved primarily Title VII

antidumping and subidy cees and fairr trade cases under Section 337, a

highly specialized area involving patents, coprights and tradmarks. Section

337 filings In particular took a big jump during the first quarter of FY 1984,

Increasing to 13 from the three caes filed during the first quarter of

T 1963. This rate of increase has continued, as an additional seven cwes

were filed duwing January and February for a total of 43 pending 337 cases.

We hae had to hire two temporary Adinistrative Law Judges and support staff

and also make arrangements to lease additional Spse to cope with the added

burden in just this one ara.

December brought the first "escape claseg case under Section 201 for

this fiscal year. This has no been joined by four others. These

investigationsalthough they do not involve the severe time presswe that

pcellminary Title VIr ae"N do, we much broader than Title VI investigations

and impose much more strain on COmission resoiwces. We must devote

considerable staff effort to Section 201 investigations in VY 1964.

Vbat does the Coaission expect in VY 198S? Frankly, e expect the

persde of lauey to our docket room with petitions and complaints to

contin. There has been n upturn in the U.S. econcq', but the trade deficit

increased to $69 billion in calendar yea 1963, md the Cowecll of ,€onomic

Advisers estimate a $110 billion deficit this yea.

The, strong dollar is one factor in the deteriorating trade balance.

Alo, may newly emerging Industrial nation with low labor costs and modern

indutrial facilities w* proving increasingLy opetltive in the U.S.

aketplace. A conservative assumtion i that each $1 billion increase in
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the trade deficit costs 25,000 jobs. In the face of such losses, indtries

undoubtedly will continue to seek relief from foreign Competition.

As you are re, the Comission 's responsibilities include more than the

quasi-judicial investigations I have mentioned. One of our primary

rysponsibilities is to provide Congres and the mecutive with research data

and independent expert advice to assist them in carrying out their authority

to regulate trade. As trade has maiumd increwing iporta ne to the nation.

Congress and the President have requested more research from the Comission

under Section 332. Under wy nov we 332 studios on topics a varied m the

industrial mold industry, the fnitre industry, fabricated steel, and

foreign indutrial targeting. We recently rcived a request from Congress to

look into the problem of imported goods produced by prison labors and one from

the Presidmt to aess the probable effects of a free trade aea with Israel.

We also believe that it is a Comision responsibility to anticipate some

of the trade problem Congres and the Executive will face md to provide

mearcb to support £rtber policy making. During IFY 1963, we slf-initLated

studies on such subject as the robotics and the petrocbmical indhatries and

trade-related employment. As the Cod sioo experencs pressure in other

wew of its work, it cm postone self-iLitiated studies. Howver, 332

request frm Congress md the President mt be answered ina timely

fashion. We expect increased activity in the 332 wean in this and the next

fiscal Year.

- Studies under 332 are not the only avem through which the Comission

sqplies Congress md policy-mki g gencies with Informatio and technical

expertise. For exm le, during FY 1963, the Commission devoted significant
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staff resourte to the Harmonized Comodity Code draft conversion, submitted

to the President in June* and to preparations for international trade

negoU aton on that Code. Over the next few years, es the conversion process

goe* forward, the Comission vill be called upon to provide both Congress and

the heoutive with asist - on this complex mtter. During the past year,

the r'I also provided extensive asistance in developing a GA iork program

in services. In FY 1985s we will continue this type of effort and our

involvement in Trade Policy Staff Comittee activities.

In addition, there are the periodic reports that Congress expects from

the Comi'sion as its principal trade monitor. The Coemission 's analysts

report quarterly on the shifting patterns of exports and imports in specific

comodities and on developments in Rant-West trade. We also periodically

report on trade in motor vehicles, chemicals, steel, and other commodiUes a

directed by Congress or the President.

To mintain high quality in the full range of Commission activities

requires a dedicated and hbgily trained staff. As our workload bas

accelerated, we have tried to moderaize our data and word processing

capbilites to impove staff output. We also have shifted staff resources to

these ares experiencing the mot pressue. Now we han reached the point

where the effects of the workload inareoe are being felt throughout the

Comision, and staff shifts will no longer solve our problem.

Illustrating this pervasive effect, the dockets operation of the Office

of the Secretary processed 3000 domiente in the first quarter of VT 1964,

cared to 6000 for all of FY 12. Publications issued by the Commission

during the first quarter of this year totaled over half the number for all of

VY 192.
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The Commission can not perform the tasks set for it in FY 1984 and 1985

with the staff level allocated to it in FY 1980. Therefore, we are requesting

a 10 percent staff increase (44 persons) for a total staff level of 482. In

addition to salaries, new staff will require funds for office spece, equiment

and supplies, training, and so forth. This has been included in the

$1,709,000 we ae rquesting for the 44 positions.

If Congress approves a supplmental appropriation for FY 1984, we will

begin immediately to recruit for these positions, and would expect to have a

majority of them on board the beginning of July. As you my be aware,

recruiting for my of the technical, professional positions for which wo do

not have delegated examining authority requirei an inordinate mount of tim.

Abe hurdles erected by OPH are enough to discourage the met persistent

eqoyer, but. we have no choice but to persevere. The investigation we are

confronting involve increasingly complex technologies. As they also involve

bwiness confidential data, wo can not engage consultants to do the work. We

mst find and/or train In-howe speialta ta.

-The largest single inarene Ln our F 198S budget request is $3,S22,000

to cover costs of relocating the Comission. As you may recall, durAing the

Comiusion 's appearane last year before this Sdcoittee, I raised the issue

of the need to substantially repair the ComAission 's historic headars

building. Both out House and Senate authorizing committees have been very

supportive; and the General Services Administration has made, or is making

certain basic repairs. Most of thee are cosmetic, bosaver, as OBA intends to

transfer the building to the Smithsonian Institution in the near future.
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In June 1963, the Senate passed a bill whiah would accomplisb this

tranfer. Te bill specified that the Comission would be consolidated in a

dowmtown District of Columbia location Jointly determined a cept ble by GSA

mid the Cbairm of the MT. Similar legislation was pending in the House at

the end of the lest session; and we understand that the appropriate House

Comittees will take up the matter again this session in an effort to coqilete

congressional tion on the tramfer before ad'jounment.

In the mantim, OA bas been working with us to prepere a prospectus

request to the loue Public Works Comittee to authorize acquisition of office

speo for the Comeision. Ve expect that both the bill and proepectus will be

acted upon in this session md that 1! 195S will be the yew the Comission

Moves to a new perument headu re building.

To smmerize, the omission is king for a substantial funding inore e

in i, 198S, and aditJoa funds in Vy 1964, to support its spiraling

workload. If Congress a*ct the Comission to vigorously administer its

trade Ia during this difficult period, it mat give w the resources we noed

to aoawlish our mission effectively.

This aooludee my statement, W. tairimm. The staff and I will be

pleed to mmr any questions you mq have.
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Senator DANFORTH. I think that anyone who picks up the-paper
knows that you have been inundated, especially with 201 cases. Do
you think that along about Labor Day those will begin letting up?
That is to say, is this a seasonal boom that you are experiencing?

Mr. Ecwa. The boom in escape clause cases may be a quadrenni-
al seasonal boom. I have heard of other possible filings, but that is
not the principal reason for our requesting an increase in our staff
at- this point in time. Indeed, the staff-if we were to gain the sup-
plemental-would probably come aboard in late spring or early
July and not be of great help to us in fimishing the escape clause
investigations that we have at present. Rather, what we witness is
an increase in our workload all across the board. Let me just give
you some figures that will help to illustrate that.

For the first quarter of this fiscal year, 13 cases were filed under
section 337 which deals-with certain types of unfair trade practices
involving copyrights, patents, and the like. Three were filed in a
similar period last year. Basically, what has happened is that- the
level of cases we had in 1981 and 1982 doubled in fiscal year 1983
and has increased approximately 25 percent in fiscal year 1984 al-
ready.

On top of that, we have the lag with the filings which comes
from litigation. Our litigation is up about 500 percent in 2 to 3
years. It seems that everyone is appealing the Commission, not all
of them successfully I am pleased to say, but that also presents an
enormous load. So, just to cope, we feel we need the 44 positions
and, frankly, if I had the proposal to do over again, if this were
September 1983, I would probably ask for an increase of 25 percent
rather than 10 percent in personnel.

Senator D-AwFORTH. Why don't you wrii us a letter and tell us
what you think you need?

Mr. ECKES. We would be pleased to.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you think you can fill these positions on

short order with good people?
Mr. ECKES. We have already begun the recruitment process. We

have not advertised, but we are prepared to do that. in short order.
I think we can find people, yes.

Senator DANFORTH. Now, over the years, Mr. Commissioner it is
my impression that the ITC has not been one of the most money-
grabbing agencies of the Federal Government. You have had a
fairly restrained policy on asking for additional personnel and
asking for additional funds. Isn't that correct?

Mr. ECKES. That is correct. As I look at our annual reports, we
had in the autumn of 1931, after we had concluded work on the
Smoot-Haisley Tariff, 391 emplo ees onboard; and today,, we have
about 420, give or take 1 or 2.As: you know, we have two vacant
commissioner spots, and that explains why we are not up to the au-
thorized level. We did have an increase-I believe in fiscal year
1980-to our current authorized strength of 438. But as you know,
with the changes in the trade law in the 1970's-especially with
the Trade Agreements Act of 1979-there has been an enormous
increase in filings as the trade lawyers have become increasingly
sophisticated andaware of the nuances in the law and the poten-
tial for aiding prospective clients, and also given the international
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circumstances. It is no surprise I think, that our caseload is boom-
Idon't see any decline in the short run, especially in 337 cases,

and perhaps in our area of factfinding studies, for which we are
getting more and more requests. Some of these are rather major in
terms of the scope and in terms of the commitment of resources,
such as one we are currently doing on telecommunications. And I
could cite several others that are major in terms of resource com-
mitment.

Senator DANFORTH. And then, Members of Congress have been
asking you for more and more information, haven't they'?

Mr. ECKES. We are delighted to respond to them. Yes, the
number of requests has been up substantially.

Senator DANFORTH. Tell me about the building. Is it about the
same status as it was a year ago? GSA is supposed to be looking for
a new place for you.

Mr. ECKEs. GSA has made some cosmetic changes to the build-
ing. They are currently putting on a new roof, and they have been
doing some interior painting, and we appreciate their efforts in
that regard. They are not the fundamental changes that are neces-
sary for a building of that vintage, however. We still have serious
problems with plumbing and electricity and some major-structural
problems, such as the interior drains. Without the drains being
cleaned-and that is very difficult to do without a wholesale re-
modeling of the building-all of the painting and changes in the
roof are just going to be temporary in terms of their impact. At the
present time, GS I believe is looking for another building for us.
It was mentioned in Saturda 'S Wsington Post that they were
negotiating for a building at S01 New York Avenue, and the Arti-
cle also mentioned that we were one of two or three agencies that
might be relocated there. I have not had any specific discussions
with GSA on that location, nor have I reviewed it nor have my col-
leagues to see whether it might meet our specific needs, but there
is action on that front. The House Public Works Committee is
having a hearing later this week with respect to an authorization
that might effect that change. I would hope that it could be done in
fiscal year 1985, and that is why we requested-the funds, so that
the funds could be available if GSA is in a position to offer us an
alternative building.

Senator DANFORTH. So far, you are treading water?
Mr. Eccms. That is right. Almost literally. (Laughter.]
Senator DANFORTH. If we were to visit the building again-we

were there I think about a year ago-Mr. Ecmzs. In the spring, I believe, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORT. Would it look about the same? Or would we

be amazed at the effect of the cosmetic improvements?
Mr. Ecww. The exterior looks the same. You would probably

note the new paint and not see the serious water damage in some
of the interior offices. The change in the roof, I believe, is offering
some- improvement. My economists have not called to report that
they were walking on 2 or 8 inches of water as they did one day
last autumn. And so far, I have not discovered any rats in the past
few weeks, but it may be for reasons that have something to do
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with the season and not the changes that GSA has made in fumiga-
tion.

Senator DANFORTH. Do Commissioner Stern or Commissioner
Haggart have any comments? Anything you would like to add?

Ms. STERN. I personally am delighted that Commissioner has
taken the leadership in advancing the 10-percent supplemental re-
quest. I think it is unquestionably needed. We are, I think, continu-
ing to do a very effective job, but I think the work burden is begin-
ning to take its toll on the staff.

Ms. HAGGART. Mr. Chairman, I would simply concur with what
my colleagues have said, and I would add that we appreciate the
continuing support of this committee and its fine staff.

Senator DANFORTH. You don't think that people are just sort of
sitting around the ITC on long coffee breaks? You have a real need
for more people to do the work.

Mr. ECKES. When I come in on Saturday and Sunday, Mr. Chair-
man, I note a long list of our staff members who are working.
Sometimes, you will find 60 to 100 names in the register over the
weekends, -and it is a reflection of the very heavy caseload. We
have had to deploy what individual assets we have, drawing people
into investigations who have never been there before, and should
we be inundated with a new rush of cases, we would probably have
to recruit the cleaning lady and the postman to work on investiga-
tions.

Senator DANFORTH. Let me suggest that you get together with
the Finance Committee staff at your earliest convenience-you or
somebody at the ITC get together with them-and decide what you
think you need. As you said earlier, you think that maybe what
you requested is sufficient in light of the additional caseload.
This committee has a very high regard for the work of your Com-
mission. We recognize the fact that there has been a lot of addition-
al work, and we have taken an interest in the past in trying to get
our trade laws administered in a relatively speedy fashion, and we
have to give. you the resources to do the job. So, if you would talk
to Ted amgin r or Len Santos, I think that would be very good.

Mr. Ecis.I will followup on that, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate
your support.

Senator DANFoRTH. Thank you very much.
- Mr. Ecszs. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Next we have David Macdonald, chairman of
the Joint Industry Group, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. MACDONALD, CHAIRMAN, THE JOINT
INDUSTRY GROUP, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WASHING.
TON, LIC
Mr. MACDONALD. My name is David Macdonald, and I am chair-

man of the Joint Industry Group. I have with me Alan Spurney,
the director of International Business for the Electronics Industries
Association, which is one of the associations that is a member of
the group. The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of 65 trade asso-
ciations, businesses, and law firms involved in international trade
and particularly interested in customs matters. I have a full writ-
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ten statement which I would file with the committee and ? short
summary which I would like to give.

I have seven points really. The first point. Regulations recently
issued by the Customs Service for the administration of penalty
issued pursuant to section 592 of the Tariff Act of 1930. We have a
number of comments on these guidelines in my principal testimo-
ny, but one of the major points is that the Customs Service, after
issuing these guidelines, has not made it clear in the guidelines
that if negotiations take place between the Customs Service and
the importer to mitigate a penalty dispute, and those negotiations
fail, that the penalty amount that the Government may seek in a
subsequent enforcement action against the importer cannot exceed
that assessed in the original notice of penalty. In other words, the
notice of penalty should be the limit beyond which the Government
cannot seek further penalties if the negotiations fail.

Point No. 2. The use of enforcement quotas for evaluating the
performance of customs inspectors. Thcre are some customs dis-
tricts-regions, I guess-which we understand have established
programs under which a failure to initiate a specific number of en-
forcement actions by a customs inspector will result in an unsatis-
factory rating of his or her periodic performance appraisals. Cus-
toms inspectors should be recognized and rewarded for high quality
enforcement efforts. We believe, however, that they should not be
required to fulfill a quota of enforcement actions as a condition
precedent to satisfactory performance appraials. Evaluation sys-
tems of this nature will encourage inspectors to find violations
where none in fact exist and will certainly have a detrimental
impact on clearance of passengers and cargo. Each customs inspec-
tor will be encouraged to view transactions with an eye toward his
or her promotion.Our belief is that such a quota system is repug-
nant to fair and evenhanded law enforcement, and we would ask
the committee to obtain the assurance of the Customs Service that
it will not implementthis kind of a quota system.

Point No. 3. Illegal seizures of imported merchandise We are
presently conducting a survey of cases in which the seizures of
goods have occurred, even though importation of the goods is not
prohibited, and the importer is-not insolvent, nor beyond the juris-
diction of the United States. As you undoubtedly know, seizures in
these circumstances violate the law. We would be glad to submit
the results of our survey to this committee if it is interested in it.

Point No. 4. The status of the Office of Reglation and Ruling in
the Customs headquarters. Information has been received by us in-
dicating that a study is being conducted by special agents of the
U.S. Customs Service Internal Aftairs Division at New York which
would recommend or implement changes in Customs headquarters
Office of Rulings and Regulations -{ORR or transfer of its func-
tions to the Office of Regional Counsel. While we respect the right
of any governmental agency to so structure its organization as to
be the most effective, we are concrned that in a reorganimiation of

- the type contemplated here that the administrative review process-
es handled by ORR-which has impartially approached classification
and valuation problems will be swallowed up by a prosecutorial
mentality that so often permeates Customs work at the agent level.

-We therefore respectfully suggest that the 1985 Customs authoriza.

35-541 0 84 -- 7
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tion bill preclude changes in the status of the Office of Rulings and
Regulations without 90 days notice to and consultation with the au-
thorizing committees in both Houses of Congress.

Point No. 5. Periodic entry processing and duty payment. Both
the U.S. Customs Service and the U.S. importing community are
being inundated-as this committee has just pointed out, I think,
to the Customs Service-by the volume of paperwork required to
satisfy the current procedures for processing imports and paying
duties owed to them. In fiscal 1983, Customs processed almost 4
million entries from over 190,000 importers, and I am certain those
figures are substantially higher today. Each of these entries re-
quired numerous supporting documents-bills of lading, invoices,
packing lists, entry summaries, various certificates, et cetera. De-
spite this huge an growing volume of entries, the Customs Service
has been obliged to process them with substantially reduced man-
power and financial resources-a budgetary condition likely to con-
tinue indefinitely. The group-that is, the Joint Industry Group-
recommended to Customs a new overall system which we believe
would yield significant savings to Customs and to the importers.
The major savings are derived from processing entries and collect-
ing duties on a consolidated and periodic basis, rather than on the
current individual shipment basis. It would permit an importer or
broker to submit a single entry summary to cover all of the entries
of merchandise within a customs district, ultimately without anygeographical limitation during the statutory 10-day period, and we
hope that would move ultimately to monthly Import duties would
then be paid once a month on a date-probably the fifteenth' -that
would not disrupt the present level of revenue flow to Customs.
This would dramatically decrease the number of entry documents
and checks that the importers would have to prepare and Customs
would have to process.

Now, we propose that this system would be strictly optional so
that it wouldn't be forced on anyone and would subject importers
who use it to a higher standard-of performance than those using
the existrag procedure. In short, there are about 8.3 percent of the"
importers who now enter 62 percent of the entries, and it is these
importers that we feel would be able to take advantage of the
system without loss of revenue and yet with savings in customs
personnel. Customs has now conducted a very limited trial of this
account concept, but we are not sure whether the trial was broad
enough to prove the advantages of the entire system. We wish the
committee would follow this closely and consider this as an alterna-
tive to the nx.,thod of importation and payment of taxes as now
takes place. It would not change icidentally, the actual method of
entry-the entry document woufd still be filed-and the method of
entry they would go through, so that the criminal enforcement as-
pects of Customs would not be changed at all..

Point No. 6. Consolidation of the primary inspection function.
The Joint Industry Group endorses the administration's plan to
consolidate the.primary inspection functions of the Customs Serv-
ice and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Point No. 7. Public disclosure of data and import vessel mani-
fests. In the last session, the House of Representatives twice passed
a necessary and noncontroversial bill governing the information
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that can be publicly disseminated from the manifests of importing
vessels. This proposed legislation is-a satisfactory compromise be-
tween competing interests, but it has not been passed by the
Senate for reasons unrelated to the merits of the proposal. We are
aware of the strong efforts made by this committee to secure
Senate passage of this bill. The Joint Industry Group respectfully
suggests that if the miscellaneous tariff bill-H.R. 3398-is not
passed when this subcommittee marks up the Customs 1985 au-
thorization bill, that it again include a provision substantially simi-
lar to the bill itself within the current Customs Service authoriza-
tion bill.

That is the sum and substance of our rather technical recommen-
dations, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[Mr. Macdonald's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DAVID R. MACDONALD FOR THE JOINT INDUSTRY GRouP

I am David R. Macdonald, Chairman of the Joint Industry

Group. The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of sixty-five

trade associations, businesses, and law firms involved in

international trade and particularly interested in Customs

matters.

We wish to thank you for listening to some of the matters

that are of concern to our group. We acknowledge the importance

of the authorization process and appreciate the conscientious

efforts of this Committee to make it work. We believe that the

process is good for the Customs Service, the Committee, and for

US.

Some matters we would like to address are:

1. Regulations recently issued by the Customs Service for

the administration of penalties issued pursuant to

Section 592, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended;

2. The use of enforcement "quotas" for evaluating the

performance of Customs inspectors;

3. illegal seizures of imported merchandise

4. The status of the Office of Regulations and Rulings in

Customs Headquarters;

5. Periodic entry processing and duty payment;

6. Consolidation of primary inspection function; and

7. Public disclosure of data in import vessel manifests.



1. Regulation to Implement Section 592

On Friday, January 13, 1984, the Customs Service published

its long awaited Final Rules relating to the revision of penalty

guidelines under section 592 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,

the -riteriA and requirements applicable to prior disclosure of

violations under that section, the limitations on and conditions

for submission of supplemental petitions requesting relief from

such penalties and corresponding technical changes to the Customs

Regulations.

Although the Group had filed comments objecting to the adop-

tion of penalty guidelines (the "Guidelines") as an appendix to

Part 171 of the Customs Regulations, they were adopted in that

form. We do not share the Customs Service's view that these im-

portant Guidelines should not be considered as formal regulations.

The Guidelines remain far from perfect; however, certain limited

concessions were made. We are troubled, nonetheless, by the addi-

tion of a new sentence in the paragraph preceding paragraph (A)

of the Guidelines which seems to suggest that both the assessment

and mitigation of penalty amounts determined in accordance with

the Guidelines will not limit the penalty amount which the Govern-

ment can seek in bringing a civil enforcement action pursuant to

19 U.S.C. S1592(e). It is cle&r from the legislative history that,

if an importer does not choose to close out a penalty claim based

upon a mitigated settlement, the Justice Department can initiate

judicial proceedings to collect the amount set forth in the Pen-
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alty Notice, even if higher than the mitigated amount. It should

be made clear that the penalty amount which the Government may

seek in a civil enforcement action cannot exceed that assessed in

the formal notice of penalty. The Guidelines suggest otherwise.

In general, concerns expressed by the Group regarding the

Customs Service's view that a prior disclosure must be in writing

have been met. It remains somewhat incongruous, however, for the

prior disclosure rules to be in Part 162, which deals with "Record-

keeping, Inspection, Search and Seizure," as contrasted to Part 171

dealing with "Fines, Penalties and Forfeitures." Also, even though

a prior disclosure is defined in S162.74(a) as one made "in writing

to a District Director," the Regulations also specify in S162.74(b)

that a person will be given full benefit of the prior disclosure

treatment if he furnishes sufficient information and such informa-

tion "need not be in writing." In our view, these concepts should

be combined in a single section so as to present effective alterna-

tives in dealing with the issue of prior disclosure. Further, we

are satisfied that provisions regarding the timing of receipt of

a prior disclosure have been revised to accord with the statutory

concept.

The Customs Service has mandated in the Final Rules',that a

person concerned can file no more than a Second Supplemental Peti-

tion. Furthermore, that filing is conditioned on payment of the

amounts demanded following consideration of the First Supplemental

Petition. This offends elements of due process in at least two re-

spects. First, many petitioners do not seek assistance of outside
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counsel until after having filed a Petition and then a Supple-

ment. Proper representation will be effectively limited to the

sophisticated and large-scale importers. Second, the courts

have now held that voluntary tenders of withheld duties may not

be recovered through the filing of a Protest under section 514

of the Tariff Act. This will presumably extend also to volun-

tary tenders of penalty payments. Therefore, if a person -on-

cerned elects to file a Second Supplemental Petition, he has

abandoned all hope for judicial consideration and review. We

strongly urge that this position be modified.

Our final area of concern is traceable to what we believe

will become prevailing practice. That has to do with the

likelihood that penalty notices will issue routinely making

the maximum statutory demands. While some concessions were

made in this respect in the final text of the Guidelines, the

Customs Service has required the District Director to take in-

to account all controlling factors but has then admonished "in

no case shall the assessed penalty exceed the statutory ceilings

prescribed in section 592." The focus is clearly toward the

statutory ceilings and not on a fair assessment based on all

relevant factors.
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2. Enforcement quotas

We have been reliably advised that some Customs Regions

have established programs under which failure to initiate a

specific number of enforcement actions by a Customs Inspector

will result in an unsatisfactory rating in his or her periodic

performance appraisals. Customs Inspectors should be recognized

and rewarded for high quality enforcement efforts. However, they

should not be required to fulfill a given 'quota" of enforcement

actions as a condition precedent to satisfactory performance

appraisals or promotions. Evaluation systems of this nature will

encourage inspectors to find violations where none, in fact

exist. It will certainly have a detrimental impact on the

clearance of passengers and cargo. Each Customs Inspector will

be encouraged to view transactions (passenger or cargo) with an

eye towarA his or her promotion. Such a quota system is

repugnant to fair and even-handed law enforcement.

3. Illegal seizures

We understand that the incidence of seizures which are

contrary to the provisions of Section 592(c)(5) 6f the Tariff Act

is increasing. Incidences of the seizure of goods have occurred

even though importation of the goods was not prohibited and the

importer was neither insolvent nor beyond the jurisdiction of the

United States. Such seizures contradicted the very letter of the

Customs Procedural Reform and Simplification Act of 1978 (Public

Law 95-410). If you are interested, our group will conduct a

survey and furnish the results to the Committee.
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4. The Office of Regulations and Rulings

Information has been received indicating that a study is

being conducted by Special Agents of the U.S. Customs Service

Internal Affairs Division at New York which would recommend or

implement changes in the Customs Headquarters Office of

Regulations & Rulings (ORR), or transfer of its functions to the

Office of Regional Counsel.

It is alleged this study was undertaken because of

dissatisfaction expressed by field officers of the Customs

Service with decisions of ORR in reducing penalties assessed in

the field. Recent inquiry has reflected that the study may have

been expanded at the direction of the Deputy Commissioner of

Customs to include an investigation to determine whether Customs

Headquarters has been over-lenient not only on penalties, but on

valuation and classification matters as well.

The study and proposal are matters of concern to the

international trade community. The Office of Regulations and

Rulings was intended by Congress to serve a quasi-judicial role

in penalty matters to afford an unbiased review of penalties

imposed by field officers and to assure a disposition of

penalties in accordance with the law as amended by the Customs

Procedural Reform Act of 1978, Public Law 95-410. The

international trade community is concerned that the atmosphere of

enforcement pervading the Customs service, voiced by the
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Commissioner in the Camp Hoover Memorandum snd other public

statements, will impinge upon the independence of ORR to fulfill

its proper quasi-judicial role. If investigated for "over-

leniency,= the resulting pressures of "big brother* looking over

the shoulder of ORR attorneys attempting to dispose of penalty,

value and classification matters without bias and in accordance

with the law, is likely to make their decisions less objective

and less fair.

Further it has been the usual practice of local Customs

officials, sanctioned by Headquarters, to resolve doubts in favor

of "protecting the revenue' (i.e. higher rate of duty, or higher

value). On administrative review, however, Headquarters has, at

least in theory, attempted to resolve classification and value

questions in accordance with existing law. Any change in policy

requiring an aggressive support of the *Customs position' would

be contrary to fairness and equity, resulting in greatly worsened

public relations with the entire import community, substantially

increased litigation, and higher consumer costs for imported

products.

Such a policy with respect to penalties assessed in the field

would be particularly objectionable. As the record will show,

local agents tend to compute penalties on the highest possible

basis, ignoring mitigating factors and often greatly overstating

the value of the merchandise involved. The absence of a

meaningful review would make the local agent the prosecutor,

judge and jury.
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The ORR staff has already been reduced substantially by size,

budget restraints, and resignations. A proposal to disperse

these officials from Customs Headquarters to the Regional

Counsel's offices would greatly diminish efforts to achieve and

maintain uniformity of treatment of duty assessments on imports

required under the Constitution.

There is a proper need of the public to obtain an impartial

review of legal problems by the staff of qualified attorneys in

ORR at USCS HQ. Regional Counsel are the attorneys for the

Regional Commissioner and Chief Counsel in Washington are the

attorneys for the-Commissioner of Customs. The function of these

offices on behalf of the Service differ materially from the

function of ORR to rule impartially on legal questions presented,

with respect to imported products.

We respectfully suggest that the 1985 Customs Authorization

Bill preclude changes in the status of the Office of Regulations

and Rulings without 90 days prior notice to and consultation with

the authorizing Committees in both Houses of Congress.
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5. Periodic Entry Processing and Duty Payment

Both the U.S. Customs Service and the U.S. importing cctmunity

are being inundated by the volume of paperwork required to satisfy

the current procedures for processing imports and paying the duties

owed on the. In Fiscal 1982, Customs processed almost four ml-

lion entries from over 190,000 importers. I'm certain those fig-

ures are substantially higher today. Kach of these entries re-

quired numerous supporting documents -- bills of lading, invoices,

packing lists, entry summaries, various certificates, etc. Despite

this huge and growing volume of entries, the Customs Service has

been obliged to process thu with substantially reduced manpower

and financial resources, a budgetary condition likely to continue

inde finJ tely.

The need to institute changes in procedures to manage this

enormous flow of paperwork is recognized by Customs and importers

alike. Customs has responded by increasing its automated infor-

mation processing capability and by establishing alternative

approaches such as the bypass program, Automated Broker Interface

and the Model Ports Program. The Joint Industry Group believes

that these are positive steps but insufficient to achieve the

magnitude of efficiency improvement needed to cope effectively

with the problem.

In early 1982, the Group recommendbd to Customs a new overall

system which we believe would yiald significant savings to Customs

and importers. The major savings are derived from processing

enta'es and collecting duties on a consolidated and periodic basis
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rather than on the current individual shipment basis. It would

permit an importer or broker to submit a single entry summary to

cover all entries of merchandise within a Customs district

(ultimately without any geographic limitation) during the statutory

ten-day period (ultimately monthly). Import duties would be paid

once a month on a date (probably the 15th of the month) that would

not disrupt the present level of revenue flow to Customs. This

would dramatically decrease the number of entry documents and

checks that importers would have to prepare and Customs would have

to process.

Further efficiencies from our proposal would result from a

centralization of processing of entry summaries. Those importers

electing to utilize this procedure would be established as ac-

counts. All processing of entry summaries, questions regarding

classification and appraisement, and liquidations for merchandise

imported by the account would be done by an account import

specialist or team of specialists. The account approach would

allow Customs to organize its processing of entry summaries by

importer as well as by commodity and not by where the importation

happened to be made. Customs' analysis of importations shows that

a mere 3.3 percent of all importers file 62.2 percent of all

entries. Thus, we believe that a more rational way of processing

the entries of these approximately 5,000 major importers would

produce significant productivity improvements and allow Customs to

provide smaller or infrequent importers more specialized treatment.

Also, this approach to centralized processing can be accomplished

without redeploying any of Customs' personnel.
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Since our proposal does not change in any way the initial

steps in securing the release of merchandise and the filing of the

entry, it does not affect Customs' inspection and enforcement re-

sponsibilities or the timely collection of import statistics.

Our proposal would establish an optional system designed to

deal effectively with large volumes of entries by major importers.

As such, At would impose on the importers that elect to use it a

higher standard of performance than for those using the existing

procedure. This higher standard would be validated by Customs

through an expanded and more sophisticated use of audits. As a

voluntary and alternative procedure, no importer would feel

threatened or burdened by it and Customs would be able to deny

its use by those importers who fail to perform to the higher

standard.

In response to our proposal, the Custons Service conducted a

test of a very limited application of the account concept. For two

volunteer test companies, 3M and Volkswagen of America, Customs

assigned an account import specialist who served in an advisory-

capacity .o other Customs officials with regard to classification

and appraisement of the account companies' imports. The account

import specialists were the principal contacts with and for the

companies but were given no further responsibilities to process

their entries. The test, which ran from February through December

of last year, was important as a first step but was so modest that

it cannot be considered a valid indicator of the potential for

significant productivity improvements which we are confident would
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be achieved if our overall recommendation were implemented. We

are, at Customs' invitation, participating in their evaluation

of the test and hope that the Service will now agree to a more

comprehensive and meaningful test of our total concept.

Contained in my complete statement is a copy of the periodic

merchandise entry and duty payment proposal which we have submitted

to Customs.

6. Consolidation of Primary Inspection Functions

The Joint Industry Group endorses the Administration's plan to

consolidate the primary inspection functions of the Customs Service

and the Immigration and Naturalization Service. We are prepared to

cooperate with the Congress and the Administration to achieve a

prompt and efficient implementation of this plan. We have com-

municated to Customs and Immigration our hope that they will make

every effort during implemenE-tidn to minimize disruptions to the

timely clearance of cargo, particularly at land border crossings

where the primary inspection responsibility for cargo will shift

from Customs to Immigration.
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7. Public Disclosure of Data in Import Vessel Manifests

In the last session the House of Representatives twice passed

a necessary and non-controvers.al bill governing the information

that can be publicly disseminated from the manifests of importing

vessels. This proposed legislation is a satisfactory compromise

between competing interests. On the one hand, it meets the

legitimate needs of those that seek data from these documents to

develop models of competitive activity, develop freight services

and expand port facilities. On the other hand, it also protects

the needs of those businesses which can be competitively harmed

if data is disclosed that identifies them and specific

information about raw materials, equipment and products they

import. This compromise is, in effect, the mirror image of the

Shippers Export Declaration Confidentiality Act of 1980.

Senator Heinz proposal was twice reported by the Senate

Finance Committee, and on the same vehicles as passed the House.

These were the 1984 Customs Service Authorization Bill and the

Miscellaneous Tariff Bill H.R.3398. Unfortunately, neither bill

reached the Senate Floor for reasons unrelated to this proposal.

The first of these bills has been made irrelevant with the

passage of timely we are aware of the strong efforts being made by

this Committee to secure Senate passage of the second.

Before the litigation to secure public disclosure of data in

import vessel manifests, including information that would reveal
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business secrets of U.S. manufacturing firms to foreign

competitors, has been settled. However all concerned -- Twin

Coast Newspapers who sell this type of information, the U.S.

Customs Service and the business community -- support passage of

this bill because it meets needs not resolved in the settlement

to the litigation.

Consequently, the Joint Industry Group respectfully suggests

that if the Miscellaneous Tariff Bill H.R.3398 has not passed the

Senate when this Subcommittee marks up Customs' 1985

Authorization Bill that it again include it within the current

Customs Service Authorization Bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify and I will be glad

to answer any questions you may have.

35-541 0 84 -- 8
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THE JOINT INDUSTRY GROUP
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

WASHINGTON. D.C.

DAVID P. MACDONALD. CHAIRMAN
815 CONNECTICJT AVENUE. N.W.
WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20006

March 14, 1984

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Room SD-219
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

On Monday, March 12th, David Macdonald testified on behalf
of the Joint Industry Group at the International Trade
Subcommittee's authorization hearing on the U.S. Customs
Service. In Mr. Macdonald's written statement was a reference
to an attachment which was not actually included with the state-
ment. The referenced document, entitled "Periodic Merchandise
Entry and Duty Payment System," is attached to this letter. We
request that this document be included as part of the total
written statement of Mr. Macdonald in the hearing record.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robert Watkins
Chairman
Customs Improvements Committee

RW/bb
Attachment
cc: David Macdonald

David Elliott
Judi Levy
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Periodic Merchandise Entry and Duty Payment System

1. The proposed system would supplement and not replace the
existing system of merchandise entry and duty payment. It
would be utilized only by those importers and brokers
electing to do so.

Comment: Lack of optionality was a key private sector
concern about DABA. Customs' approval would be re-
quired, with emphasis on record-keeping by the
Importer/broker.

2. For each importer/broker electing to use the system, Customs
would assign an account and an account import specialist who
would be responsible for the liquidation of all entries made
under the account.

Comments The account import specialist will provide an
Interconnection between importers and the national
advisory import specialists. Port-to-port uniformity
and, as a consequence, the accuracy of import
statistics would be improved. Costs to Customs and
importers from lack of uniformity would be reduced.

3. To secure release of imported merchandise, the importer/
broker would submit entries as at present. Customs would
perform its various inspection and other regulatory
functions without necessarily changing the present proced-
ure.

Comment: Current entry procedures need not be changed.
Customs inspection, regulatory and statistics-gathering
functions would be unimpaired by this proposal.

4a. Within the required tin-day period, the importer/broker
would submit pro formal entry summaries covering entries
made under the account. The pro formal summaries may con-
solidate individual entries made within a single district.
They would simply provide sufficient data to allow the
collection of accurate and timely import statistics and
advise the account import specialist of situations
requiring additional review with the importer/broker.
Supporting documentation would have to be maintained in
the files of the importer/broker.

Comment: Under this option any information and
statistics available to Customs now within ten working
days would continue to be available. The pro formal
summaries would substitute commercial documentation
for Customs Form 7501. The same data would be sub-
mitted but without incurring the additional admin-
istrative costs of preparing Form 7501. The accuracy
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of these commercial documents is demonstrated by their
almost exclusive use in the internal inventory,
accounting and other records management activities of
importing companies. Further confirmation and
quality control monitoring of this accuracy will be
available to Customs through an expanded audit function
addressed in Item 7 below.

OR

4b. On a monthly basis, the importer/broker would submit to
the account import specialist consolidated pro formal entry
summaries via each district for the goods imported through
that district. The pro formal summaries would simply provide
sufficient data to allow the collection of accurate and
timely import statistics and advise the account import
specialist of situations requiring additional review with
the importer/broker. Supporting documentation would have
to be maintained in the files of the importer/broker.

Comment: This approach is preferred by some as
providing-efficiency improvements to both Customs and
importers in the processing of imports and placing
Customs' system on a cycle more compatible with usual
business practice. This step could require a
statutory change before it could be implemented.

OR

4c. On a monthly basis, the importer/broker would submit to the
account import specialist a pro formal entry summary covering
all entries made under the account irrespective of port of
entry. The pro formal summary would simply provide
sufficient data to allow the collection of accurate and
timely import statistics and advise the account import
specialist of situations requiring additional review with
the importer/broker. Supporting documentation would have
to bo maintained in the files of the importer/broker.

Comment. This approach is preferred by some as
providing even greater efficiency improvements to both
Customs and importers. The current geographical
limitation on entry summary filings is merely an
arbitrary and historical administrative and-political
decision which impedes significant efficiency
improvements for Customs and importers alike. This
step would appear to require statutory change.

5. By the last day of each month, the importer/broker would
deposit estimated duties for that month. The amount
deposited would be either the same as the actual amount
owed the preceding month or an estimate of the expected
duty liability for that month. If the latter option is
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used, the importer/broker would be liable for an interest
penalty if the estimate is less than 80 percent of the
amount that is subsequently determined to be the actual
duty owed. At the same time# the importer/broker would
submit payment or request for credit for any difference
between the estimated duties paid during previous months
and the amount actually owed during those months.

Comment: This provision would bring Customs' revenue
collection procedures into line with long-established
business practice -- monthly billings and payments. If
the cash flow effect of this change is considered to be
too significant -- although except for the one-time
effect when initiated we believe such effects would be
minimal -- an acceptable compromise would be to deposit
the estimated duties for the month by the 15th of that
month. This estimate/interest penalty approach would
result in a more even revenue flow to Customs and
improve efficiency through a dramatic reduction in
checks to be processed and through a more streamlined
processing of overages and underages.

6. The account import specialist would either liquidate entries
made under the account or would designate them for audit.
Those designated for audit would be liquidated as a result
of the audit or as provided by existing regulations.

Comments The liquidation procedure would not
materially be changed by this proposal. The liquida-
tions would be made by the individual most
knowledgeable about the transactions -- the account
import specialist -- thus promoting efficiency and
uniformity.

7. ....When considered appropriate, Customs would audit the
importers/brokers using the system to assure its integrity.
Importers/brokers would have all necessary books and records
covering all importations under the system available at
their place of business for the audit.

Comrent: An expanded and more sophisticated audit
function by Customs is crucial to the effective imple-
mentation of this proposal. An audit approach is more
compatible with normal business accounting and control
procedures and has proven to be quite effective in
enforcing Internal Revenue Service procedures. It is
certainly more reliable and effective than a reliance
on physical inspection and isolated document review.
Further# major or repeated deficiencies revealed by
audit would be cause for discontinuing the use of this
procedure by the importer/broker.
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Senator DANFORTH. Can some of these recommendations be ac-
complished by administrative action without Congress doing any-
thing?

Mr. MACDONALD. Yes. A number of them, I think, are directed
toward oversight functions of this committee. They could be cor-
rected by the agency itself, and do not require legislation, but we
did want to bring them to this committee s attention, in its over-
sight capacity.

Senator DANFORTH. Have you gone over these recommendations
with the Customs Service?

Mr. MACDONALD. Yes, we have.
Senator DANFORTH. What has been their reaction?
Mr. MACDONALD. Well, it is hard to summarize on all seven.

Some, we have no reaction particularly at all. Others, we are still
awaiting. The biggest one-the periodic entry system-is, if I am
not mistaken, in the process of moving up through the customs bu-
reaucracy to the customs management with the actual recommen-
dation not clear to us at this time-whether they will recommend
further expansion of periodic entry or whether they will say no it
is not worth it. So, that is a typical situation, I think.

Senator DANFORTH. I have not had an opportunity to focus on
the recommendations that you have made, but they will certainly
receive the attention of the staff here of the Finance Committee.
Do you have any view of the recommendation of the Grace Com-
mission that those who use customs services should pay a user fee?
That this would help finance the Customs Service?

Mr. MACDONALD. I think that would be counterproductive. It
would be like raising tariffs essentially, and would therefore choke
off just that amount of trade. I don't think there is any other way
to look at it. There is a provision in GATT that does allow you to
charge some reasonable fee for services performed. I am not sure
that it would go as far as the Commission recommendation.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. I have been told that Mr. Landry is not here.

The next witness would then be Robert M. Tobias.
Mr. GoRSON. Mr. Chairman, I am here for Mr. Landry.
Senator DANFORTH. You are here for Mr. Landry? All right, sir.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. GORSON, DIRECTOR OF FACILITATION,
AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GORSON. Mr. Landry was unavoidably detained, and he asked

me to summarize his comments for him, Mr. Chairman.
My name is James R. Gorson, and I am director of facilitation of

the Air Transport Association of America, which represents most
of the scheduled airlines of the United States. Seventeen of our
member airlines provide scheduled service between the United
States and more than 70 countries. We appreciate this opportunity
to appear before the subcommittee to discuss the fiscal year 1985
budget authorization for the U.S. Customs Service. Our statement
will be brief, focusing on four areas of concern.

First and foremost, we wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
the Subcommittee on International Trade for your leadership in
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connection with the recent decision to consolidate inspection
agency primary responsibilities at all U.S. gateway airports, and at
the nine preclearance airports abroad. Now that the Customs Serv-
ice has been designated as the agency to assume primary inspec-
tion responsibility at these airports, we urge that a one-stop pas-
senger inspection program be adopted promptly in an orderly fash-
ion. Specifically, Mr. Chairman, we ask the support of the commit-
tee to effect a customs consolidated one-stop inspection at New Or-
leans prior to May 12, the commencement date of the Louisiana
World's Fair. Also, Miami and St. Louis international airports
should be given an immediate opportunity to provide a one-stop in-
spection procedure at these busy international U.S. air passenger
terminals. In order to cope with the international passenger satu-
ration at New York's Kennedy international arrival building, East-
ern Airlines should be permitted to conduct a one-stop customs in-
spection facility at that airline's satellite terminal. The proposed
$70 million customs facility at the Eastern terminal will be built at
no cost to Customs and in accordance with the specifications and
dictates of that agency. Attached to our statement is a list of other
airports where a one-stop inspection procedure could be implement-
ed, if Customs were to be permitted to provide primary inspection
responsibilities.

Improved efficiency of customs cargo processing must also contin-
ue. We are pleased to note in this regard that plans are underway
by the Port Authorities of the Kennedy and Miami airports to com-
puterize the processing of international air cargo. While the Cus-
toms Service is passively participating in these programs, but that
agency has not allocated funds to support it even though Customs
will be a major beneficiary. We urge this committee to authorize
sufficient funding commensurate with the share of benefits that
Customs will derive and to request Customs to assume a major-
rather a more active-role in this regard.

And there is concern to United States-Canada transborder air-
lines and to our friends in the Canadian Government of the refusal
of the U.S. Customs Service to allow a test of a concept-called
down-stream duty free-whereby a duty-free sales facility occupies
an area beyond the customs baggage inspection counters. The Gov-
ernment of Canada has gone to great lengths to design a plan
which com plies with all of the enforcement requirements of U.S.
Customs. We urge that this test be allowed to go forward, at the
end of which U.S. Customs will make the determination whether
or not it is feasible.

In conclusion, we urge the committee to provide authorization
for adequate customs inspector personnel at preclearance and U.S.
gateway airports by restoring the $9.3 million inspetion service
budget costs, to authorize funds to cover Customs' ful participation
in the leadership in a computerized air cargo control program at
Miami and Kennedy airports and to direct Customs to withdraw its
opposition to the cost-free testing of a down-stream duty-free ar-
rangement at. preclearance airports in Canada and to direct Cus-
toms to proceed, a" the agency With the primary responsibility, of
consolidated one-stop inspection procedure at selected airports. Mr.
Chairman, it is worth noting here that U.S. airlines as good citi-
zens strongly support U.S. customs law enforcement measures.
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However, in order for enforcement to be effective, Customs must
have sufficient resources, including adequate numbers of customs
inspectors. The administration's proposed cut of 415 inspectors will
do- exactly the opposite and could impact disastrously both on the
customs security and enforcement issues as well as on the facilita-
tion of international travel and trade.

I have concluded my comments. I will be glad to answer ques-
tions.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
[Mr. Landry's prepared statement follows:]
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12 March 19b4

James E. Landry
Senior Vice President and

General Counsel
Air Transport Association of America
1709 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: (202) 626-4156

Summary Statement
Air Transport Association ot America

On the FY 1985
U.S. Customs Service Authorization

The Air 'Transport Association, whicn represents nost ot
the U.S. scheduled air carriers, is vitally interested in tie
inspection operations ot the U.S. Customs Service at inter-
national airports.

Congestion trom inadequate U.S. Customs stdttiny at 4ate-
way airports has caused delays and public inconvenience in tne
past. Customs inspector starting complements need to oe con-
sistent with the statutory responsibilities and obligations ot
the Customs Service. They also must be consistent witn our
national policies to expand international air commerce and to
otherwise facilitate visitor ano returning citizen arrivals to
the United States.

If proposed budget cuts necessitate Customs inspector
staffing reductions, then the Customs inspection process it-
self must be streamlined on a comparable basis. It large-
scale changes in the inspection process, such as the consol-
idation of Customs and Immigration functions, are delayed or
postponed, then adequate Customs staffing must be authorizeal
otherwise serious public inconvenience will escalate, our air-
ports will become more congested, and the international air
transport system will become less etticient and more
expensive.

We aSK that funding be authorized o avoid the Aominis-
tration's requested reduction ot 415 Customs inspectors at
U.S. ports of entry, ano tnat funding also be autnorizeo to
cover Customs tull participation in a computerized interna-
tional air cargo program at tue Miami and Kennedy airports;
that Customs be directed to withdraw its opposition to a cost-
free testing of a "downstream" outy-tree arrangement at a pre-
clearance airport in Canada; and that Customs be directed to
proceed -- as the agency with primary responsibilities -- with
a consolidated one-stop inspection procedure at selected air-
ports, namely, at Miamt, Tampa, New Orleans and the Eastern
satellite terminal at the Kennedy international airport.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES E. LANDRY

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

My name is James E., Landry. I am Senior Vice President

and General Counsel for the Air Transport Association of

America, which represents most of the scheduled airlines of

the United States. Seventeen of our member airlines provide

regularly scheduled air service between the United States and

more than 70 countries.

I am accompanied by James R. Gorson, Director - Facilitation,

who coordinates airline industry efforts in the facilitation

of international air travel and trade, and who works directly

with the federal inspection agencies and other appropriate

departments of the U.S. government in this regard.

We appreciate the opportuDity to appear before the Sub-

committee to discuss the FY 1985 budget authorization for the

U.S. Customs Service. Our statement will be brief; focusing

on four areas of concern.
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First and foremost, we wish to thank the Chairman and

the Subcommittee on International Trade for their leadership

in connection with the recent decision to consolidate in-

spection agency primary responsibilities at all U.S. gateway

airports and at the nine preclearance airports in Canada,

Bermuda and the Bahamas. Now that the Customs Service has

been designated as the agency to assume the primary inspection

responsibility at these airports, we urge that a one-stop

passenger inspection program be adopted promptly in an orderly

fashion.

Specifically, we ask the support of the Committee to

effect a Customs consolidated one-stop inspection at New

Orleans prior to the May 12 commencement of the Louisiana

World Exhibition. Also, Miami International Airport should

be given an immediate opportunity to provide a one-stop

inspection procedure at this second busiest international U.S.

air passenger terminal. And, since the Tampa airport terminal

inspection facility readily lends itself to a one-stop con-

figuration, the procedure should be allowed to start there

now, with Customs assuming primary inspection responsibilities.

Finally, in order to cope with the international passenger

traffic saturation at New York's Kennedy international arrival

building, Eastern Airlines should be permitted to construct

a one-stop Customs inspection facility at that airline's

satellite terminal. The proposed multi-million dollar Customs
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facility at the Eastern terminal will be built at no .ost to tne

government; and in accordance with the specitications ana dictates

of the Customs Service. We have attached to our statement a List

of other airports where a one-stop inspection procedure could

be implemented, and where Customs should be permitted to

provide the primary inspection responsibilities.

At each and every airport terminal where one-stop

inspection is autnorizeo to go forward, the reo/green door

dual channel passenger exiting processing procedure should be

simultaneously instituted. The red/green door procedure, or

a modified form ot it, has now proven itself at boston,

Chicago (O'Hare), Houston, Miami, Newark, ban Juan, lampa,

and at tour satellite terminals and the international arrivals

building at Kennedy Airport. it was also just recently intro-

duced at Philadelphia's International Airport. 'ine red/green

door procedure facilitates Customs passenger processing while

strengthening Customs enforcement capabilities.

Improved deficiencies in Customs cargo processing must

also continue. In this regard we are pleased to note that

plans are underway by the port authorities at Kennedy ana Miami

airports to computerize the processing of international air

cargo. While the Customs Service is participating in these

programs, that agency n~s not allocated tunas to support it

-even though Customs will be a major beneficiary. We urge

this Committee to authorize sutticient tunaing commensurate
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to the share of benefits which Customs will derive. At

overseas airports such as London and Tokyo, Customs in

those countries has allocated funds for the introduction

and support of computerized international air cargo

processing, and the same in all fairness should be done

by U.S. Customs in this country.

An issue of concern to U.S.-Canada transborder air-

lines and to our friends in the Canadian Government is the

refusal of the U.S. Customs Service to allow a test of

a concept, called "down-stream" duty-free, whereby a duty-

free sales facility occupies an area beyond the Customs

baggage inspection counters. The Government of Canada has

gone to great lengths to design a plan in this regard which

complies with all of the enforcement requirements of U. S.

Customs.~ The test will be conducted at no cost to U. S.

Customs and can be tried at a preclearance location in

Canada chosen by U.S. Customs. Since revenues derived from

the sales of duty-free stores help to pay for inspection

facilities at airports, we urge this Committee to request

Customs to allow such a test, at the end of which U.S.

Customs would make the final determination as to the feasi-

bility of the "down-stream" duty-free arrangement.

Although we are concerned by the $9.3 million FY 1985 cut

in the Customs inspection and control program, with a proposed

reduction of over four hundred inspector positions, we were

nevertheless pleased to read in the President's FY 1985 budget
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message of the need to streamline Federal Government management

systems and to otherwise improve the etticiency ot the Govern-

ment. The consolidation of inspection agency tunctions urged

by this Committee over the years and now formally proposed by

the Administration -- by assigning primary inspection

responsibilities at all U.S. gateway and preclearance airports

to Customs -- will greatly streamline and improve tne passenger

inspection processing system at our airports ana will do so

at reduced costs to the Government.

In conclusion we urge the Committee to provide autnoriz-

ation for adequate Customs inspector personnel at preclearance-

and U.S. gateway airports by restoring budget cuts proposed by

the Administration; to authorize tunas to cover Customs' tuil

participation in a computerized international air cargo program

at the Miami and Kennedy airportsi to direct Customs to withdraw

its opposition to a cost-free testing of a "downstream" duty-

free arrangement at a preclearance airport in Canada; and to

direct Customs to proceed -- as the agency with primary

responsibilities -- with a consolidated one-stop inspection

procedure at selected airports, namely, at hiami, Tampa, New

Orleans and the Eastern satellite terminal at the Kenneoy

International airport.
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AIRPORT FEDERAL INSPECTION SERVICES (FIS) FACILITIES
(as of 6 February 1984)

FIS
TERMINAL

AIRPORT (& TERMINALS) FLOORS

Anchorage One

Atlanta One

*Baltimore One

Boston Two

Chicago (O'Hare) One

Cleveland One

Dallas (American) One

Dallas (Braniff-Planned Two
1984)

Denver one

Detroit Two

*Dulles One

Ft. Lauderdale One

*Honolulu Two

Houston (Terminal B) One

Houston (Terminal C) One

J.P. Kennedy (Interna-
tional Arrivals Building)One

J.F. Kennedy, TWA One
J.F. Kennedy, Pan Am One
J.F. Kennedy, British One
J.F. Kennedy, American Two

PROCESSING TYPE

One-Stop,after baggage claim

One-Stop,after baggage claim

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

One-Stop, after baggage claim

Two-Stop

One-Stop,after baggage claim

Twc-Stop

Two-Stop

Plarining One-Stop (1985)

Two-Stop

One-Stop,before baggage claim

One-Stop,before baggage claim

Two-Stop
Two-Stop
Two-Stop
Two-S top
Two-Stop

SPECIAL
TERMINAL FEATURES

Red/Green, Citizen

Red/Green, Citizen

Citizen

By-Pass

By-Pass

By-Pass

One-Stop, Dual Channel, Cit-
izen By-Pass

Citizen By-Pass

Citizen By-Pass

Citizen By-Pass

Citizen By-Pass

Red/Green, Dual Channel

Red/Green, Dual Channel

Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass
Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass
Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass
Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass
Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass

COMPLETION
DATE

Jan. 1984

1982

Jun. 1983

Ju,. 83

6i

Aug. 1982

Feb. 1984

May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983

t
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AIRPORT (& TERMINALS)

Kansas Cit r _..

Los Angeles, bubble
Los Angeles,West Terminal
Los Angeles #2
Los Angeles #5

Miami

Minneapolis

Now Orleans

Orlando

Philadelphia

Portland

San Antonio

San Francisco

San Juan

*Seattle

St. Louis

AIRPORT FEDERAL INSPECTION SERVICES(FIS) FACILITIESi
FIS I (as of 6 FebruarY 1984) J
TERMINAL SPECIAL
FLOORS PROCESSING TYPE TERMINAL FEATURES

One

One
One
Two
TwO

TWO

One

TwO

One

One

One

One

One

Two

Two

One

Two-Stop

One-Stop, after baggage claim
One-Stop, before baggage claim
One-Stop, before baggage claim
Two-Stop,

Two-Stop

One-Stop, after baggage claim

Planning One-Stop 1984

Planning One-Stop 1984

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

One-Stop, after baggage claim

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

Two-Stop

"ASIST"
Citizen By-Pass

Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass

Red/Green

Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass

Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass

Citizen By-Pass

Tampa One Two-Stop Red/Green, Citizen By-Pass 1983

ABBREVIATIONS
Re./ren .. Red/Green Door Dual Channel Customs/Agriculture Passenger Inspection Exit Procedure.
FIS ......... Federal Inspection Services.
ASIST ....... Accelerating Specialized Inspection System Test.

........... Previously planned Red/Green Door with Citizen By-Pass prior to the President's Cabinet Council
lManagement and Administration decision to consolidate Immigration and Customs functions. All
other plans to convert to Red/Green Customs areas are now "on hold' pending resolution of Customs/
Imigration consolidation.

COMPLETION
DATE

Aug. 1984
Jun. 1984

Spring 1984

Aug. 1984

!
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Senator DANFORTH. Could you just describe, for my benefit, the
difference between one-stop inspection and the traditional form of
inspection? If I were using the service, what would I notice is dif-
ferent? ..

Mr. GoRsON. When you get off the airplane, on the one-stop pro-
cedure you would go through primary inspection. Eighty percent of
the passengers then would be free to leave the airport after they
had picked up their baggage. Under two-stop, you go through pri-
mary immigration and then pick up your baggage and go through
customs.

Senator DANFORTH. So, right now, if I come into Dulles, the first
thing I do is to go through immigration. That is when you go into a
little booth. And then, after you go through the booth, you claim
your bag and then you go through customs. This would change that
in that you would go through the immigration booth and then you
would pick up your bag and go straight to the taxi?

Mr. GoRsoN. That is correct. Essentially, the immigration booth
would also be manned by Customs. However, at Dulles they do
have what they call citizen bypass, so it is a one-stop for U.S. citi-
zens but not for visitors.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes, but that is the basic concept. That is,
you don't have to get your bags and then go through the customs?

Mr. GORSON. Eighty percent or more would not unless they had
duty or other problems.

Senator DANFORTH. Good deal. Thank you very much, sir. We ap-
preciate your testimony.

Mr. GORSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. And finally, Mr. Robert Tobias, president,

National Treasury Employees Union.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. TOBIAS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. TOBIAS. Good afternoon. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert Tobias,
national president of the National Treasury Employees Union.
NTU is the exclusive representative of over 120,000 active and re-
tired Federal-workers including all employees of the U.S. Customs
Service worldwide. With me is aul Newton, our director of legisla-
tion, and we are pleased to appear before you to discuss the fiscal
year 1985 authorization of the appropriation for the Customs Serv-
ice.

As the subcommittee is aware, the principal mission of the Cus-
toms Service is to intercept narcotics traffic and other contraband
crossing our borders and monitor the flow of travelers and mer-
chandise through U.S. ports of entry.

In addition, Customs is a key revenue-producing agency, adding
over $10 million a year to the U.S. Treasury. Each of these activi-
ties-border enforcement, revenue collection, and tariff and trade
regulation-is vital to the well-being of our Nation, and in each of
these areas, Customs will face greater challenges during the
coming year than at any time in its 200-year history' International
trade and tourism-an essential element in our economic recov-
ery-will continue to grow and place further strain on Customs'
ability to cope with congestion at our Nation's air, land, and sea-
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ports in the country. Increasing commercial fraud to undermine
the recovery of basic industries such as steel, electronics, and tex-
tiles. The drug war-fought daily on the streets of our cities and in
our high schools-is still escalating. And finally, as international
tensions worsen, a strategic interest-in halting the flow of critical
technology to unfriendly nations will become an important nation-
al security issue. So, there is an obvious need to provide adequate
funding for Customs to meet these challenges. The Reagan admin-
istration has, once again, undersold Customs' fiscal requirements
and overpromised the anticipated results of so-called improved en-
forcement and inspection techniques. This year's budget request of
$602 million and 12,447 positions is $14 million and over 950 posi-
tions less than Congress provided in fiscal year 1984 continuing ap-
propriations resolution passed last November. The -continuing ap-
propriations resolution itself contained a 400-position cut from Cus-
toms' 1983 operating level. As a result, Customs currently has in
place a freeze on hiring. Every day that passes there are fewer and
fewer customs employees employed by the U.S. Customs Service
since no one is being replaced. Based on Customs' own figures, the
administration's budget request is $56 million short of current serv-
ices budget, and in the strongest terms possible, we recommend
that you authorize this additional $56 million to restore the cuts in
this year's budget and that you add at least 650 new positions to
the current work force at a cost of $29 million.

We were pleased to learn today, Mr. Chairman, that the U.S.
Customs Service requested 750 additional positions when it sent
over its request to OMB, and therefore we believe that what we are
urging on the Congress is, in effect, 100 fewer positions than the
U.S. Customs Service thought they needed to operate their pro-
gram. The reason we are supporting the increase in Customs' per-
sonnel is simply that during the past 10 years, while the number of
passengers and the volume of cargo entering the United States has
nearly doubled, customs personnel ceilings remained essentially
static. The fact is that there are fewer inspectors and import spe-
cialists onboard today than there were in 1975. The sad truth is
that narcotics smuggling continues to grow at an alarming rate
and it has led to an epidemic level of crime in our communities. It
has been estimated that 90 percent of the illegal drugs sold in our
country comes from abroad and that nearly 60 percent of all seri-
ous crimes are drug related. Despite the fact that tourism contrib-
utes $12 billion to our economy, international travelers continue to
face maddeningly long lines at our borders. I would like to read a
brief passage from a letter our New York chapter recently wrote to
customs management officials:

On Tuesday, October 25, 1983, 12 inspectors faced 1,447 passengers on one side of
a PanAm terminal. The passengers all arrived within 25 minutes. Once again, in-
spectors refused to risk generating a riot and succeeded by ignoring their jobs.

For several years, this subcommittee has pressed customs to im-
plement improved inspectional systems to speed clearance, but the
bottom line is that more inspectors are needed, and no amount of
procedural efficiencies will change that. The same holds true for
recent efforts to control commercial fraud. Last year, witnesses
from the steel, auto parts, electronics, and textile industries testi-
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fled before Congress that they are suffering significant losses from
counterfeit imports and the evasion of antidumping countervaling
duty laws. At the same time, Customs has cut back inspections of
cargo to well below 3 percent, and it now requires import special-
ists to bypass at a minimum 50 percent of the entry documents
they receive. In some locations, import specialist are reviewing less
than 50 percent of the merchandise entries. Whether you call your-
self a free trader, a protectionist, or something in between, there is
no excuse for not enforcing existing trade and tariff laws.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to applaud
the efforts of this committee in focusing attention on the sorry
state of Customs commercial fraud operations.

As you are aware, on February 29, the Senate adopted an amend-
ment to the Export Administration Act to provide an additional
$12 million to Customs to combat commercial fraud and to restrict
Customs from taking personnel actions which would undermine
trade operations. We wholeheartedly endorse this amendment and
urge the subcommittee to include a similar provision in fiscal year
1985 authorization bill.

Before I conclude, I would like to touch upon two additional
issues. First, we urge you oppose any attempt to slash overtime pay
to customs inspectors under the Trade Act of 1911. This long-stand-
ing commitment is rooted in the hazardous, stressful, and physical-
ly and emotionally demanding nature of this occupation, as well as
a desire to provide adequate incentives to counterbalance the long
and 'irregular hours. And second, we urge you to reject the recent
recommendation of the President's Cabinet Council on Manage-
ment and Administration to transfer Customs' primary inspection
function at land border ports to the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service. We oppose the plan for the following reasons. It would
undermine the narcotics interdiction by fragmenting responsibility
between two agencies. It would also require INS to take on respon-
sibility for enforcing the requirements of 40 different agencies. a
mission for which it has no experience and is unprepared.

In addition, it would require the importing community in all but
the largest ports to deal with INS as well as Customs in processing
commercial cargo. Finally, by the administration's own admission,
it would achieve zero budgetary savings and would probably cost
the Government money by retaining two separate enforcement sup-
port systems.

We do believe, however, that there should be a single agency
charged with border inspections. Customs is the Nation's principal
border management agency in enforcing over 400 laws and regula-
tions of the 40 other agencies. It has more inspectors than INS at
all ports of entry and is now performing 60 percent of all immigra-
tion primary inspections. Consolidation within Customs is the least
disruptive and the easiest to implement because it maintains conti-
nuity with other Federal agencies with border interests Customs
represents and it does not require carriers, port operators, and the
business community to deal with the new agency. Mr. Chairman,
this concludes my remarks. My colleague and I would be very
happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
[Mr. Tobias, prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OP ROBERT M. TOBIAS, NATIONAL PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TREASURY
EMPLOYEES UNION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee: As the

exclusive representative of over 120,000 Federal workers, including all

employees of the U.S. Custom Service worldwide, we are pleased to appear

before you today to discuss the authorization of appropriations for the U.S.

Custom Service for Fiscal Year (PY) 1985.

I welcxm the opportunity to participate in the Trade Subcommittee's

annual review of Customs' program and resources. Never in its long history

has the U.S. Custom SerVice faced such severe challenges as today. Imports

of foreign merchandise are flooding the country. Last year, merchandise

entries surged ahead by 13 percent, far more than Custom estimated or was

prepared for. Imports doubled in volume between 1976 and 1983, a period

during which Custom' resources remained essentially static.

Last year, this Subocmmittee wisely authorized 650 new positions for

Customs including 450 Inspectors, 150 Import Specialists and SO Custom Patrol

Officers. Had these positions been funded, they would have assisted

immeasurably in coping with the wave of Imports that engulfed the economy.

Sadly, this was not the case. Customs remained underfunded and understaffed.

Countle shipmnts entered the country with little or no inspection

whatever, and only half the entry documents were reviewed by a professional

Import Specialist. As a result, America's workers and industries were in

large measure deprived of the protection of the Custom laws.

If anyone doubts this conclusion, let them peruse the record of last

year's hearings before the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of the

House Energy and Commerce Committee. Let them note that, despite a 13 percent

increase in entries of dutiable merchandise, Custom' total collections last
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year fell by $200 allion. Lat them consider that less than one percent of

containerized shipments are being physically inspected, despite the

demonstrated fact of concealmnt of drugs, contraband and restricted

merchandise in these 40-foot-long assemblies. Let them observe that the

withdrawal of Customs Inspectors from bonded warehouses have placed warehouse

operators on a virtual honor system.

Lst them visit the coasts of Florida, the Gulf of Mexico, and southern

California, where thousands of returning pleasure craft meet little or no

inspection, an open invitation to uaggling. [at them watch the radar screens

of Custom' air patrol when the cocaine flights are coming in and only a small

fraction can be intercepted. Let them drop in on our major international

airports, where the shortage of Inspectors and peaking of arrivals threatens a

breakdown in the inspection system.

Let them remember that illicit narcotics traffic, 90 percent of it from

abroad, is now a $100 billion business in this country and no more than 10

percent is being interdicted. Let them recall that 500,000 to a million

persons enter the United States illegally each year, swelling a population of

Illegal aliens that now stands at 5-10 million.

Few dispassionate observers doubt the reality of this situation. Yet such

is the nature of our democracy that the highest officials of the Customs

Service are forced to adopt a more optimistic view. They repeatedly come

before the Congress mouthing such formulas as selectivity, bypass, OT, and

other claptrap that are only euphemism for nonenforcement. Conceivably, such

program could be designed and phased in properly over five to six years,

provided the necessary resources were available. But to pretend that they are
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working no is absurd. These much-vaunted programs are simply a way of

concealing the self-evident truth that there simply aren't enough people to do

the job.

Custom' success in the face of the enormous challenges it confronts is

due to the hard work and professionalism of its dedicated employees who have

never let up, despite the mounting disparity between workload and means.

Their unrelenting efforts have prevented a public catastrophe. Yet they have

been singularly ill-served by this Ainistration, which has not refrained to

assault their pay, overtime, and retirement benefits.

There is little doubt that with the current trend of importa,

international travel, and drug traffic, the challenges facing Custom are at

the present moment dramatically accelerating, and can be expected to continue

in the years ahead. The U.S. tnrchandise trade deficit was $43 billion in

1982, climbed to $69 billion last year, and could reach $120 billion this

year. In the face of this onslaught of imports, Custom must be given the

means to safeguard our economic security by barring entry of unsafe or

counterfeit goods and evasion of tariffs or quotas.

Should the government seek now remedies, such as imposition of an import

surcharge, voluntary agreements with our trading partners, or new tariffs and

quotas, it will be Custom' job to implement these actions. This year,

Custom is implementing the Caribbean Basin initiative. It has launched a

major oommercial fraud enforcement program. It is implementing the National

Narcotics Border Interdiction Program. Operation Exodus, which seeks to

control export of critical technology to Coamnist Bloc nations, is being
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funded at only a token level. New resources should be provided for new

missions rather than robbing Peter to pay Paul.

It is against this background that we ask you to examine the

Administration's budget request for the U.S. Customs Service for Fiscal Year

1985. Clearly, what is required is a long-range plan to establish, by

successive increments over a period of years, a substantial increase in

Cstcms' resources to deal with the mounting workload. Underlying such a plan

should be a Customs assessment, which is long overdue and urgently required,

stating in explicit terms what the present degree of compliance with the

Custom laws is, how much noncompliance exists, and what it is costing the

country.

Like its predecessors, this budget is utterly devoid of any plan for

achieving a better balance between Customs' workload and resources, and marked

improvement in compliance with the Custom laws. The budget requests a

cutback of 954 positions, including 452 Inspectors and 167 Isport

Specialists. It requires a hiring freeze, which is already in effect, meaning

that vacancies among Inspectors, Import Specialists and Patrol Officers will

not be filled. Even with the hiring freeze, the budget will require Custom

to carry out a reduction-in-force of 500 positions beginning October 1 of this

year. Customs' plan for this reduction includes cutbacks at air, land, and

sea ports of entry, in the coastal marine patrol which is part of our defense

against drug Mggling, and in Import Specialists at most ports which were

scheduled for centralization under a plan blocked by Congress last year.

In addition to these cutbacks, $18 million is eliminated through a couple

of unrealistic assumptions. The first assumption is that $7 million in
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reimbursable funds will become available by amendment of the Airport and

Airways Development Act to provide for carrier payment for the service of

Customs Inspectors on Sundays and holidays. Secondly, it is assumed that the

Depatment of Defense will agree to pick up $11 million in funding for

operation and maintenance of aircraft in the air interdiction program. The

assumptions are so tenuous that we strongly urge the Subcommittee to restore

this $18 million in its authorization for FY 185.

The budget also calls for a $5 million program reduction in Cperation

Exodus. This would reduce Exodus to a $16 million funding level in FY 185.

Such a cutback hardly squares with the arguments for stronger export controls

made by the Administration in seeking renewal of the Export Ainistration

Act. The cut should be rejected to permit the current enforcement level,

which is a bedrock minimum if we are serious about export control, to be

maintained.

We believe this budget should be decisively rejected and the proposed cuts

fully restored. This would require an addition of $56 million and 954 average

positions to the Administration's budget request. This is shown in Table l,

appended to our statement.

NM also strongly recommends that the Subcommittee again authorize funds

for 650 new positions -- 450 Inspectors, 150 Import Specialists and 50 Custom

Patrol Officers -- which passed the House last year but for which funds were

not appropriated in the Continuing Resolution. In view of the dramatic surge

in imports, rampant comercial fraud, shortages of Iniqectors for both cargo

and passenger processing, and low rate of narcotics interdiction, these

positions are more urgently required than ever.
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We would go a step further and urge the Subommittee to add funds for 100

additional Custom Special Agents. I&* Subcommittee has received a statement

from the Chairman of the House Eergy and Cerce Comittee concerning vast

areas of noncompliance with our trade laws, including extensive counterfeiting

of American products and theft of patent and trademark rights. In addition to

400 Inspectors and 100 Import Specialists needed for a strengthened comrcial

fraud enforcemnt program, Chairman Dingell roommends that 100 more Special

Agents be hired to increase the number of investigations in that program. As

the Subcommittee is aware, most of the commercial fraud referrals from Import

Specialists cannot be followed up by the Investigations branch due to

inadequate resources. The addition of 100 Special Agents would not only

increase the number of cases initiated and reduce the caseload backlog, it

would help deter commercial fraud by strengthening Custom' presence in the

importing community.

We therefore urge the Subcommittee to add $35 million and 750 average

positions above the amount required for full restoration of the cuts made by

the Administration. This add-on makes a total of $91 million and 1,704

average positions as the amount w recwn be added to the FY '85 budget

request. While $91 million is a large sn, it must be rem ered that $56

million of this is required to restore unwise cuts made by the

Ainistration. What we are asking the Committee to add over and above the

current NY '84 level of operations is $35 million. It should also be

remebered that Custom is a revenue-producing agency, currently returning $17

collected for each dollar appropriated.

35-541 0 84 -- 10
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N'Is alternative budget with the additions reo ende above is shown in

Table 1. 7his budget totals $693,443,000 and 14,073 average positions. This

is an increase of $91 million and 1,704 average positions above the

Administration's PY '85 budget request. We strongly remomm that the

Subcommittee authorize this budget as the minima es"ential mount required

for FY 1985. Under the R4eaan Administration, the Office of Manament and

Budget has basicly opted to shut its eyes to the growing Custme workload and

the costs of inadequate enforcement to our vital interests. 2hose Reagan

budgets, which called for a decline in the level of real Customs resources in

the face of h growing workload, were totally unrealistic and were so perceived

by Congre" and the travel and trade coinmities.

It is therefore necessary for Cngress to again take the lead in

decisively rejecting the Adinistration's budget in favor of a rational

alternative. We believe the budget we have offered is supported by our own

analysis and by the findings of the Oversight and Investigationi Subcomittee

of the House Commrce Committee, which rxmeded an additional $29 million

above the amount required for full restoration.

As the Subcmttee well knows, countless national interests have a stake

in effective enforcement of our Customs laws, including business, labor,

agriculture, and the travel and tourism industry. moreover, our country's

ong-term health and security depends uon effective policing of our borders,

halting the flow of critical technology to uwirierdy nations, and

interdicting the illicit drug traffic that has such a crucial effect upon the

level of violent crime.
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tb camt protect these interests and achieve these goals without

providing Custom with adequate ability for enforcing the Custom law. In

recent years, this has required a steadily increasing level of resources,

realistically proportioned to the dramatic changes in the travel and trade

sectors of our inteational econcr and to the narootics, export control,

and camercial fraud threats.
The key question ist How much is enough? To answer this Uesation. we

need to wekg not only the cost of the addition reucW, Wut a o %h ot

to society of inadqate enforcement of the Custom laws. in your

deliberations, we ask you to keep in mind the following points:

First, Custom resources have ruined essentially static over the last

five years, despite a 60 percent growth in workload and the addition of new

missions such as Operation kcodus. This situation is depicted for Irpectors

and Import Specialists in Tables 2 and 3, appended to our testimony.

Second, I-U has consistently maintained, and the reports of this

Suboosmittee and the General Accunting Office have confirmed, that for almost

a decade Custom has been stretched thin by a growing Ialance between

workload and resources, leading to wide areas of minimal enforcemnt or

nonenforcement.

Third, Custom is a revenue-produoing agency which collects an average of

$17 for every dollar appropriated. An incremental increase in Inspectors or

Import Specialists would yield a minion return of three-to-one, according to

Custom. GAO studies have indicated that much revenue is lost from inadequate

inspection of containerized cargo, and inadequate verification of merchandise

entries. Tbe evidence strongly indicates that Custom is definitely operating
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at resource levels where additional staff would yield revenue increases

significantly greater than their cost.

Fourth, while it may be tmting to make eonomies, as has been the

practice in recent years, at the wqense of a law enforcimn(t am such as

Custom, in the long run this is extrmely urwise, because such reductions

only rebound as increased costs in other pats of federal, state and local

bIdgits. We must weigh the costs to communities of drug treatment clinics,

plant closures, and uemsplcynt. We must weigh the costs to industry of

cimnrcial fraud,, theft of industrial secetsi, and oounterfeiting. Out

estimate, compiled from several sources, is that such costs now 1out to over

$100 billion anually.

In the remainder of our testimony# we wuld like to discuss policy issues

in each of the principal areas of Custom activity - Inspection and Control,

Tariff and Trade, and Tactical Interdiction. We will call attention to the

manner in which our society and sconoq are dependent upon Custom' law

enforcmnt, and the social and economic costs of Lnadequte enforcamnt. we

will present an analysis of the nuer of additional Inspectrs, Import

Specialists and Special Aents required for significant inpeovivonts in

Custom' law enforcement. We will conclude by sumarizing our comndations

for Fiscal Year 1985.

DPPBTIt AN D

eo Reagan Ainistration has aooced a mjor policy decision to

consolidate responsibility for primary inspection of incoming persons in the
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U.S. Custom Service at air &d sea ports, and in the IXmigration and

Naturalization Service at land ports of entry. R1M has been Informed that

legislation isplaenting this decision is being drafted and will shortly be

presented to the Congress. we know that this Sub cuittee will play a leading

role in giving this proposal careful scrutiny, because of the vital interests

affected and the gan Administration's apparent inability to referee the

voting clait of the Treasury and Justice Departments.

There are many vital interests at stake in the design of an effective

primary inspection system. Custom' Inspection and Control mission includes

interdicting traffic in drugs, curbing illegal imaigratLon, serving a growing

domestic tourism industry, safeguarding American agriculture, controlling the

export of critical technology, and enforcing currency controls, endangered

species and environmental laws, and man other laws and regulations. My

streamlining of federal inspectional responsibilities must erkaa our ability

to Uaccsplish these missions to protect our vital interests.

Saying on behalf of the esployees of the U.S. Custom Service, I have no

doubt that assignment of primary Lnepeotional responsibility to Custom at air

and sea ports is sound and should be approved. A natural evolution in this

direction has been underway for some time. The onestop Lnspectional system

in effect at many ports has required Custom Inspectors to carry out DO

functions in processing travelers from abroad. To becku these duties,

Custom ha exanded its automated Treasury 11foroient Comounications System

(T ). it is experimenting with passport optical scanning equipment to

detect forgeries. Immigration clearance has been built into the most recent
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passenger facilitation system that Congress has required to be used as a

madsl, nemly, the ASIS concept introduced in Mimi and w e Angeles.

Moreover, fot the put several years lI has-been graduallywithdrawing

inspectional resources frm both air and sea ports and land border ports. In

the State of Montana alone, DO6 proposed last year to close five ports of

entry, with Custom picking up the slack. Custom inspectors now outnuber

fl inspectors at all land border ports by 1,100 to 800, and are processing 58

percent of the traffic.

In the Soutst and California, Custom Inspectors and Patrol Officers

are now playing a vital role in curbing illegal migration. Mst of the

legal foreign tourist and business traffic, and mam of the legal Imigrant

traffic flows through cities and land ports of entry. Custom inspectors and

Patrol Officers arei millions of pedestrians and vehicl at border

crosings eac year, performing both Custom and migration functions.

We are therefore dimayed at the Aftinistation's failure to assign

priary inspction responsibility at land border ports to Custom also. We

h have-na-dubt that Custom Inspectors can carry out this responsibility,

backed up by an nG secondary, as effectively at land border ports as at air

and sea ports.

I know the Submttee wishes to ezeine this matter thoroughly, and I

would therefore like to eiand on these points in am detail.

I mentioned the vital interests in ar esoon and society that have a

stake in the Custom inspectonal system. Wile these interests will be

better served by assigning primary inspection to Custom at air and sea ports,

they would be i-served by involving two agencies in what is now the
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responsibility of one at our land ports of entry. lAt m illustrate with

respect to each of the major tasks I have mnutioned.

Detorring MAn InterdLctIM th Drug Trade

-lst you, Custm Inspetors at our ports of entry, backed up by detector

d and contraband enforcement team, registered important gains in the ,mr on

drugs. Heroin seizures were up 70 percent, and cocaine seizures up 27 percent

over 1982. Customs contraband enforomnt team, which provide thorough

search of baggage and cargo,-were responsible for a significant portion of

this increase. These teams of Inoptors, backed up by Import speciall ts and

Patrol Officers# are now in operation at 50 ports, and comprise 12 percent of

Customs' Inspectional resources. At the sam time, inspectors manning

passenger learance checkpoints -- the primary defense against couriers who

bring soot of the heroin and a significant part of the cocaine into this

country - have acoonted for 9-12 percent of all drug seizures.

Our dedicated and hard-working Inspectors are ind making progress, but

there are-sieply not enough of them. Uere is a real question whether the

bottle is half-full or half-ety. The General Amoounting Office reports that

whle 90 percent of legal narcotics com from abroad, only 16 percent of the

marijuana and no nore than 10 pe-cent of the heroin and ooain is being

intercepted. TW weeks ago, the Justice D tment annowuoed the indictment

of 53 persons in the largest cocaine trafficking ring in the nation's

history. Over a period of 16 months this ring had mggled five tons of

cocaine worth $3.8 billion by flying it to U.S. cities in loads of 600-1,000
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lbs. Overall, despite stopped-up efforts in the drug war, Justice reports that

the amount of cocaine and heroin entering the country last year rmained about

the same as the year before.

One can only conclude that we have a long way to go. 7his is the opinion

of the respected Chairman of the Select Coumtte on Narcotics Abuse and

Control, the Honorable Charles ajel, who conducted extensive hearings into

tA problem last year.

The social costs of this traffic are normous. One in six high school

seniors have used cocaine. Th are influx of heroin over the past three

years has led to a dramatic increase in deaths and emgency room passions

for heroin overdoses# according to the Drug Saforemnt Administration. In a

study completed for the State of Nw York, former Health and Hmun Services

Secretary Joseph Califano estimated that the cost of drug addiction in terms

of health care, federally-funded treatment centers, and loss of work days was

note than $40 billion a year. President Reagn has noted that crime is an

Atican epidemic, touching nearly a third of American hms and resulting in

$6.8 billion a yea in financial losm . Law enforcement authorities estimate-

that between 40 and 60 percent of all serious crimes occurring in the United

States axe drug-related.

At this stage of the war on drugs, it would be disastrous to involve the

already over-taxed Immigration and Naturalization Service in the drug war by

assigning it primary inspection responsibilities at land border ports. Such

fragmentation of narcotics interdiction would make no sense. It would result

in costly, duplicative efforts by two agencies where one is now performing the

mission.
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safeauardiM Amerin agri ture

This sam aurusnt applies to the task of preventing the introduction of

foreign plant or animal pests that would endanger our $500 billion agriculture

industry. when an outbreak of disease occurs, eradication costs are

enormous. A Mediterranean Fruit Fly infestation would cost $206-$250 mnllion

aa&iually in agricultural losses. "African Swine Fever coula be brought into

the country in a hm sandwich by an unwary pusenger, or through pork products

contained in passenger baggage or airplane waste. There is no known treatmnt

for the disease, which would cost $2 billion in losses the first year. Last

year, Haiti's entire hog population had to be slaughtered, with the United

States picking up the bulk of the tab, because of the threat to our shores.

An adequate level of baggage inpecton at our ports of entry is an

absolute neessity. Custom Inspectors have been trained to provide such

nspecon during primary passenger clearanoe, while espaloyees of the

Agriculture Departenms Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service provide

secondary bacu. - It would be unwise to fragoont this mission further by

introducing a third agency, DaB, into the picture.

BaltiM llA Imigration

Last year, the ntber of arrests of iega aliens at the Mexican border

leaped 40 percent to 1.3 million - the first tim in history that more than a

million arrests were recorded. San Ysidro, California is the busiest point of

illegal entry in the country accounting for 432,000 of the illegal aliens
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apprehended. The 2l Paso sector is the second biggest cxosLng, averaging

20,000 monthly apprehensions. At these and other por" of entry along the

Mexican border, Custom inspectors have been working alongside INS insectors

in condcLtng primary inspections. The deterrent effect of these i ons

forces the bulk of the illegal Lmigrant traffic into the specs between ports

of entry, which are covered by the DG Border Patrol.

The migrants thelves, fleeing from the worst economic crisis in the

history of Mexico, say they'll keep trying until their trips to the United

States are successful. Even though mach of the 2,000-mile border is steming

desert and unsuited for travel, the Border Patrol has been stretched thin.

Observers have n6ted that only one-tenth of the force is active at any time,

and scm cbeckslnts are closed part-time. aogglers know the Border Ptrol's

hours and work after a station closes. For exi~le, last month a surpse

opening of the San Clemente checkpoint netted 413 alien and 18 magglers in a

matter of hours. this shows that an increased workforce could severely

curtail &lien traffic. for FY 1985, the Administration has proposed 1,000 now

positions for the Border Patrol.

Another way the Border Patrol could be provided the increased resources it

requires would be for Custom to asam primary inspectional responsibilities

at land border ports. Custom already has one-thilrd more Inspectors at lAnd

ports than and them Inspectors regularly conduct immigration primary

inspections. Por years, Custom has been filing the gap where insufficient

DB inspectors are available. In m mailer ports, there is no Imigration

pCesene at all, and Custom Inspectors are doing both agencies' jobs.

Border Patrol could then ceta it an mission of N N diNa
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llUal alien bemn 12o114 of entry while Qastom 2ouacte DIAMar

inuctcmof traveles At the Mot tmlvs

2be social costs of not dealing effectively with the mounting tide of

illegal immigration are enrmous. Just last week, the Wash tn Post quoted

an estimate of $18 billion amially for the cost of une oymnt and other

benefits received by legal residents whose jobs are taken by Ilea aliens.

A full accouning uld add the cost of welfare and other benefits received by

the aliens' famliLes. 'The StatS of Illinois has estimated that it loses $66

million a year frCe fraudulent wailoyment claim filed by alien. Over the

longer rune the pressures of 37-70 million people wil be added to the U.S.

populatin in the nxt half-entury.

Clearly, the problem has reached massive proportions and must be dealt

with ffe t veWy. All indications are that IN is spread too thin to be

charged with carrying out the Custom primary inspection mission at land ports

of entry. lbs diffi lty the ageny has experienced in autmating its files,

renidung timely services, and coping with foreign students and professionals

w* come in legally and then overstay their permits, is well-knom. According

to John CQWon, who won a Pulitzae prize for his stories on imigration in

theNew York TImes DO is stretched ti to trarApaency and stuck in its

past. Fairly or unfairly, he calls it "the noot Iafka-esq 0 labyrinth thus

far.deviLed by gomieDnt'.
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Rxodus, Curr:en-y saalra, Thdanered .i eie, an lavirouusntl. Poecin

Insvetion of Camercial EArl at MLLer Lend Portso and Magchensio o&
Crimna MLiUvM

It is frequently noted that Custom, as the nation's priary border

anagent agency, has had delegated to it by 40 other goerwent agencies the

respnibility for carrying out the lam and regulations of those agencies at

the border. Custom has-a broad and diverse mission as contrasted to the

single mission of 11. Custom provides 60 percent of the staff making

e ons at land ports, and carries out the bulk of these inspection. All

of these inspeton are o e.stop, that is, Custom Inspectors implement all

agency oquirements, including DOU. It seem to us that it would be far

easier to train Custom Inspectors to aeorb no responsibilities at the

border, than the reverse.

Transfer of primary inspection responsibilities to IM at lnd ports would

be highly disrwL ve of major program such as kodos and currency control.

It would require 40 different agepies to du with S c their

enforcement requirnnts, virtually doub-ling the Aunt of coordination

required since they would have to deal with two agencies rather than me.

Such fia enttion of responsibility in border enforcmet would not make

sens

Consider also the plight of the importing oam~uity at the many mall land

ports on our Northern and Southern borders. Pesponsibility for

commercial cargo transiting these ports would of necessity fall to the local

fIU port director, who would be required to process mrchendise trade now
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handled by an experienced Custom Inspector - Import SpecialIst toa. Since

inspections would be me by iNs, !d entry documents would go to Custom, the

fragmentation of responsibility in yrocessing this trade is apparent.

Custom responds to the requirements of other law enforcement agencies by

apprehending fugitives from justice. As a matter of fact, each year Custom

apprehends mora wanted felons than any other law enforcement arm in the

country. This is made possible by the training Inspectors receive, and by the

modern teasury Eforomet Com Lcations System (TOM), which aocesses the

wanted persons, stolen vehicles, and other intelligence of the National

Criminal Information Center. M permits rapid autimtia search of over a

miliLon files. By contrast, the IS Lookout Book contains 60,000 manual

entries, all of which are in the. data base. By training, number of

in-place staff, and enforcent sport ystemse, Custom is far better prepared

to assu the primary inspction mission at land poets.

it Would be remembered, too, that inspection f travelers for immigration

purposes is % straightforward procedure. Of the 180 million aliens who

present th elves for entry each yea, no more than .3 percent are denied

permission as a result of border inspection. The dimnsions of the illegal

immigration problem require much more enforcement cap ability bee ports of

entry than at those ports. By placing primary nsption responsibility in

Custe at all ports, the nation would have a unified border management

system, and IN would be able to concentrate its efforts on curbing legal

Limigrant traffic outside the ports.

In the Aftinistration's proposal, 165 positions of the Custom Patrol

operating in and bebien land ports of entry would be transferred to IN1.
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Thes specially trained uniformed end rdercover operatives s;ort custom'

missiorm, especially narcotics Interdiction and xodus, and are an integral

and essential put of Custm' border enforocint strategy. Transfer of these

positions wod seriously weaken the war on drugs at a tim when it needs to

be steped-W. We strongly oppose the removal of me specialized assets

from the narcotics and contraband mission for which they were recruited and

trained.

Clearly, onsolidation of primary inspections at air and sea ports in

Custom is a step in the right direction. But the Adinistraton's proposal

does not go far enough, and in fact, at land ports it is a stop backward from

consolidated border management. Only 12 percent of persons entering the

country arrive at air and sea ports, the remaining 88 percent enter through

land ports. If real progress is to be made in protecting the vital interests

we have outlined, a single agency should have primary responsibility for all

ports of entry. Cust' mission is exclusively border management. It is

prepared to assinn primary responsibility at our land ports, where it to

already doing the bulk of the job.

'flers would be far-reaching benefits to moving to a single border

managemnt agency. 2hese benefits would stem from the ability to standardise

for and procedures, and to aply mdern technology to border clearance. The

pASSport, vI, 1-94 form, and baggage declaration presently used by the two

agencies in the process could be consolided and automated to

provide vast gains in facilitation, enfocement, and cost savings.

Combining the 1-94 form with the Custom baggage declaration would

eliminate millions of form each year. Airlines could be provided with
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optical scanning pasprt terminals which would eliminate the need for their

collt the seco copy of the 1-94 an the alien's exit from the coumtry.

2his would be a feasible way of gaining a reasonable degree of control over

aliens entering and over-staying their visas or violating the tam of those

via".

In addition, with devolqpoent of a machine-readable passport the primary

AIspector wmu no longer have to enter a M= query and primary inspections

could be completed more smoothly and efficiently.

oe aoneguem of not consolidating border management in a single agency

nationwide is not merely the continuation of costly amd redundant systa and

paperwork. It means that goverrint, indi try, and the public will not

realize the benefits and efficiencies that could be achieved through full

consolidation.

et me outline the dainitration's spcific plan, so you can better grasp

its full dimension.

At the present time, Custom has 900 positions committed to inspecton at

air and sea ports, and 1,064 positions at land ports. DS has 719 positions

emitted to inspection at air and sea ports, and 800 positions at lard

ports. if the Adinistraon's plan is approved, Custom will absorb all but

214 of the DO positions at air and m ports (including prclearonme). The

214 positions would be for IM seowidary inspections. At land pocts, IM

would absorb all but 426 Custom positions, which would be used for secondary

~~0
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MlS would thus gain 638 positions frm Custos at land ports. 7he

workload would not change. for the mset part, the people doing the work would

not change. E tenia y thrrewould be a swap of uniform.

Custom would similarly gain 442 positions at air and sea ports. Overall,

there would be a net loss of 200 positions from Custom to M, reflecting the

fact that Customs has a greater ooLtment at land ports. This information is

show in Table 8, appended to our statement,

The plan for transfer of personnel call for a freeze on movement into

affected units, the issue of specific notices to affected personnel, and a

am transfer at a designated pay period. The plan states "f e ect to

transfer vacancies first, volunteersc #o , and to fill the remaining

positions using appropriate transfer of function procedures." However, it

also provides for placement or separation of affected aMloyees who decline

offers of transfer.

That is all the personnel plan says. It is incredible how little

attention was given by these high-level big shots to the massive humen and

moral* problems associated with such a wrenching change in their lives. You

can be sure, Mir. Chairman, that they are going to have to deal eventually with

this union and this union's representatives, and we intend to assert the full

legal rights of our 8ers in this inter-service transfer.

We know that if Congress legislates a solution to this issue, as we

anticipate it will, this Subooxmittee will be far more open to oAultation

than our sploy , the Federal Govrtment, has bee to this point.

Wat budgetary savings are clal for these transfers? Custom would

lose 638 positions and $24 million however these resources would be
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transferred to 116. By the sm token, 116 resources at air and sea ports

would be transferred to Custom. The net effect: 0. The government claim

not a dollar of- savings for its proposal'

The reason is that the proposal before us is a oompromise, and was

deliberately labeled as such by OMB when Treasury and Justice could not

agree. By contrast, the senior working grou that developed options for the

Cabinet Council's consideration produced five options, all but one of which

entailed budgetary savings.

These options wret 1) consolidate primary inspections in Customs 2)

consolidate primary inspectons in I 3) o olidate primary infections at

airports in Custom, status quo at all other ports; 4) consolidate primary

inspections at land ports in If, status quo at all other port and 5)

consolidate full responsibility for passenger inspections in IM and retain

responsibility for cargo inspection in Custom.

Of thes options, it is significant that the one with the greatest

saving, and therefore the most cost effective, wes the first, consolidation

of primary inspections in Custom. According to Custom, Option 1 would save

973 staff-years and $27 million. INU disputed these figures by maintaining

that if Custom took over primary inspector 16, would require additional

positions for secondary inspections. Mowever, this view was contrary to the

working group's aisitlon that, through proper training, no additLonal

resources for secondary would be required.

Custom performed a detailed study of the additional resources reqired at

each port of entry for full consolidation within Custom. It concluded that

with 518 additional positions and no additional overhead it could assume the

35-541 0 84 -- 11
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primary inspection mission at all ports. These 518 positions are less than

half the amount presently expended by INS on primary inspections, so tewe

would be substantial savings from ful oxnoldation within Custom. After

subtracting $10 million rGeq4red to fund these 518 positions, the Working

Grow estimated annual savings of $27 million from this option.

Later, Custam stated that it could assum the entire primary insectional

mission with no increase in resources. 'is would make the anuial savings a

ainiwa of $37 million, not counting future gains from streamlined poce es

and onsAolidation of sport systems and other overhead.

In its s&&py Custom found that with ol 286 additional vositions it

could take over the entire inotioonal mission at land orts. There would be

no reuirs mt.t for additional overhead or support systems, which were already

in place. OCstom wold simply absorb immigration insections at considerable

productivity savings, in the sam manner that it has taken on responsibilities

for 40 other agencies at the border.

By contrast, if the Adinistration's proposal is adopted, savings wd be

zero and the nation would end up with tw border agencLe. As the

draft Meiorandua of Understanding bebeen Custom and DO makes clear I

would not only have responsibility for primary inspecton of persons at land

border, but it would also have IimArv re ,ibiligf for all. W tons,

other than cargo i on at the largest ports. At mll ports, there will

be no Custom presence and DO will inspect and process doxmmtation for

commercial merchandise. f will perform both primary and secondary

i c to mest Cutoms' requremits with respect to commercial cargo.
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At larger ports, thee will be a Custom secondary to inspect and process

cargo. But the DOU pot director will have sole responsibility for primary

i ion of all traffic so Custom -i lack on-the-srot authority to insure

control over cargo so that its requiremnts and those of other agencies are

met. This situation would be highly disruptive of narcotics, oimrcial

fraud, Emodus and other program Custom is charged with enforcing.

Only at the largest ports (Detroit, Port Huon, Buffalo# Lewiston, and

Cb'ain) would Custom continue to inspect oomercial trucks entering

designated comercial vehicle primary lares, and process all cargo.

re mdrardm of Understanding mak" DO the exclusive authority in

dealing with the indeedent governing bodies that control the flow of traffic

across the U.S. border with respect to the primary pressing of private

passenger vehicles, taxis, buses, pedestrians and passenger trains. It makes

Custom the exclusive authority in dealing with the Indepmdent bodies that

control the flow of omnrcial trucks across the U.S. border into the primary

or otherwise designated laras. Without doubt, the Administration's proposal

would continue to divide responsibility for enforcot at our lan borders,

and do- so in a manner that is highly disrWtive of existing Custom programs.

There would be costs to the business mosmity as well. At the so-called

"mall ports" on the land borders, 1e re Custom' presence is to be witlhadrn,

the importing oinMity is rightly alarmed at having to deal with a new agency

for processing m. Presently, Customs Inspectors are teased with

Import Specialists for inei g and processing cargo. porters now face

the prospect of having to deal with two agencies, one for inspection and one

for entry processing. The tework and sharing of expertise between Custom
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Inspectors and Import Special Ito will be eroded by placing them in separate

agencies, and the sporting community will bear the burden of foul-ps and

lack of coxication between the two agencies.

The Adinistration's proposal also perpetuates wasteful duplication

between Custom an D6. Under the Memorandkm of Understanding, each agency

maintains responsibility for its existing enforcement sport system (Tom for

Customs and Service Lookout Book/Central Index for NS), and each agency is

authorized to continue to develop systems that will enance pcimry

"1-'-pection. This duplication would be avoided if primary inspection at all

ports wore consolidated in a single agency. Moreover, 16 presently lacks an

automated system except at one airvot, so making Treasury the single aqr

for enforcement support system is an obvious solution.

Let m now recapitulate the argumnts for consolidation of primary

i tons entirely within Custom.

o First, ustom is the nation's principal border managent agency. It

carries out responsibilities for 40 other agencies, and can do so for

__ D - There shoul be a single agency charged with border infections.

o Second, Custom is better prepared than 16.to do the job. It has more

Inspectors than 116 at all ports of entry. It is nov performing 60

percent of all imAigration primary i o.

o hicd, border managemnt is Custom' sole business, whereas US has other

responsibilities. iM devotes minima resources to border infection

because only .3 percent of those inspected are denied entry, wn the

pcincipal threats it must counter are aliens crossing between ports of
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makes this point when it states:

Rote that although the D6 staff has risen by 47 percent siLoe 1971,
its inspection staff increases have totalled only 7 percent. Custan'
staff#, however, has risen only by 2 percent, although its inspection staff
is up by 22 percent.'

o Fourth, consolidation within Custom is the mst cost-effective of the

options available, with Lnima saLngs of $27-37 million amually,

according to data developed by a senior working group chaired by OS.

o Fifthr, U e is a large potential for future savings through stremlining

form and procedu es, new technology, and now enforcement and facilitation

tec- a. The potential saving is less if consolidation extends to air

and sea ports alone, which handle 12 percent of traffic, or if

consolidation is divided between Custom and IM as in the

Administration' s proposal.

o Sixth, consolidation within Custom will, during off-peak hours, provide

additional staff for cargo inspection, thereby strengthening narcotics and

co cLal fraud enforcement program. 1S claim that this is off-set by

its los of Coaility to proc s aliens' claim and other adjudications

which are processed by Inspectors during dontim, but its own studies

have shown that distributing adJudication workload to ports to fully

utilize Inspector downtime is an inefficient mum of processing such

workload.

o Seventh, Custom has automated enforcement support syst, including M

and intelligence sport, in plaoe and a long track record of developing

such system, whereas DIS has little or no such experience.
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o Righth, corsolidation within Custoss is the least disrptive and easiest

to isqpment because it maintains continuity with 40 other Fedral

agencies whose border interests Custom represents, and it does not

require carriers, port operators, and the business conmity to deal with

two agencies instead of am.

o Ninth, overtime mots to the government would be reduced by an estimated

$1.5 million per year through carrier reimbursement of inspectional

overtime.

o Tenth, Imigration inspection is a straightforward process which Custom

ne r are already performing they can more readily take on

immigration inspection than having INS become involved in merchandise

inspection, narcotics enforcement, Eodus, and the requirements of 40

other agecies.

The obverse of these points is that consolidation in DO would be an

unrealistic solution. It would fragnmt total border

responsibilities to an even greater degree, double theroed for coordination

-.for the 40 agencie requiring border upport, give DO extensive now

responsibilities which it is ill-prepared to absorb, and reduces narcotics

enforcement at the worst Possible tim. It would reduce efficiency by

maintaining redundant enforcmnt s ort systems, requiring the pxul to

deal with too large border agencies whose interests may often conflict, and

reducing the ability to shift resources beteen pmer and cargo

inspection. hen om considers the massive illegal immigration problem

between ports of entry, and the major n w tasks INS will confront if
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Sinpeon-Kazoli is enacted, it beoms clear that consolidation in fiS would

be unwise. Ohe nation needs a single border mnagment agency, not two.

Nevtheles, INS has oosed consolidation within Custom. DlS has

argued that this option would: 1) fragment immigration procedres between two

agencies and thus weaken imigration control at a time when document fraud is

pervasive; 2) give Custm primary control of 61 percent of travelers vo are

aliens and should be under flU control; 3) require increased staff for iO

secodary inspections resulting from move secondary referrals when Custom

Inspectors perform primary inspections and 4) require increased staff to

process adjudications if primary inspectors cannot be utilized during domtim.

These arguments do not bold water. The major Imigration threat is

between, not at, ports of entry. While fI has an interest in 61 percent of

the travelers ho are aliem, Custom has an interest in 100 percent of thim

from the standoint of narcotics, agriculture, public health and other

enforcemnt requirints. Given that in excess of 500 experienced IM

Inspectors would voluntarily transfer to Cust, and Custom Insectors would

receive additional imigration trainingr, there is little basis for preseing a

sharp increase in secondary referral. Finally, since consolidation could take

place with little or no shift of funded positions from INS to Cust=, IN

would be left with sufficient positions to discharge its adjudications

workload.

1he Adinistration's proposal is a half-way house resulting from 08's

decision to opt for a c-omise, rather than impose a solution on the Attorney

General. When one considers that 88 percent of all travelers and a large

volume of our foreign trade crosses the Canadian and Mexican borders, there is
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an instant realization of how foolhardy this course would be. Lest me

su=rize the principle points. This course weoulds

o Undrmine narcotics interdiction by fragmenting responsibility between two

agencies

o Require IN to take on responsibility for enforcing requiremnts of 40

different agencies, a mission for which it has no exeriene and is

o Pequire the isporting comamity at all but the largest ports to deal with

flG as well as Custom in processing cnercial cargo

o Achieve zero budgetary savings, and probably cost the goverrnt money by

retaining two separate enforcemmt aipport systin

- o Create far greater disruption at land ports by giving the mission of

Custom, a mugti-function and service agency, to a single-mission agency,

o Fail to recognize that Custom is already processing 60 percent of the

immigration workload at land borders; and

o Preclude achieving the long-range savings that would flow from full

consolidation in a single border management agency.

On behalf of the uployees of the U.S. Custom Service, I strongly urge

the Subcommittee to reject the Ainistration's proposal to assign primary

inspection responsibility to INS at land borders, and to apt instead for full

consolidation within Custom at all ports of entry. The times demand a single

U.S. border inspection agency. This will permit MlS to concentrate an the

crux of the illegal immigration problem, movement between pors of entry and

overstaying entry permit.. This Sub mmittee can strike a blow for both
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stronger enforcemnt of the narcotics and trade laws, and stronger imigration

control, by adopting our proposal.

AdOTM of Insectors at Ports of Entrv

According to the U.S. Travel Data Center, visitors from abroad contribute

obre than $12 billion annually to the United States economy, geneating over

$1 biLlion in Federal, State, and local tax revenues and sl4porting 320,000

jobs. We have a national policy of encouraging foreign visitors to this

country. his has led in recent years to the rapid growth of passenger

arrivals at our lard, sea, and air ports of entry, visibly taxing Custom'

ca bitLes. Foreign visitors are nov o ing to the U.S. at the rate of 20

million a year, about 6 million fro overseas and the reminder frm Canada

and Mexico.

This country has too inch to lose by lWosing roadblocks to the expansion

of our tourm industry. Yet, as amW visitor to our international air

terminals and many other ports knows, even during peak hours man Custom

processing lanes are closed for lack of staff. What is more, many cities and

regions are seeking to participate in the growing tourist trade by becoming

international gatevays, and the inability to provide sufficient Custm

inspectors to staff these nw facilities to painfully arent.

The U.S. maket share of international tourism has been falling in recent

O years. According to the Travel and Tourim Goverrnt Affairs Policy Counol,

the United States nov gets only 8 percent of foreign tourists. A p inciple
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deterrent, according to the Congrssional Tourim Cauus, is the long Custms

lines that greet foreign visitors.

This situation can be traced directly to the Pleagan Adinistration's

diort-sigted budgetary policy. The number of Custom Inpectors in 1! 1984

is almost 100 less than in PY 1981, and in PY 1985 the Adinistation is

calling for a further outb of 452 nsLpectors. 7his proposal come at a

time %en the Air Transport Association, after a thorough surve, found that a

minima of 236 additional Inspectors was needed at airports alone.

In addition, many land border ports are still experience long Itme

during peak hours. Each year on the floor of the House, the Congressional

delegation frm Texas bad demanded additional Inspectors for the ports of that

State. Mere it not for the ecwmic crisis afflicting Mexico at the present

time, and drying up mch of the tourist traffic, the situation in the

Southwest would be suc worse then it is at present.

At several international airports, Customs has introduced a now passenger

clearance system, known as P/Gremn. Th theory behind this system, hch

Customs seem to be touting as the wave of the future, is that by giving

pasenges the opportunity to self-select either the green lane (no Custom

items to declare) € the red lane, passenger facilitation is improved without

reducing enforcement. 2he system is augmented by roving Inspectors who

monitor passengers both in primary lanes and baggage areas, and wh ma

designate individuals for immdiate by-pas or for detailed secondary
inspection.

This system, like many Custom has introduced in the past, might work if

sufficient moms of Inspectors were available. for any system to work,
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there must be adequately staffed primary lan and an adequately staffed

secondary. In the Ped/Green systm, there st be sufficient embers of

ns tors to it primary of pansw ers. selecting green lanes,

as well as red lanas.

To start with an insufficient number of Inspectots, an Inadequate

s, ondary, a few rover, and a handful of green lanes where passengers are

whisked through vith only oursory examination because to do otherwise wold

create a log-jam or a riot, is simply non-enforcement disguised as

OselectivityO. sas managemnt is insisting that putting passengers on the

honor system, with inadequate primary and secondary inspection, and general

suervision by a few roving Inspectors is the answer to clearing the termnal

before the next wide-body jet comes in. The gain in passenger facilitation in

much approved by the airport operators and carriers. It is only our co ntry

that suffers from lack of an effective deterrent against drug mugglers,

tercocists, and criminal of all types.

You have been told again and again that selectivity is the animr, and I

eiiect you will be told repeatedly that Red/Green is the aamr. But I em

here to tell you, on behalf of our Custm Inspectors that you are being

deceived. These system are a pretense that enforcement still exists, when it

is being discarded. The only answer to adequate facilitation and-enforcement

is to provide an adequate staff.

Our Inspectors are doing a splendid, courageous job. The trouble is there

are not enough of them. Custom touts their seizures of narcotics and other

contraband as proof that enforcement has not flagged. This praise is
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rited. But Custom nagmnt should ow clean and tell the full story,

what is not being intercepted, what is gettng through.

I'd like to read. a bcief passage from a letter our New York Ch pte

recently wrote to Customs management officials.

*On Tuesday, October 25. 1983, lve Idpectoire faced 1,447
passengers on one side of the Pon Am terminal. The passengers all
arrived within 25 minutes. Owe again, Inspectors refused to risk
generating a riot and succeeded by ignoring their jobs."

So m.ch for selectivity and Had/Green. We trust the Suboomittee will

ignore these delusions and approve our re nations for additional Custom

Inspector positions.

Aeacof Inwectors for Caoercial Fraud EnforMent

he vast amount of comineroial fraud designed to evade tariffs or quotas,

to avoid anti-duming or countervailing duty penalties, or to procure entry of

counterfeit products has been amply doc ted by the Oversight and

Investigations Suboomittee of the Mouse awrgy and Cmoece Cittee. The

loss to U.S. fima from counterfeit products al has been estimated by the

International Trade Cemission as $6-8 billion aually. iuch of this loss

could be prevented if adequate numbers of Inspectors were available to inspect

oorcial cargo at our ports of entry.

One of the best indicators available of the adequacy of cargo inspection

is the rate of inspection of containerized shinnts. large containers now

account for Note than 70 percent of U.S. seaborne comerce, and ace a growing

proportion of air and surface shimts. In TY 1980 Custom performed a total
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of 81,234 inspections on a total of 2,800,000 arriving containers, for an

inspection rate of 2.9 percent.

Since that tim, the iseton rate has fallen as Custom introduced

"slectivity" in cargo inspection through the AO1 program. AIT, which

stands for Autrmatd Cargo Clearance and forcemnt Processing Test, is

another area wee Cuistom a moving headlong toward adoption of a new

inpection system without proper evaluation of the impact on enforceent. The

idea behind A ? is that since Custom can make only a limited number of

inspections, these should be concentrated on "high riskO shipments where the

pay-off is potentially greater for the resources expended.

The problem is how to determine which are the "high riskm shipments. It

is not possible to set up a cmutrized system for fingering the shipments to

be checked, as ACE? attets to do, without a great deal of data collection

and construction of profiles of the characteristics of *high risk shipmnts

and "high risk" importers. There is no evidence that Custom has collected

this date and constructed the profiles, let alone tested thei. *at we can

expect from this system is "garbage in, garbage out". The system will do a

les than adequate job in guiding Inspectors to the shipments that need

checking.

Since there are too few Inspectors, Ts a rationalization for

performing fwer and fewer inspections while oomercial fraud mounts. Owce

again, Custom contends that enforcement has not suffered, pointing to the

results obtained from the efforts of Inspectors and Contraband Enforcme nt

Teas. But the House Commerce Comittee's hearings on the volum of

commercial fraud have reduced this claim to tatters.
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The fact is that a certain level of inspections are required to provide a

sufficiently high probability of interception of illegal shipmnts; When

staff is insufficient, the limited number of inspections may indeed produce

results, but when thus results are extended over the entire population of

shipments, they dumnstrate that a massive mount of illegality is not being

caught. Custo' use of "selectivitys is simply a rationalization of the

ircutanoes in which it finds itself lacking an adequate staff to do an

effective job.

N4EU has conIucted an analysis to determine the magnitude of the shortage

of Inspectors in containerized cargo processing essential to comrcial fraud

enforcement. Our analysis shows that in ordbr to raise the nmber of

ins ton to 105,000 per year, 483 additional Inspectors would be required.

Seven so, only 3.5 percent of all containerized s ts wuld be inspected.

The NMJ analysis is presented for three different enforcement levels in Table

4, appended to our testimony.

MAn containers proceed in-bond to Custm bonded warehouses. Last year,

Custom removed its physical present from the bonded warehouses, in effect

placing the warehouse proprietors on the honor system. At that tim, we urged

the Subomittee to halt this program, arguing that the potential for fraud,

abuse, and scandal is huge. Our fears were amply borne out by the findings of

the Oversight and Investigations Subommittee of the os Eergy -ad Cemrc

cmeittee. That Subcittee has now urged re-establishment of the Custom

warehouse program. We fully support this move, and urge you to authorize the

required resources.
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AOWT in supposed to be a c terized system, with a central osputer

designating to the Laector which shifts are to be inspected. in many

ports, however, a computer hook-up is not available, or my not be

functionig, so a manual A T has been instituted. This means a

headquartere supervisor designates the inspections to be made. From the

stalpoint of enforcent, both computerized and mmal N1Cf are utterly

ptony and untested system. Their principle effect in to limit the-numer of

inspections, thereby speeding the flow of merchandise fra docks to warehouses

without infection, greatly mltiplying the opportunity for orcial fraud.

In order to implement ACTM, Custom has had to rewrite the Tariff Act of

1930. Section 499 of the Act requires ipection of not less than one package

of every invoice and not les than one of every ten packages of imported

mrchandise. The law authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to provide, by

regulation# that a less numer of packages may be examined when, in his

opLnLon, the examination of a lasse proportion will amply protect th

revenue. This provision allows the Treasury Secretary to reduce the mimber of

ins on required, but not to totally abrogate the requirmmnt for minion

in n contained in the law. however , on September 10, 1981, Custom

issued a regulation which allows the release of merchandise with no infection

at all.

Last yoa, we called for public bearings on AMPT and the related Custom

regulation of Septeber 10, 1981. He also urged this Subomittee to bar any

funds for implmentatLon of A T until this panel is satisfied that the

public interest is protected by adequate physical inspection of inoming

cargo. As for protection of the revenue, we wish to note that last year,
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despite a 13 percent increase in dutiable mer idse entries, Custom

receipts declined by S200 million. The House Comece Comittee has expressed

similar skepticim about AMoE.

We again strongly urge the Subcomittee to act on this important matter.

We urge hearingson AOC T, and barring of any funds for further

isplementation. We also urge approval of additional Inspectors for cargo

inspection and commercial fraud enforcement, an contained in tiig's

alternative budget. we wish to point out that the House Energy and Comerce

Committee likewise reoemMnded additional Inspectors for this task.

ggration Exodu

operation Exod1u was initiated by Custom in late 1981 to stop-up

enforcement of the export control laws. The FI had discovered a pervamive

pattern of activity by Soviet agents to obtain Aawrican technological secrets

by mans of bribes and other enducments. eir targets were lasers, fiber

optics, a Pters, and -elecm nations squi;nt.

7he Senate Permanent Investigations Subomittee after a two-yea inquiry

has confirmed that the Sovets are engaed, in a massive effort to acquire

Western technology by any mans, and have been able to use such technology to

modernize and speed the dveloet of their weapons sy ta. Such advances

require responses by our ok military establishment, and this increases the

size of our defense budget.

As a CIA report on this subject explains:

OIt is clear that the Western military expenditures needed to
overome or defend against the military capblities derived by the
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acquisition of Western tecdmogy far outweigh the West's earnings
froa the legal sale to the Soviets of its equimnt and tecnlogy."

Moently, Operation Exodus has scored soe notable successes,

including preventing a cpter which had been licensed imroperly for

shipment by the Commerce Dpartment from reaching Soviet hands; and the

arrest of five persons, including two Chinese citizens, on charges of

trying to wggle to China electronic equipmnt that can be used in

missile guidance systems.

Despite the importance of this program to our national security, the

Administration has propoed cutting it back by $5 aillion to a $16

million funding level. we believe that so soon after the program has

begun to bear fruit, racing it to a token level would be imprudent. We

urge the Sbmmittee to reject this cut, and going further, provide the

reo es for an adequate export control program.

We would like also to point out that there is a turf battle brewing

between Custom and Commerce which is seeking a greater enforoement role

in this area. We strongly recommend that the Subcommittee look into this

matter and ensure that wasteful duplication of funds and effort is

avoided.

Inwectional Overtim

IMpctional overtime has become* a critical resource for meting

Custxm'growing deminsd for clearance of passengers and cargo. For

nearly a decade, a virtually static inspectional force has had to process

a growing nmber of air travelers and cargo shipmnts. With its

35-541 0 84 -- 12
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workforce limited by CB persorne ceilings, Custom inspectional

overtime expanded to fill the gap between workload and resources.

An Inspector with overtime earnings of $15,000-$20,000 a year works

an average of 62 hours a week, 52 weeks a year. A 1981 Custom study of

overtime showd that, in addition to a normal 40-hour week, the average

Inspector is required to work three of every four Sundays, one Saturday

per month, and seven week-day overtime assigmneta per month. The

requirement for this overtime is driven by the demand of carriers for

Custom Lnspectional sevicas during other than normal duty hours of the

port. Because of the growing workload and limited staff, it is evident

that an extensive omament to inipectional overtime is essential if

Custom is to cc lsh its mission.

For Insectors to make theslves available s long hours,

particularly on S uds and holidays when other citizeaore vacationing,

adequate monetary incentive wiut be provided. The most recent data

collected by Custom show that Inspectors are earing, on the average,

2.L time the regular rate of pay on Sundays and 2.4 times the regular

rate on the other days of the week. Uhe Custom' study attributes the

2.4 rate of pay to the call-back of Inspectors who have left the

worksite. Such call-backs frequently occur at night and at irregular

hours, taking a physical toll of the Lnspctr. The study also confirms

that the average Inspector works 7 hours on each Sunday asigrmnt, and

0 1YEYe of 8 hours if holidays are included in this figure.

We are convinced that the frequent call-becks, the late-night hours

spent away frc hoa, and the physically demanding nature of inspectional
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duties justifies the present rate of overtime pa. Moreover, these rates

of pay conform with the prevaling overtime rates in the prLvate mctor,

which normally establishes double tim premium for call-back and night

york, and where the typical practice is triple time for Sunday overt.tmm

and double time and one-half for holiday work.

Nevertheless, the ia~nistratLon has remanded a Joint Cuatow/

inopeotional overtim bill which wuld establish the rate of pay for

inspectLonal overtime essentially at time and one-half, We believe such

proviLon would not only be unfair to Inspectors, but would reduce the

incentive to continue to work long hours at a time when the Service is

stretched thin and already lacks adequate staff. Such proposals only go

to show how insensitive and callous this Ainistration can be. we would

like to offer those who helped prepare ths proposal the opportunity to

work with a Custom Inspector for just one day at one of our airports.

We believe they would begin to question the desirability of perpetrating

this outrage. We urge.he Subco mittee not to be deceived by their

specious laim, and to firmly reject any atteipt to modify the rates of

pay specified in the Act of 19Ul.

We also urge the Subimttee to romve the $25,000 cap on Customs

Inspector overtime earnings. It* overtime cap has long outlived its

usfne.ss.

Proponents of the cap claim to be acting in the employee's interest

but lifting the mount of ovprttm Inspectors could be coelled to

work. However, the overtime cap had exactly the oposite effect ard

oplately eliminated the wawutary aspect of overtime. This is because
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Inspectors are required to rotate overtime assigroents so that the

earnings of all can be equalized.

Prior to imposition of the cap, Inspectors were able to work out an

allocation of overtime duty whioh took into account their personal

needs. Inspectors who wanted to earn more money and were willing to

sacrifice their free time or work late at night volunteered for overtime,

while InsLwctors who had family obligations or other omtm ts did

not. And although this system lead to an ibalane in earnings, morale,

efficiency, and productvity were greatly enhanced.

fe strongly believe that VLoyees willing and able to work overtime

without foregoing family obligations should be permitted to do so, and

that the burden of for cad overtime should be minimized. Morale at the

workplace is fostered by allowing individual preferences to play a

greater role in the assignment of overttae, not by a rigid policy of

equalization of earnings.

For the pest two years, Onwtom itself has urged Congres to remove

the overtime cap. Treasury neparnt officials have testified that, in

addition to costing $1 million a year to adinter, the cap is

preventing Custamw frca properly allocating 'its limited resources ngq

ports experiencing different rate of growth. It should also be noted

that over 50 percent of all overtime is retired to the goverzusnt by

the carrier which. requests clearance after normal port hours.

Last year, Custom asked for administrative flexibility in use of the

cap, stating that it would save the government money. The delegation of

authority to waive the cap was granted by Congress. We submit that the
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time has core to remove the cap omplet ly, in favor of Custo= internal

controls. We strongly urge the Suboomttee to adopt this course of

action.

TARIFF AND TPD

The importation of"toreign mercharlise into this country now stands

at the highest level in history. In the seven-year period between1976

and 1983, merchandise imports doubled. In 1965, 4.3 percent of

manufactured goods wre supplied frc abroad. By 1980, this figure was

13.5 percent.

The U.S. merchandise trade deficit stood at $42.7 billion in 1982,

rose to $69.4 billion in 1983, and could reach $120 billion this year

according to econoists. The change is mirrored in the fierce

cc tuition experienced by U.S. industries. In 1965, the U.S. exported

five times more machine tools than it imported. It now imorts mre than

twice wbat it exports. U.S. motor vehicle parts suppliers had a positive

trade balance of $2 billion in 1980, and a -41.5 billion in 1983.

In conswmr electronics, textile machinery, indutrial fasteners, and

footwear, imports are now 50 percent of cowsutpion and rising at 13-26

percent per year. Steel importa are now 20 percent of consumtion and

growing at 10 percent a year. In basic steel, 200,000 Jobs have been

lost since 1978.
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According to a recent Data Meources Institute (OBI) study, virtually

every U.S. industry has suffered from a major worsening of iort

penetration. A large segment of American industry, 60-75 percent by som

estimates, ust now coq~te actively with firm based abroad either in

world markets or at home, according to former Treasury official pred

Bergstens-
IDI estates that the decline in U.S. .anufactuing due to invorts

will cost Me to 2 million lobs this year. The attendant loss of

manufacturing capaity is "de-industrializing" the nation's eoOney.

Said CIt

*A nation that casually surrenders leading mistrial positions
through policies of neglect will find it difficult to stag* a

These develoents pose large issues of public policy that relate directly

to Custom' oorcial trade law enforcement. As Chairman John Dingell asked

the Souse Energy and Conroe Committees

Ols it feasible to rebuild the so-called smoke stack industries,
such as steel, if domestic manufacturers cannot be potected against
uhfair o tition from dimped iMocts? And...

Ols is realistic to count on continued high capital Inve ent
and resulting economic expansion in the high technology sector if the
fruits of the costly research spending are stolen by foreign
cqetitors?m

Commercial fraud embraces a host of illegal activities aimed at

circuventing our trade law, such as misclassification of mrcMndise to

evade tariff or quota, evasion of anti-dupLng or countervailing duty

investigation, false labeling, docmnt forging, and product counterfeiting.

With lax ommercial fraud enforcement, the dice are loaded against American
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industry. Effective cercial fraud enforcsut is not a DRotectionist

mjese It is a matter of lustice, recirinRa er anforct of our trwft

in this area, Custom has been expose in recent months like the aeor

with no clothes. U -h-a analous lack of Import Specialists, who at$ the

backbone of Custo' trade law enforcement, has prevented the proper review of

eftry documentation for half the merchandise entering the country. Coupled

with this is the inability to inspect all but a tiny fraction of the cargo.

In a headline story by the Media General News Service last yea, U.S.

trade officials who declined to be identified stated that Japan and other

countries are illegally shipping hundreds of millions, ad possibly billions,

of dollars in imports annually into the United States past the Custom

Service. Ons U.S. trade official said Customs could as"s fines against "on

Japanese trading coupwn a week if they had the resocesO'. Custom' nw

comrcial fraud program is catchig 6ly a minimule proportion of violators,

according to these sources.

Custom has tried to cov up its failure by launding a stspped-up

cmucial fraud progri mi, Oation Trip-Wire, but the revelations of the

Ovesight and Investigation Suboomittee of the Energy and C oinrce Comittee

sho that effort to be nothing more than a fig leaf. Called on the carpet by

his business constituency, the Custom Comissioner has cranked up now

program - now for textiles, now for st t, now for elcttonics.

Unfortunately for Mr. Von Pab, he can run but he can't hide.

If Mr. Von RAab and his cronies had shown as mnch enterpmes in fighting

Treasury and CM for a realistic Custom budget for commercial fraud
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enforcement as they are in starting new program with fancy e to pretend

they are making progresst our nation's 8 e would be far more secure than

it is today. It is interesting that when Custm set up its Coinrcial fraud

Rforcownt center and regional enforcement tes, the individual it-caled

upon were the Import Specialists - a group it has downgraded, reshuff led,

decimated, and demoralized for the past four years. Suddenly, it seo,

Cstom w m mt is relearning that the backbone of oosrcial operation is

the Import-Specialist.

NTEU has bought the growing shortage of Imort Specialists relative to

rising entry wrkload, and the disastrous policy of *by-pass by which Import

Specialists do not review 50 percent of entries, to the attention of this

Sub o mitte for the past four years. Te dimensions of the problem have now

becom painfully obvious. Relative to Hitachti's attempt to acquire design

information and component parts of IMl's latest generation of business

coatrso Chairman Dingell wrote Chairman Ploybal. last year:

"As recorded on tape, the YBI undercover agent asked senior
Hitachi engineers how they played to get past Custom, what they
believed to be stolen IMK component parts, which were the size of a
pool table. Amidst laughter, the itachi officials stated that U.S.
Custom is no problem."

Just recently, the U.S. International Trade Comission and the House

Oversight and Investigations Subommittee both released reports on the

flood of counterfeit products entering the U.S. market. 1 I'V said

that counterfeit goods cost U.S. companies $6-8 billion a year and the

loss of 131,000 ferican jobe. The Rouse Subommittee said that the U.S.

auto parts industry estimates that it loses $3 billion in sales each year
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because of counterfeit products and that "dangerously substandard parts"

for helicopters have been faked. Said Chairman Dingells

"W merican who drives a car, flies in an aircraft or depw~s
upon a wide range of medical devices, pharmaceuticals, or personal
cae poduct i placed in jeopardy because of substandard and
dangerous foreign counterfeit pro&cts."

Calling funding for the Cstoms Service "woefully inade quate, Mr. Dingell

sA d that "the decline in this country's international ooetitLveness is due,

at least in part, to inadequate policing of our laws against illegal and

unfair foreign trade practices." Th Reagan Adinistration's budget plan to

cut the number of Custom alyees is "a form of fraud against the American

worker and consawmr.= ,he Chairman has recorded a $29 million increase

above full restoration of the cuts.

Shocked into action. by Custom' inability to deal with a torrent of

fraudulent imitations, mar companies have hired their own investigators.

Undercover itnese at the Dingell hearings told how U.S. electronics

technology is stolen, copied and exported back to this country. Apple

Computer investigators identified-one plant in Taiwan capable of producing

3,000 fake Apple oquters each month. hen fake Apple computers appeared

recently in Philelphiap the company's agents tipped off Custom and a large

quantity which had been shipped concealed as machinery was seized. The U.S.

manufacturer of "Cabbage Patch dolls" led Custom to the importer of

counterfeits which were unsafe by U.S. standards for flambility. Such

efforts are a masre of the cost to U.S. industry of dealing with a problem

that Custom lacks the resources to op with.

Steel fcaud is pervasive. 7he Chairman of the Steel Caucus, Senator John-

Meinz, told the Dingell committee that there are currently 40 active cases of
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steel Import fraud under Investigation. Describing the lack of physical

facLitiee at U.S. poets for detecting fraud, ad lax enforcement resulting in

only minor slap on the wrist, Senator Heins concluded that.

Investigations; proceed at a snail pace, fines are
inoosequential, convictions rare, resources shrinking and the
deterrent nill. Out government has unwittingly Issued an Invitation
to 'fraud without fear'.

Senator Heinz pointed out that C*merce Secretary Bald idge had stated

that aggressive enforcement of ou trade laws could l t steel Imports to 15

percent of the U.S. market. Custen' resoaces are inadequate to the tskj,

anda

OCustow has coqgiwied the problimm by proposing a program to
drastically reduce the nmw levels of Import Specialists at the am*
time it has proclaimed imort fraud as an area of renewed eshasis.
Import Specialists are essential to fraud detection and they need
additional support, not lip service. And they certainly do not need
cutbacks

Wis view wa echoed by the Dingell committee which said:

44= faced with the problin of unfair trade practices which
result, in a substantial loss of revenue to the govesrunt, the agency
has apparently chosen to reduce entry kocx nt crutiny rather than
inreae personnel.

lbe Dingell cittee also faulted mis-utilization of Imort peialists

which led to lo of expetise.

certain ports, notably Chicago, have adopted a syatei of
rotating the iport Specialists' cmdity assignments, thus reducing
whatever exptise my reain....In one port with a very large
textile and apparel fraud pcoblemt, the number of import specialists
has been reduced to three. In addition, one ws given the assignment
of monitoring apparel imports foc most of the world after only one
week's training. In another port which handles a large volume of
steel, an Import Specialist with only a few months of experle. and
virtually no expertise in steel we given that commodity line....Part
of this osyaim is the 'by-pass' program, under which the entry
donts are not reviewd at all. 2hece is great pcessuie on
district directors to increase the huter of entries on 'by-pass'.
'Dy-pas' guidelines are built into the performance evaluation
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reqdirmnts for Import Specialists in s ports. Even whee they
are "ot, the 'by-pass' goals often eoeed 70 percent of all entries
of non-restrected merchandise. To m, this would moo to be a
ILOsM to steal.'

On behalf of the Import Specialists of the U.S. Custom Service, I am here

to tell you that Mr. Dirg el is ded right. Cmstam manament seem

determined to destroy the price expertis. of the mll corps of Import

Specialists who are the nation's principle defense in these difficult tims

By failing to-fLl1 Import Specialist vacancies, cutting off Imrt Specialits

from the trade cmiLty by oenmtallg them at only a few ports, downgrading

their role through by-pass systems, and introducing *import generalisas and

inutry import specialists', Custom is gradually destroying the talent and

ewertise pon which the nation mast depend to deter and prevent oomrcial

frWA..

Two exaples are the so-called 'centralization of appraisoment' and

automated broker interface (ABI). Custom has orce again com forward with a

plan to close, or reduce the number of Imort Specialists assigned to, many

qpr Lsmnt' (Cmnrcial Operations) offices aroun the comtry. Such

action would not only have a drastic Impact on the business comamity, wich

rells upon face-to-face contact with Import Sp cLiaLsts, but it would also

reduce the nimber of vistass to importers' prtsaises ich are important for.

proper classification and value decisions, and correction of broker errors.

2he 7,000 or 8,000 visits to importers' prmLses n.e by import Speciallsts

each year alm produce enough revenue to finance the entire Impoct Specialist

payroll. moreover, being based at ports of entry embles Import Specialists

to trm with Inepectors as a powerful deterrent to commercial fraud. All
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told, Custms has proposed 23 locations for centralized appcaisimnt or

reduction of Iqort Specialists in PY 1985.

Last year, Congress rejected this Custom plan and barred the use of funds

to implamnt it. We strongly urge the Suboomittee to legislate a permanent

prohibition this year.

The automted broker interface (MSI) allows Custom house brokers,

representing iperters, to electronically transmit data to Custom. The

system is in use, or planned for use, at New Orleans, Buffalo, Houston,
Philadelphia, and Baltimore, with plans for expansion nationwide. Iqort

Specialists have always strongly sworted sensible automation efforts iA the

past, but in view of Servicewide by-pass requirmen ts and continued high rates

of broker errors on entry doc.ets, most of which favor the ixporter, they

fear that this new system will not provide adequate scope or judgment in

processing entry documnts. The result would be inadequate control over quota

and restricted merchandise, loss of revenue, and reduced ao=acy of trade

statistics.

To llustrate, if a broker doesn't enter the right tariff classification,

and the merchandise is of a type that requires sling to determine

-afissibility, sales won't be taken and the product will enter. On by-pess,

the Imort Specialist ight not even see the entry. In this way, the system

loses Control.

Candy can be classified into 20 different categories under the tariff

sphedules, ranging from 0-17.5 percent duty. If the broker's clerk makes an

-error, and only a Custom clerk reviews the entry under by-pas, the scope for
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error is obvious. In the past, scissors have been invoiced as hand tools.

Suga is invoiced as cookies the entry for cookies is by-passed, but sugar is

under quota.

Custom mnagemnt objects to pre-entry review by Import Specialists of

brokers' ooumentation. But this practice gives the Import Specialist the

ability to correct errors in classification and value, and ensure accurate

trade statistics are reported to the Census Bureau.

There have been many studies and tests by Custom which have docuented

- various broker error rates, normally averaging about 30 percent.

Nevertheless, _Custom does not sea to have developed MI with quality control

in mind. The problem is c oguded by the by-pas system. The Dingell

committee drew attention to this problem by recounting a test made by Custm

last year.

OLast spring, an experiment with 100 percent by-pass was carried
out in the Chicago district. For 30 days, all entries of
non-restricted mrchandise were accepted as submitted. The Import
Specialists then had 30 days to review these entries. Under the
pressure of a doubled workload, the error rate uncovered wes 21
percent. Even more important, Custom brokers and large importers
had been officially notified of the test, thus skewing the results
toward fewer errors. Moreover, 35 percent of all entries were on
by-pass, and these were eluded from the test. The government
collected $1,500,000 in duties that would have been lost under 100
percent by-pss. •

The solution to these difficulties lies in 1) ensuring an adequate

number of Import Specialists, 2) upgrading their role and maintaining

their expertise, 3) distributing them more widely among the business

cownity rather than centralizing them in fewer locations, 4) reducing

the by-pass rate to an acceptable level, 5) ensuring that Import

Specialists review all entries to determine whether by-pass should be
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mader 6) allocation of sufficient Import Specialist staff-yeas for

pre-entry review and adequate quality assurance, and 7) consulting with

laport Specialsts. before planning further development of the Autmated

Co cial System (which includes MI) so their ooflective expertise can

be brought to bear in shaping this no system.

NMEJ has ompleted two new studies of the adequacy of the number of

liport Specialists to process the growing entry workload and to deter

catercial fraud. The first analysis is presented in Table 3, appended

to our testimony. It shows that while the number of merchandise entries

vil. double from three million to six million between 1975 and 1985, the

number of Import Specialists will decrease from 1,262 to 1,042 at present

funding levels, and to 875 if the Ainistration's budget is adopted.

Assuming an average annual rate of productivity growth of 4.3 percent per

year, the riber of entries each Import Specialist would be capable of

processing in 1985 would be 3,900 entries. Dividing this into the entry

workload yields 1,535 I rt Specialists required as a minima adequate

staff, which is 500 positions above the present level.

At the request of the House Berg and C ere Cmaittee, NT als

developed estimtes of the iimer of Import Specialists, Customm

Inspectors, and Special Agents required for adequate enforcient and

deterrence of comercial fraud at tree differenct enforcement levels.

The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 4 to 7, appended.o our

statement. Table 5 sho the nmaer of Import Specialists required when

the rate of by-pass is 20 percent, 25 percent, and 35 percent. For 20
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percent by-pass, 1,400 import Specialists would be required, or 358 above

the current level.

The average rate of revenue return per appropriated dollar throughout

the Custam Service in $17 to $1. Assuming a marginal rate of return of

just half this amount, the additional revenue that would be pcodhced by

358 more Import Specialists would be $161,500#000.

" t believes that Congress should establish as a goal an additional

500 Import Specialists, to be attained over a three-year period. Last

year, 150 additional Import Specialist wre authorized, but funds wee

not aqpropiated. We again strongly urge the Sb ittee, in the face

of the massive trade law enforcment problem facing the nation, to allow

an additional 150 Import Specialists above the current level for Fiscal

Year 1985.

The dedicated man and woan of the Cus Patrol are responsible for

the interdiction of narootco and contraband entering the United States

by air and sea or across out land borders. Patrol functions inluds air

and maine interceptions, covert operations, participation with

contraband enforcment team in cargo enforcemnt operations,

participation in Roois and comnroial fraud task forces, and use of

mobile strike tome to reepwd to auggling activities.

Special action units of the Custom Patrol are designed to ferret out

activities wich evade normal Custom peocesing. These s eial action
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units posse unique knowledge of cargo movement and documentation,

vessile search and surveillance procedures, Oujling and other criminal

techniqes, and ability to operate fra aircraft, ship, and surface

vehicles. They work hand in glove with other elents of Custom,

spanin the gap between inspecons and investigations.

As we have previously stressed, Custom Patrol Officeers at land

pbrts of entry are specially trained to support the Custom mission. The

Administration's proposal to transfer 165 of these positions to no would

gravely weaken narcotics, Exodus, and come cial tra enforcement

efforts. Thee specialized resources should be left within Custom, and

we strongly urge the Subcmittee to bar their transfer.

Last year, the Coiasioer of Custom testified before the Select

Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control on th serious threat of

narcotics ggling by ship in our coastal areas. The Ccmissioner

stated, *The threat we face in the marine area is again tremendous, it's

one particular area where we are going to try d beef-up our resources."

We wete therefore surprised to we that the Custom Tctical

Interdiction function, and particularly the marine program, are schduled

for cutbacks totalling 32 positions and $1.8 million. According to

Custom, this reduction will be achieved by a more selective nnber of

special operations, utilizing thim to coat only the met critical

enforcement problem, and by organizational realignments.

We believe that in view of the major drug threat, and the deterrent

to aiggling and oriminal activity provided by the marine patrol, these

I-
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cuts are unwise and should be rejected. The alternative budget we have

presented restores these cuts ionpletely.

A final question remains with respect to the Custome air patrol.

This vital progr m must conti6 to be strongly supported, and we cmmend

the Subcomittee for its efforts in developing a second Custom air

module as well as procurement of aircraft, radar, and other assets from

the Deparment of Defense.

However, the Customs budget for Fiscal Year 1985 is predicated uon

receipt of $11 million from the Department of Defense for operation and

maintenance of the Custom air support program. Our inquiries have

disclosed that this matter is stiU under consideration by DOo, and no

interagency agreement has yet been ompleted. We believe the assmtion

that DI) will provide this funding is unwarranted at this time, and we

urge the .Sub omittee to provide this mount in the Custom budget. The

alternative budget we have presented includes this s.

He have earlier described the vast dimensions of the commercial fraud

threat to this country. Countering this threat vill require strengthened

enforcement of Custom patrol at air, land, and sea ports of entry. We

need stronger patrol of our docks and harbors, and better surveill of

bonded warehouses and foreign trade zones. The Dingell Subcom tte has

stated

"That serious problem existed wit bonded warehouses should be
no surprise. Lax enforeent. in previous years had led to several
sandals involving goods disapaing fron bonded warehouse.

=Custa officials experience even more problems with foreign
trade zone war*hoss. These are intended 0 house merchandise for
re-export. It Is Customs' policy not to inspect the goods as they
enter or leave the zones. In one pert of the country, counterfeit

35-541 0 84 -- 13
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jeans were being sold in the foreign trade zone. Shirts reportedly
scheduled for trans-shipmnt to South America were on their way to
New Jersey when discovered. Perfum was magically transfomed into
baby shamoo and sand in another warehouse. Stories abound of
containers full of goods entering foreign trade zones and exiting
empty or filled with other goods. alsification of paperwork appeals
to be a simple matter."

Custom will not get a handle on' this problem without more special

enforcement operations, strengthened contraband enforcement team, and

investigations in which Custom Patrol Officers participate. We believe there

should be a long-range plan for strengtheng this arm of the Service, and we

ask the Suboittee to approve 50 additional positions above restoration of

32 positions cut by the Adminstation, in Fiscal Year 1985. The funds for

them positions are oontained in the alternative budget we have presented.

o Congre should set as a goal achievement of the following increases in

Custom over the next three years:

a. 1,500 Inspectos as follows:

11) 350 positions for airports (based on the Ait- Transport

Association's, ecomndation of 236, plus 114 additional

positions for passeer a, cargo growth, staffing of now

gatways, and optmtion of fS piIary inepecto) g

(2) 300 positions for land border ports (basd upon Custom' study

that 286 positions ar, required for assumption of fl primary

insectons, s text p. 2)I

(3) 450 positions fr comercial fraud enforcement (baed upon

M''s study of the no.r zTured to raise the Inspection rate

for container ied shpents to 3.5 percent, see Table 4);
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(4) 100 positions for export control (based upon the minimum

required number of Inspectors for th Exodus pcogram)u

(5) 300 positions for i of warehouses and foreign trade

zones (based upon number of positions in former Custom

varebouse program).

b. 500 Import Specialists (based upon NMZJ's studies at Tables 3 and 5).

c. 200 Customs Patrol Officers (for narcotics and commercial fraud

enforcement).

d. 100 Special Agents (primarily for cmercial fraud enforcement).

SMWAR c RMIS RP0ISATMcM

SrGeommnds:

0 A oval of $693,443,00 and 14,073 average positions for Custom for FY

1985. This is an increase of $91 million and 1,704 average positions

ab ve the Ainistraton's budget request. The increase includes $56

million ard 954 average positions to restore cuts made by the

inistration and mainta current operating levels. It also includes an

additional $35 million and 1,704 average positions for 450 Inspectors, 150

Import Specialists, 50 Custom Patrol Officers, and 100 Special Agents to

strengthen Customs en-omnt. It also restores $5 mLon cut by the

Administration from the Xo s program.
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o As the nation's principle border mangement agency, Custom should be

assigned primary inspection responsibility at all ports of entry. The

plan to consolidate primary inspections within Custom at air and sa

ports should be approved and ixplemnted, but the plan to transfer primary

inspection responsibility and Custom Patrol positions at land ports to

no should be rejected. Custom should be assigned responsibility for

primary inspection at land ports of entry, thereby freeing resources. for

the Border Patrol, which could concentrate on its aission of apprehending

illegal aliens between ports of entry.

o The Subcomittee should initiate a full inquiry into the AOCX, pr gr,

and not authorize Custom to proceed with this program excs in

accordance with an approved plan, including phasing in of additional

inspectional resources, to deter and minile narcotics wmagling and

commercial fraud.

o The Custom warehouse program should be re-instituted, and there should be

a greater Custom presence in foreign trade zones, as a deterrent to

om rcial fraud.

o The Subomittee should direct that Custom immediately establsh

criteria, and allocate sufficientIm port SpecLalists, to ensure no more

than 20 percent by-pass of merchandise entries in J1 85. Zaport

Specialists should review most entries to determine whether by-pass is

appropriate. If the nm er of Iport Specialists Is insufficient to
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achieve this goal, Custom should so notify the Subcomittee so that it

may make an appropriate recom edation in Congressional consideration of

Treasury's suelmntal appropriation request for FY 1985. Custom should

be required to evaluate the results of 20 percent by-pass, including

impact on revenue and commercial fraud pr.tion, in order to permit

Congress to determine whether this rate should be adjusted.

o The Subcomittee should direct Custom to grade and strengthen the

Import Specialist's role as the backbone of comercial operations,

including masurs to enhance professional evelopent and improve

expertise in the various omodity lines.

o The Subomittee should permanently bar the centralization of Custom'

appraismnt locations, and require Custom to give six-moths notice of

any planned port or office closures.

o, go Subcmittee should mndate allocation of a sufficient numer of

Import Speocalists for prte-entry review of brokers' documntation, in

order to minimize broker errors provide for review and correction of data

entered wder the autmated broker interface programs and osult with

Imort Specialists to design a quality umance program for the Automated

oirmcial System (which includes AeI) to maintain the integrity of

classification and valuation requirents, tariff and quota controls, data

required for anti-duming and countervailing duty determinations, and

accuay of foreign trade statistics.
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Senator DANFORTH. What is the effect on the morale of the em-
ployees of the Customs Service regarding the practice of RIF'ing
the employees and cutting back the budget?

Mr. TOBIAS. Mr. Chairman, the main impact is that the U.S. Os-
toms Service has been able to attract people who are interested in
law enforcement and law enforcement activities. And when they
are told, yes, you will be a customs inspedor, and they are trained
to perform a particular task, and then in reality, cannot perform
that task, it has a serious adverse impact on them. It would be as if
I were trained to be a U.S. Senator, and then were only allowed to
vote half the time. And that is the way the U.S. customs inspector
is. They can't do their job because there aren't enough of them to
process the baggage There aren't enough of them to conduct the in-
spections. There are not enough import specialists to perform their
functions. So, people cannot perform the duties they are assigned.
And it has a very depressing effect, a great impact on morale.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that there is room here for
greater efficiency in trying to relieve the customs inspectors of the
paperwork burden? You said that about half of their time is in
processing paperwork. Commissioner von Raab wants to try to
streamline that process so there is less time spent on paperwork. is
there room for improvement in this area?

Mr. TOBIAs. Of course. There is always room for improvement in
the processing of paperwork, but where we disagree with the ad-
ministration is that-and apparently our disagreement is with
OMB and not with Mr. von Raab--is that notwithstanding greater
efficiencies in processing paperwork, we still need more peple. to
deal with the increased imports, with the increased responsiblites,
with the-
. Senator DANFoRTH. I am not debating that. I am just talking

about-let's assume there are x number of employees that will be
somewhere between 12,869 and 14,098, and that is the spread,
whatever there is. Is there a lot to be said for trying to improve
their efficiency and streamline the operations so there is less paper
and more tine spent actually doing the job?

Mr. TOBIA. 'Yes. Absolutely. Certainly there is. There is
always-

Senator DANFORTH. You don't quarrel with the notion of trying
to target the work that they are concentrating on in areas-that are
more productive than what Commissioner von Raab said-harass-
ing law-abiding people?

Mr. TOAs. Where we disagree again, Mr. Chairman, is not that
some people be targetted, but that the target is so narrow, and it

-also is in the way the targetting is done in that it removes the dis-
cretion from the people who are out there on the line to say your
target, in this particular situation, should be expanded to include
this shipment, and the target-when you are talking about under 8
percent--is a very small target area that you are looking at. So, we
are not talking about harassing legitimate people.We are talking
about such a narrow target that I think the law is not being suffi-
ciently enforced.

Senator DANFORTH. As I think you got from the nature of the dis-
cussion with the Commissioner, there is real interest in the efficacy
of the Customs Service. And while we are trying to cut the budget
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wherever we can, there is a recognition, I think, on the part of
members of this committee, that there is a point beyond which we
cannot go in our desire to see that the Service is operating effec-
tively.

I just want to say one thing in conclusion. I have gone through
Customs any number of times, and I have seen hundreds and hun-
dreds of people go through customs in a number of ports of entry
in the United States. And when people go through customs, they
are people who have been traveling oftentimes for hours on end.
They have gotten off the plane. They have wrestled around with
their baggage.They have fought to find baggage carts and to get
the bags up to the customs desk, and it is oftentimes one of the
most nerve-wracking experiences for people to go through. Then
after all that, they have their personal bags checked by total
strangers. Given all of that challenge, I have never seen a situation
where a customs inspector has not been polite and really solicitous
and understanding of the people coming through. That is not to say
that they have been blind to what is going on. They haven't been.
They have been effective, but I think that it really speaks well for
them and their sense of professionalism and their training and ev-
erything else that goes into making a good employee of the Federal
Government that they are able to handle, sometimes, the most
stressful of circumstances, in a good and accommodating way.

People who travel and people who come into this countr-that
is the first thing they see of America. I mean, to go into Canada,
for example, which is a total madhouse-just an absolute mess-it
is kind of a disgrace, as a matter of fact-but the one bright spot of
the whole operation is the Customs Service. That is, if people can
ever find their bags and get a cart, shoving other people out of the
way to get a-cart and get the bags up to the Customs Service, at
long last they are with people who know what they are doing.

So, I just wanted to say that. I think that you represent some
very, very effective public servants, probably often maligned, but I
think that they really do a first-rate job.

Mr. TOBIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate
that.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. -
[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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STATEMENT OF ERIC RIDDER, PUBLISHER,

THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

ON CUSTOMS SERVICE FY 1985 AUTHORIZATION LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Trade, this statement is submitted on behalf of Eric

Ridder, publisher of The Journal of Commerce, the daily business

newspaper of the Knight-Ridder Group, and the Import Bulletin, a

weekly report on imported goods arriving at U.S. ports. The

Journal's headquarters are located at .110 Wall Street, New York,

New York 10005.

Our statement concerns the need for better public access to

information about goods coming into the United States. We

support a non-controversial amendment which would assure public

access to certain information about imports. The information

will be obtained from import manifests filed with the Customs

Service when goods arrive in the United States. Such a provision

would also provide methods to protect claims of business confi-

dentiality and other sensitive information included in the

manifest.

Better access to import information will benefit U.S. manu-

faturera competing with foreign importers. It will also help

U.S. port authorities and land-based transportation companies

identify potential customers and determine where and when to

allocate resources.
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Identical language was contained in last year's Customs'

authorization billr S. 1295, as sponsored by Senator John

Heinz. This language was also included as a section in the

miscellaneous tariff and trade bill passed last year by the House

and included as a part of the Senate version of that bill

reported by the Finance Committee. Unfortunately Senate action

on the PY 1984 Customs Service authorization bill and the

miscellaneous tariff and trade bill is uncertain for reasons

unrelated to the manifest information provisions. Given the

uncertain future of the bills, we urge the Subcommittee to

include the language of S. 1295 in the Customs Service

authorization bill for PY 1985 to rationalize import trade

information data procedures. Moreover* while there has been a

settlement of our litigation concerning access to this

information with the Customs Service* several issues remain

unresolved and continue to require legislative solutions.

Specifically, Congress needs to codify certain data to be

included in the manifest and to codify the procedures for pro-

tecting the confidentiality of certain data about the importer or

consignee.

Our position is strongly supported by port authorities and

transportation companies. In addition, the Joint Industry Group

this year also has testified on behalf of this amendment and they

strongly support it.
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The suggested languages now part of S. 1295, and suggested

for inclusion in the Customs Sevice FY 1985 Authorization

Legislation can be described as follows:

Description of Information to be Disclosed

The following information will be available for public

disclosure when it is included on the manifest: the name and

address of the shippers the general character of the cargo, the

number of packages and their gross weight, the name of the vessel

or carrier, the port of loading, the port of discharge, and the

country of origin of the shipment.

Protection of Importer and Shipper Identity

The name and address of both the importer and the names of

and address of the shipper may not be disclosed if a certifica-

tion requesting confidential treatment of this information is

filed by the importer. The certification must be renewed every

two years.

Protection of Other Information

None of the information listed above will be disclosed if

the information is classified as defense or foreign policy

information pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(1) or if disclosure on a

shipment-by-shipment basis is likely to pose a threat of personal

injury or property damage.
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Implementing Procedures

The Secretary of the Treasury is required to establish

procedures to ensure timely access by publications to manifests

so that information listed above can be published. These

procedures must provide a means of protecting that information

which is not available for public disclosure.

We appreciate this opportunity to again bring this important

issue to the attention of the Subcommittee. We look forward to

working with you to see t~at appropriate legislation is enacted

this year.
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U S Coundl for an Open World Economy
I N C O R P 0IAA T I D

7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22307
(202) 785-3772

Statement submitted by David J. Steinberg, President, U.S. Council
for an Open orld rconamy, to the Subcommittee on International
Trade of the U.S. Senate Caimitte on Finance in hearing on Fiscal
1985 budget authorisations for international-trade functions.

March 12, 1984

(The U.S. Council for an Open orld economy is a private, non-
profit organization engaged In research and public education on
the merits and problems of developing an open international econ-
omic system in the overall national interest. The Council does
not aot on behalf of any special interest".)

This statement is limited to the International Trade Com-
mission, specifically the structure of the Coamission and the
adequacy of ITC investigation and analysis in import-relief cases.

We ue.lglt .e ned fLo gix gg sLiogg (the statutory
complement). The Commission has got along well with four or five
commissioners at various times in its long history. It might oper-
ate more efficiently with fewer than six commissioners, and each
seat terminated would save the taxpayers more than $100,000 a year
when the total costs of each commissioner's office are considered.
If the President does not wish to get the number of commissioners
reduced, he at least should move diligently to fill the vacancies
that occur in the panel of ommisaioners o There were three vacan-
cies a year ago. There were tWo a month ago, with no nominasions
pending. I am glad to see that, in the month since I expressiU _
concern about this performance in a statement I submitted to the

house Comittee on Ways and Means concerning Fiscal 1985 budget
authorizations in this field, two nominations have been sent to
the Senate. Howver, the long delay leaves me less than impressed
with the attention the whitee House has given this matter. The need
for an efficient, high-quality ITC has not been getting the atten-
tion it deserves from both ends of "the Avenue".

To not Ieo facto lgo.to be ohsirman.- Nor iio biennial rota-
tion conducive to =lopment of effective leadership by the per-
son wbo serves as chairman. We also question the role of a pro-
fessional staff (including a legal advisor) for each commissioner.
We understand that each commissioner is authorized to have four
persons, of whom no more than one can be higher than 05-15 and no
more than one additional person can be higher than 05-14. Ne
ausation the need for such privktt nRofiegaonal staff& whnacon
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fsy C V. " suggest Congressio'al
1 private staffs have led to

urrva e between the respective staffs of the co0-
8Assioners, and adversarial relations between commissioner staffs
on the one hand and the Commission staff on the other -- affecting
adversely the quality and utility of commissioner opinions in
luport-relief and other cases. The budget savings from reducing
or eliminating these personal professional staffs may be of little
consequence. out, even if this be the case, it is no justification
for neglecting inuairy into the desirability of such reform. The
money saved in reducing or removing these private staffs might be
spent more productively in strengthening the economic and legal
staffs of the Ccmission per so.

21b5 Of the Trade Act by not fully assessin the adqay of
steps the petitioning Industry has takeil tovtrd becoming more
competitive with sports, and not assessing the extent to which
government statutes and regulations say be Impairing the indutry's
adjustment capablity. Also neglected is assessment of the dif-
ferential impacts whch import restriction may have on different
sectors of the industry. Windfall gains for sectors that ay not
need government help may cause additional problems for those that
do.

Not all these analytical factors ay materially affect the
Comission'e decision in every case, but all are important for
the President to take into consideration it he wishes to develop
a coherent industry-adjustment policy with respect to the peti-
tioning industry, whether or not the commission finds serious
injury or threat thereof, but paz'tlcularly if it does. Such an
adjustment strategy (developed in conjunction with mangt and
labor) should be the framework for any resort to import control,
and the trade legislation should so require. Mover, the Pres-
ident Is free to p along these lines even without a legis-
lative mandate, and the IO should want to help him in this re-
gard in every way it can. Nothing in the trade law prevents the
Commission from undertaking the Mnd of analysis suggested in
this statement. However, the Commission haUs been less Imaginative
and innovative, and less helpftl to the President, than it can and
ought to be in this respect.

0


